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I mere  are 30 million Americans who have something new and
vivid in common-people in New York City and Burlington, . 1
m Boston, Rochester and Providence, in dozens  of other cities
amI hundreds of towns and villages in the Northeast. They
were together during the great blackout of 1965. From now
on they will be asking each other, “Where were you when the

’lights went out?” and some of us will actually wait to hear he- ?
king in to tell our own stories. a ,
a curious experience, one that existed on many levels

~~-Psy&ologists will peer into -the bihavior of men under
?stms.s, sociologists will examine the suddenly torn fabric of
4 modem life, economists will dissect the relationship of public

m: utilities to public interests, generals will check worriedly over-__-,
intricate military patterns in renewed guard against a me

I

’ chanical failure which could blow out not just the lights but
;“:also  mankind. And philosophers and theologians will search
G their minds for the meaning of man’s position in a tech-
: nological society which he found he neither really understood
;, nor controlled, a most bewildering and frightening moment of

The hours of the darkness brought with them some sudden

8
flashes of light-quick insights into fears that haunt Americans
(“the Chinese,” a housewife on New York’s East Side thought

$ when she saw New York fade from her window, and then was
b a little ashamed), swift glimpses, too, of resourcefulness under
$ pressure,
$

the uncovering of hidden talents and sensitivities,
the latent instinct, even in our own nervous, compartmentalixed

15 society,
1

for people to reach out toward each other.
11
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Housewives in high-rise  buildings all over town, who ha&
never known their neighbors, found themselves knocking on
apartment doors;  offering candles and snacks. For a Pakistani
woman, huddled in the dark with her frightened child, New
York will never be quite as cold as it was before the woman
next door brought in a bit of candle. People discovered the
things they could do-hook- up a lamp to a battery, lead
frightened strangers through a subway tunnel, climb hundreds
of steps to lead office workers down to the street.

The blackout brought fears and mysteries; it also brought
a certain exhilaration. In every man there is a corner of re
bellion  against the machine, and the blackout allowed us a
brief period of freedom from its dominance. We .were  all
delighted at the rediscovery of the importance of things that
were not plugged into walls-things that were almost forgotten
by us-most of all, the wonderful, wonderful candle.

What a moment of triumph to know that the huge computers
we really did not like and that we suspected really did not like
us were lying massively idle and useless, but the old pencil
sharpener still worked. It was modem man’s closest equivalent
to being alone on a desert island, and the great joy of making
do buoyed us all. We knew we would be recaptured and
brought back submissively to the prison farm of modem tech-
nology but it was good being free, loose and on the mu for a
f e w  h o u r s .

It is easy, looking backward, to divide all the reactions and
emotions into neat little piles with neat little labels-fear,
courage, selfishness, resourcefulness-and make the quick as-
sumption that what was important about the blackout was the
common denominators revealed. Indeed, there were these
unifying threads but, more important, the blackout was a re
minder that because of our own needs and backgrounds we
respond to a collective situation quite individually.

The blackout was a lark for youth, a terrible trial for age.
It was an opportunity to help for the young man who stepped
off the sidewalk and directed trathc which suddenlv had been
wondrously freed from the discipline of trtic lights. It was
an opportunity to gouge for the taxi driver who packed his
cab full of passengers and made each pay double or triple the
whole fare. As usual, New Yorkers helped gouge themselves.
They stood in the roadway, flagged down taxis and shouted,
‘Thirty dollars to Brooklyn!” “Ten dollars to the Viiage!”

Our society is such that there was not an area of life, physical
life or mental life, that was not in some way touched by the
fact that the power had failed.

There were all the things that in one way or another are
plugged into the wall. When the plug was pulled out we found
I2 ’

It di&ult  to go about our ways, found it diflicuh even tocom- - :

-The plug was pulled out of the wall for t&s’ subways ‘and
~00,000  people found themselves in the dark, uudergrcnmd, *-
&ock-still. In New York, people think of the subways as da& -XL.
gerous  places-although there is considerably less crime under
&e sidewalks than on them-and these early moments of black
immobility  were chilling. Those pickpockets fortunate enough
to be on the subways at that historical moment in the records
of their trade probably had an interesting time, but there was
no terror in the tunnels.

The commuter trains slid to a halt and the whole machinery
of suburban lie, built around the clock and the railroad time
table, slid to a halt with them. By the time commuter and
housewife got together again, other travelers had flown from
New York to COO.

We couldn’t move toward each other unless we had cars and
it was difficult talking to each other-the phones worked but
were overloaded. The people who talk at other people were

:,
i

also, for the most part, silenced. The newspaper presses in the
blackout area. were not rolling, radio was available only to
those who had transistors or were in cars, and the television
industry was shut down.

Most of the time, we find out what is collectively important
to us by picking up the paper, switching on the radio, clicking
through the television channels. We are then told what we have
been doing or should be doing or what our leaders are doing
for us or to us. When the presses stop, television goes out and
radio’s voice is narrowed, we lose touch with the President of ”
the United States, with Dean Rusk, with the men dying in
Vietnam; we can’t hear Peking yelling at us and we don’t even
know just what it is we are supposed We

_
to rush out and buy. I

The disruption of the communications industry during the
blackout, therefore, had a rather poignant and disturbinn effect.
Here were 30 million people sharing a (
and, except for those with transistors, they didn’t know what
the experience was. In the eerie candlelit newsroom of The
Times  that night-good God, somebody said, this story is alI
ours if we can just get it out on the streets; nobo *
yet, they are in it but they don’t know it.

It was not only that almost every material part 0
was invohed  and affected by the pulling of the plu
“transport,  communications, manufacturing, buy-
hg and

- - -  __.-
consuming. For manv of us the most fasci&inc  Dart



that are enormous@  important in our society, or any society,
but cannot be s~pse  or touched or heard-our fqats and our
worries,  our t.ab&#  and our insecurities.

h m a*&$  ,twenty stories over the East I& in New
York City, thrw ‘mall boys were filled at first with the
Halloween @it of it all, but then they grew quiet and sat
s&ntly wihhelr mother, looking out the window. One of the
boys said solemnly after awhile, ,“An attack from outer
space!” He wasn’t joking either and neither was his mother
at the unspoken thought in her own mind-an attack, som
where, from inner space.

Through the minds of two knowledgeable
flashed the same thought at about the same tim
to discover later. Both thought, ‘The anti-Vietnam demonstra-
tors have pulled something off..”

Probably because all those rock ‘n’ roll stations and the radio
networks did such a fine job, and because so many teen-agers
had bought so many transistors, the word that all was safe
carried rapidly enough to prevent any spread of fear. But it is
a fact that we live in a world so in terror of itself that a simple
power failure on a wide scale could instantly touch off the
deepest and most terrible fears in many American minds.
Even when the fear was passed off or shrugged off or laughed
off and even when it quickly proved to be entirely false, other
fears rose to take its place.

We had all been told time and again that it could never
happen. We had been assured by impressive charts and dia-
grams and by even more impressive scientific  jargon not to
worry our heads, that the computers and the switch-offs and
other things that the likes of us couldn’t understand and
needn’t bother to understand would take care of things. We
could go about our business without fear of the dark.

We had all accepted that and yet it did happen. The lights
wenf out and for a terribly long time nobody couId make
them go on again. For five days, until the trouble was traced

‘to a town in Ontario four miles from Niagara Falls. Nobody
could even tell us why they went out. Then, all of a sudden,
they weren’t telling us any more that it could not happen again.
Suddenly we were being told by our scientific  and engineering
betters, that it could indeed happen again maybe right tonight.
So now we believe that it could happen again and we have very
little faith in the infallibility of our engineers, a good reaction
indeed for all of us.

But what is in our minds now, and what came immediately
to many of our minds that night and could not be driven out,
is the dreadful next-step thought. If all those highly educated
engineers were so terribly wrong about assuring us that there
14
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could not be a massive power failure,  that they had success-
fully guarded against it, that the good old computers were
right in there protecting us day and night, how can we be
sure that there won’t  be another kind of short circuit some
place, or some other little technical mishap that we couldn’t
possibly understand, and that as a rc&It a missile wiU  come
out of its concrete dungeon in Nebraska or Sr&cria and put
US  all in darkness again, and forever?

’This is not a new thought, of course, and titiBating  books
and movies have been written about it-the “Fail-Safe” syn-
drome, it is sometimes called. It is a recurring  fictional theme.
Somewhere on an electronic war board New York or Moscow
flashes red, the missiles rise, the cities disappear. Then a lone
survivor creeping about the war room finds that that first red
flash had just come from a simple short circuit. The irony of
it all.

With the blackout, these fears came back, and stronger,
because our experts had proved to be so wrong. If the electrical
experts are wrong, why not the military experts? Ifyou can’t
even trust Con Ed, can you trust the Pentagon? There is
plenty of reassurance available. We hear that the President
has to give the word, there are keys and double keys, there
are coded passwords, there are two men with revolvers watch-.
jng each other at critical posts in case one goes mad (suppose
they both go mad?) and all sorts of safeguards.

And yet. Can it be said, really, that it is beyond all possibility
that something could go wrong? There is nothing to be done
about this; men learn to live with the fear. All that can be said
C that the night of the blackout made the fears just a bit
harper, made doubts just a bit heavier, made people quite a

iIit more skeptical of the reassurances of the experts. It is a
&od thing,. all told, to see the engineering experts get one
m the eye, because we all are too much in awe of them. But, of
course, if t&e military experts turn out to be wrong, weB  then
jt is our eye.
1 The night the lights went out, the very fact of their going
but, and nobody knowing quite why for so long a time, touched
On something even deeper in significance than the missiles 50
miles from the controlling button.

One way or another it made most of us in the dark realize
mutely  that the dilemma of modem man is that he lives in a
society he does not really understand and cannot really control.
AU societies,  from the family through the tribe to the United
Nations, are, happily, beyond total control. They are made up
@f individual human beings, and no force has been found that
uontrols  the minds and souls of individual human beings
.&tally.
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But although society never has been totally controllable, its
component elements-people--more or less understood each

other. One human being reacted to another human being as a
.i’:., human  being-loving him or killing him or working for him or
1, -cheating him or teaching him or whatever. Now we fmd that

in a rd sense something eke has entered into society and we
.j $.,,  :, human beings are not alone. The machine is in it with us.

‘$ We can’t talk to the machine, we can’t get angry at it, or
.I$ :-

love it, but it certainly is affecting our lives, our individual
lives and our lives as residents of a city or members of a na-

-, ’ tion. Of wurse, we are the masters of the machine. Are we?
Without getting too metaphysical about it, without succumb-
ing to the temptation to give machines personalities--although
we all have known machines that have benefited enormously
from a good kick in the slats-it is still a fact \&that  machines
control us at least as much as we control them.

Human societies have been through all sorts of crises-
wars, rebellions, plagues. Now it seems to me that we are ap

-. proaching a new kind of crisis-The Age of Mechanical Dis-
obedience. The machine5  are quite all right as long as they
do what they are supposed to do, but we are now so depend-
ent on them that when something goes wrong in our machimes
our lives are disrupted. \

The machines are plugged into each other and we am
plugged into the machines and when somebody pulls a plug
it means that we as well as the machines begin sputtering
and throwing out gears, burning oil and screeching to a stop.
The proof of our dependency, it seems to me, is that so many
of us are more afraid of nuclear death by short circuit than
by military decision.

Most of the city froze that night. But there were  islands of
activity. One of them was on the third floor of 229 West 43d
Street, the news room of The New York Times.

The blackout came a couple of hours before &&edition
time. The blackout made the switches on the wall useless but
something else clicked immediately into life-the professional
response of a team of newspapermen in crisis. We worked in
candlelight, put out copy, rushed it across the river to the plant
of The Newark Evening News and the next morning Tha Times
was the only New York newspaper on the stands. Yes, we were
proud of ourselves and our paper, but most of all we were
proud of the tradition that impelled us-the tradition that it
is a newspaper’s job to publish. Too often newspapers and
newspapermen have forgotten that. We published, and as far
as we were concerned, the score the next morning was People
1, Machines 0.
16

2. “And Everything Was Gone”

The Energy Control Center of the Consolidated Edison Com-
pany of New York is a modern, high-ceilinged room where
no one ever sleeps. It is bathed in bright fluorescent light night
and day. In its antiseptic atmosphere, among the switches and
meters and circuit diagrams, trained men work around the
clock to keep the world’s largest city ‘supplied with its most
precious wmmodity~lectrical  power.

At 5:J5 on the night of November 9,1965,  the ligh&‘in  the
Energy Control Center Bickered. Edwin J. Nellis,  a baldlsh,
small-shouldered man of 62, was in the controller’s chair.
He was the human wnnection  between Con Edison’s electrical
generators and its customers and between the company and the
other utilities in the vast Northeast Power Grid.

Moments after that first flicker the needles of the meters
in front of Mr. Nellis  began to pitch ahd yaw wildly. The
indicator of the key gauge, the one showing the balance of
electricity between Con B&son  and the grid, went off the scale.

By then Mr. Nellis  realized that New York was on the losing
end of a massive power drain, a drain that was already hurtling
downstate along the singing cables of the grid. But it was too
late. (“Electricity moves at the speed of light,” Mr. Nellis  was
to say tersely days afterward. “If you can beat that, I can’t.“)
At 5:27 P.M., Eastern standard time, New York City-Bagh-
dad on the Hudson, the Great White Way, the hub of the
nation’s commerce and communications-was sucked into
the maw of blackness, following scores of other cities upstate
and in New England.

It was as if some gigantic creature of night and chaos had
swept across the chill Northeast evening, snufling illumination
in Vermont farmhouses and Manhattan skyscrapers, stopping
subways in their tunnels and phonograph records on their
turntables, halting trafllc and emergency surgery,.post.men  on
their rounds and children at their play.
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It was a night of courage and confusion, of laughter and
fear, of riot and humanity, of tragedy and romance. For some
the blackout was only a momentary annoyance; for others it
WAS an eerie all-night fantasy when the whole machinery of
life came to a halt. For all, it was a time they will not soon
forget. This is the story of that night-The Night the Lights
Went Out.

Tuesday, November 9, 1965, did not begin as an extraordl-
nary day. The sun rose over the Northeast at 5:35 A.M. The
weather was clear, and there was no sign of rain. Upstate and
in New England, farmers got up to do their chores---milking,
feeding the stock, breaking. the thin sheet of overnight ice on
the water troughs. In the cities, there was the sleepy stir of
deliverers and shopkeepers. Suburban commuters readied
themselves for the trip to their jobs in the metropolitan ten-
ters. Children walked grimly down country roads to catch
the school bus. An ordinary day.

In the news, former President Dwight D. Eisenhower was
taken early in the morning to Fort Gordon Army Hospital
in Georgia with what was first  thought to be a mild heart
disturbance. President Johnson was still recuperating at his
Texas ranch from his gall bladder operation. Paratroops of
the ,173d Airborne Brigade engaged in a 5erce Sreflght  with
Vietcong guerrillas in Zone D. A twenty-one-year-old pacifist
named Roger Allen La Porte set himself on tire in front of the
United Nations building to protest against war. The New York
police began a new policy of towing away illegally parked cars
from midtown streets.

It looked like an ordinary day, too, on the Northeast Power
Grid. The mild fall weather lessened the drain of electricity
for a major useair  conditioning or heating-and so it did
not look like the full generating capacity of the system would
have to be fed into the grid.

The grid is a vast interlocking network of plants and lines
in which the power companies of the Northeast pool their
facilities to make cheaper electricity available and to help each
0th~ in times of need. It began its formation around 1950
with the interconnection of previously independent local utili-
ties.

The grid has two major parts-the Ontario-New YorkNew
England pool and the New Jersey-Pennsylvania-Maryland
pool. The pools are connected, but easily separable. Within
each system, however, the members are greatly dependent on
one another and can be separated only as a last resort

The main trunk of the Ontario-New York-New England
pool is shaped roughly like an elongated T. The crossbar runs
east and west from Niagara Falls to Boston; the stem runs
18

nortli and south from S&en&&y  to New York City. From
this main arterv of Dower nmhund.reds  of feeder lines criss-
crossing the Pr&in&  of Ontario in Canada andseven  staw .,g!
New  York, Massachusetts, Vermont, New H&&re,  Main&‘*;’
Connecticut and Rhode Island. There ls also a connection to .”
two tiny t-Milford  and Matamoras-at the northeastern :‘:9
tip of Penn&v&a  and to a number of populous suburbati :‘$;
communities in Bergen and Passaic counties in northern New #-
Jersey.

;:
Thevirtue.ofthepoolisthatintimesofnormatdcmandfoi -.‘i

electricity the member companies can shut down some of their
expensive steam-fed facilities and “ride” on the cheaper cur-

)
j

rent provided by hydroelectric generators like the two million-
kilowatt one at Niagara  FalIs. -

The important fact about the pool is that within its network
of cables the current runs in both directions. This means, for
example, that even though a member company in Vermont
is borrowing current from Niagara Falls, if the current from
the falls suddenly stops, the Vermont concern will find itself
lending its own electricity to other members. The principal
drawback of the system is the dreaded “cascade effect,” a
phenomenon in which a sudden and excessive demand for
power in one part of the network will milk drp all the other
components. The result would be a complete shutdown of all
the generating capacity in the system, total darkness.

To prevent this, the members of the grid have elaborate
systems of circuit breakers and automatic shut-offs. Each com-
ponent has the equivalent of Con Edison’s Energy control
Center where engineers can watch the ebb and flow of power
and, if absolutely
grid.

necmary, cut the company loose from the

For the members of the grid on Tuesday aft&&i-  how-
ever, the cascade effect was the furthest thing from anyone’s
mind. For one thing, it had never happened before. For an-
other, power demand was as expected-normal. Consolidated
Edison, the giant component of the grid with a generating
capacity of 7.6 million kilowatts, was riding on 350,000 kilo-
watts from upstate in addition to the 4.5 million it was produe
ing itself. The Orange and Rockland Power Company and
many others in the pool were doing the same-letting their
own plants idle while the upstate power flowed in.

Around 4 P.M. the companies began preparing for the
peak  demand of the day-the time around dusk when house
lights and office lights and neon signs go on, when elevators
emptying office buildings get their peak use, when extra sub-
ways and trains are put into operation for, commuters, when
children come in from play and turn on the television set,
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when millions of thermostats jolt millions ‘of heating plants i
into operation. :? k

The sun set at 4~44  ‘P.M.,  revealing a night’ of crystalline J
beauty. All over the East, lights winked on; husbands and :
travelers began the journey home, housewives started the prep-
arations for supper. In the bars, the ice machines spewed out
fresh cubes for that one quick one between office and home.

The temnerature  in New York Citv at 5 P.M . was 46
degrees. Tlie  metropolis was a fairyland of light-great run-
ways of light on the avenues, glowing islands of light under
the sidestreet lamps, riots of light on the Times Square bill-
boards, warm, beckoning windows of light in innumerable
apartments and homes, cold, shadowless panels of light in
innumerable offices, secure patterns of light at the airports.

The moon, one day past the full, rose at 5: 13. Strangely, it
was almost precisely at that moment that the trouble began.
The moon rose, and the lights went out. 1

In Conway, New Hampshire, an ll-year-old boy named Jay
Hounsell was walking along the road on the way home to sup-
per, In the chill night, in the way of boys, he was swinging a
stick to p-s  the time. Idly, he whacked it against a telephone
pole at the side of the path. The light on the pole went-out. He
could see the lights all over town go out. Jay, ten&xl, ran
all the way home.

“His eyes were sticking right out,” Mrs: Hounsell recalled
later. “I wasn’t sure he hadn’t done something, but I told him
it didn’t seem possible that a whack on a telephone pole could
put out the whole gizmo.”

Atop a hill in Montclair, New Jersey, a housewife gazed
out her picture window toward Manhattan. It was a magical
spectacle at twilight-tiny diamonds glinting all along a
horizon of lovely, deep blue. It had to be shared. She called
her 16-year-old son. He came, and when he arrived at the
window she turned and-it had vanished.

Mrs. Josephine O’Keefe,  who lives in the Park Slope sec-
tion of Brooklyn, recalled it this way: “I could see the New
York skyline from my windows. All of a sudden, it’s dark
-dead, kind of. The last time was in the war, it was dark
about the same way.”

At the Michael C. Fina Company, a concern in midtown
Manhattan that sells silver and crystal, the customers froze
in the blackness when the lights flickered and failed. They
did not want to jolt a display and precipitate a costly shower
of shards.

At Mount Sinai Hospital in Manhattan, Mrs. Monserrata
MWXM, 35 years old, was giving birth to twins. The first
20

‘daughter was delivered just before the blackout. The- se&
ond was delivered by flashlight.

Over Kennedy International Airport in Quee&  Captain ’ ,s
Ron George was bringing his Air Canada turboprop with 80
passengers aboard in for a &ling. “We turned righ&”  he

: .:;

recalled, “and everything was gone.” Captain Carl E. Lofts&& j,
piloting a Scandinavian Airways System DC-8 fan jet with ; :;
89 aboard, had a similar experience. “I saw the airport, I
saw the runway,” he said “I looked at the instruments, when
I looked up I couldn’t find it again.”

That was how it was when the lights went out.
It started somewhere on New York State’s Niagara fron-

tier. Sometime around 5: 15 P.M., at some place in that sec-
tion of the Northeast Power Grid, a large chunk of the input
of the system was somehow cut off. This created a tremen-

- _
&ntly called upon to make up -the loss. And it could not
have come at a worse time-the  time of peak demand in any
‘--pineas  day.

Some of the generating plants were idling, riding on the-.-&.. -..-.-- .x.-r >.‘----  ̂ ^__ 2 AL..:-..“%..
w&e in ‘no condition to make up lack. It takes &ne 6.
stoke a steam generator, or release the sluice gates at a hy-
droelectric generator. So that left it up to the generating
plants that were operating at the time the vacuum appeared
to take up the slack.

Generating plants are fickle mechanisms. When the power
demanded of them is equal to their capacity to produce it
they thrive. But when more electricity is asked of them &IL
they can hope to produce they shut down-automaItica&-
and produce nothing. This is ‘what happened that Tuesday
night.

The cascade effect has been likened to a file of falling dam-
inoes. But the order in which the dominoes fall does not
necessarily indicate the order of responsibility for the failure.
It merely shows which components the power-hungry grid
Called on first, and which were found wanting Generally, the
first dominoes to fall would be those closest to the source Of
trouble.

The tirst  sign of trouble in the grid came about 5:15,  when
lights all over the area serviced by the Ontario-New York-
New England pool began to flicker. The Canadian Corn-
Pond of the grid, the Ontario Hydra-Electric Commission,
Was apparently the Brst to succumb. _~ _
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This statboperated utility, serving about six million peo-
ple h ~u~~.Ontario,  reported that “an electrical distur-
bate” ~&$kere  in northern  NSW-,York  forced it to shut
down at 5:15’or  5:16  P.M . The neti victims were the New
York State Electric and Gas Corporation and the Rochester
(3~3  and Electric Company, both of which blew their fuses
at 5:17.  The New York State concern, serving the Binghaql-
ton, Finger Lakes, Elmiia, Ithaca, Auburn area, said its shuti
down was %iomentary.”  Once its generators were freed of
the grid, they provided power for their own area again.
There were fluctuations and low voltage in the system for a
tlroe,  but by 7 P.M. it was stabilized.

Most of New Jersey was saved by throwing of switch-
once by man and once by automation.

At 5:19 P.M. the Orange and Rockland Power Company,
serving the area on the west bank of the Hudson River just
above New York City, went out. The massive power drain
had moved along the left or western arm of the T and, at
the intersection, was calling for power from both the south and
the east. About half the Orange and Rockland service area,
including some of Rockland County and most of the concern’s
customers in northern New Jersey, were saved by the quick
reaction of a supervisor in the Stony Point, New York, plant.
He detected the sudden surge of power and, acting on his own
initiative, threw the switch that cut his generators from the
grid.

Company officials declined to identify the operator. But
they emphasized that if the supervisor had taken such action
on hia own under more normal circumstances, it would be a
very serious matter. As it was, he got nothing but praise.

About the same time, the New Jersey-Pennsylvania-Mary-
land pool was saved from disaster. That pool, cu~ected  with
its -northern neighbors, was disconnected by seven switches
that were thrown automatically when the demand became
fierce.

The next components to go, at 5:21  P.M., were Massachu-
setts and Rhode Island at the far eastern end of the T. All
of Massachusetts except Peabody and Holyoke-which has
its own municipal power plant-was cast into darkness. What
little there is of Rhode Island was also shut down, although
three small companies-the Blackstone Valley Electric Com-
pany, the Newport Electric Company and the Block Island
Light and Power Company-were back almost immediately.

At 5:22 the power drain, having exhausted the possibilities
of the main artery (the T) for the moment, turned to the
smaller feeder lines. The Niagara Mohawk Power. serving
Buffalo and surrounding areas,-found part of its service cut
22

“ti at 5:22. The Central Hudson Gas a&d  Electric Comnanv, *
providing power for the area above Rock
went out completely at 5:2X

Then it was the turn of the great metroif;
affected most seriously of all. The Consolidated Edison Com-
pany, serving New York’s five boroughs and’ Westchester
County, first began to notice the trouble when the li ts

F;”flickered at its Energy Control Center at 128 West nd
Avenue at 5:15.

Mr. Nellis,  who has been with Con Edison 41 years and
a supervisor since 1937, was in charge. He gave this account
of the prelimimuy  events that evening:

“At approximately 5: 15 we had our peak load and were
wngratulating ourselves on a very orderly peak period. Con-
ditions were excellent. We had an excellent reserve in OUI
system. Suddenly we had this severe short in the system
[upstate]. The lights dipped very seriously. We immediately
called for an instrumentation check. The check showed all
our generating facilities [in the city] were indicating normal
operation.

The Flushing station reported an operation of relays at one
of our substations and we knew we had a fault some place in \;’
the interconnection [another term for the Northeast Power ,,
Grid].” \.

However, before giving the order to pull Con Edison free
from the grid-which is done by pressing eight buttons in

1

the Energy Control Center-Mr. Nellis  had to deal with four
telephone calls.

Three were incoming, from stations in Flushing, Rockland
County and Orange County. All reported trouble. Mr,Nellis  ..-.
also.placed a call to Syracuse to get more information on the
trouble. When Syracuse reported “trouble to the north,” Mr.
Nellis  said, he told the Syracuse station, “Under those wndi-
tions Pm going to cut clear of you.”

Mr. Nellis  gave the order to press the buttons, which acti- ’
vate circuit breakers at a Con Edison facility at Pleasant
Valley in Dutchess County. But by then it was too late. At
5:27 P.M. all parts of the world’s largest city except Staten
Island and a small portion of Brooklyn were plunged into
blackness and chaos.

Staten Island was spared because a circuit breaker Unex-
pectedly cut it from the rest of the city system. “It operated
automatically,” said John P. Neubauer, manager of system
operations. “I don’t know why it opened.” Mr. Neubauer also
stressed that the decision to pull out of the grid “is- practically- L.-----
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At 5:28 P.M., the Long Island Lighting Company, serving

most of NSSUI sod SufIolk Ch~nties, followed Con Edison
id.0 the maw. At 5:30  P.M. almost ail of Connecticut pyenf.
The exceptions were downtown areas of New Haven, &am-
ford and Hartford. Vermont and the Keene and Peterborough
areaa of New Hampshire were the last to g-at 5:38 P.M.
The state of Maine was saved by circuit breakers, and was
able to lend some of its power to other areas later in the
evening.

At 5:40  P.M., then, this was the situation. A major part of
the 80,000 square miles and 30 million people served by the
companies of the Ontario-New York-New England pool, in-
cluding practically every urban area, was without power.

All subways and elevators and electrically powered trains
stopped. All lights were out. Factories ground to a halt.
Traffic moved with ditEculty  because there were neither stop
lights nor street lamps. Facilities from prisons to zoos, colleges
to greenhouses, were black and cold and still while their in-
habitants groped in the darkness.

Mothers in stalled trains and darkened homes tried to com-
fort their squalling children. The suppers on millions of stoves
grew cold.  No gasoline could be pumped at service stations.
Commuters were stopped in their tracks. Millions of television
and radio sets crackled and died. To some, it seemed as
though the world were ending at last.

New York City, the most dependent on electricity for its
manifold and wondrous activities, was the hardest hit. Thou-
sands were trapped in elevators like hamsters in their cages;
800,000 were iti the inert subways, tens of thousands were in
the train and bus stations and in the air overhead. The metrop-
olis was a black, sutIering  pool of inactivity, bathed only
in the glare of automobile headlights and the lambent light
of the indiEerent moon.

The tit reaction of people in the blackout areas was that
the failure was a local one. In rural and suburban places, loss
of power is a common occurrence; lines are forever coming
down in ice and snow and high wind Even midtown Man-
hattan had a massive power failure in 1961.

When the radio stations started coming through on transis-
tor radios, however, it became obvious that the phenomenon
of blackness was a far from local one. “. . . Reaches from
M$rrti~~~  Boston to Chicago” the radios were saying.

is still . . .
Canada IS m darkness . . . Pittsburgh

President ‘Johnson has summoned his emergency
planning board . . . immediate investigation . . . sabotage
feared . . . cause unknown.”

The first  reports were, of course, greatly exaggerated, al-
24

Lough it was di5cult  to exaggerate what the radios,  we&

fJ”he thoughts of the people turned to war-and nuclear de-
~tion. Perhaps this was that%moment.of  ultimate dread.

This fear was soon allayed when the Strategic Air Com-
mand war room in Colorado Springs reported ‘Condition
&en”-normal. The suspicions of sabotage were not quieted
fnr  several hours. until Bill D. Movers. President Johnson’s

bd.lhig  ‘W3e worst power failure in the history of the World.”

___ -- -
press secretary, reported from Austin, Texas, that that factor
had been all but ruled out.

For many, the feeling that was left-at least for a while-
was a kind of existential loneliness, the true woe of a man
bafaed and fearful in a world he never made. Before,, tha
lights always turned on when the switch was flicked.
elevator always descended smoothly and quickly to the ap-
pointed 5oor. If technology failed on such a massive scale,
what was left? What would go next?

But these feelings passed. What was left was coping with
+t disaster, &ding  a way home or a way to be rescued or
a way to get a drink or a hot dog. The bier  burden .?a~
left to the electric companies.

The 5rst task of each of the athected areas was to isolate
itself from the grid. In most cases, this was done automatically
when the overloaded generators in each local system shut
down. Then the fickle generators had to be started again
This meant stoking them or providing water power to drive
their turbines. And it also meant getting them in phase with
all the other generators in the Northeast Power Grid.

All the generators in an interconnected system producing
sltemating current must turn at precisely the same frequeucy
and cadence. If they don’t, the- eccentric generator m be.
at war with the others, canceling out power or producing a

--;

breakdown. There was some suspicion that an out-of-phase -.T
6e;~a  or bank of generators was the initial cause of the

The &itches that were thrown open by the voracious power
vacuum had to be closed, sometimes by hand in remote places.

-1

Care also had to be taken not to overload the generators 3
again. They had to be shut off from the demand for power
snd their capacity brought up. Then, as the power built up,
block after careful block of the area serviced by the gen- ”
xator could be thrown into the system and lighted again.
To reduce the initial demand on the generators, customers
vere warned by radio and telephone to turn off all their lights
!xcept  one-so they could tell when the power was back.

’ i.*
, -&-

Outside the almost paralyzed metropolis, the blackout had
25



pipped  a great part of the Northeast. The Ontario Hydro-
Electric Commission, apparently the first victim of the power
drain, was among the first to restore service. The lights went
out for an hour in downtown Toronto and there were two
further blackouts of 15 and 20 minutes. BY 8 :30,  however,
service was restored to most of the Commiss~on’o  territory. .

When darkness came to Toronto. about 200 children were
ice skating on the rink in Nathan Phillips Square. A Depart?
ment of Parks truck pulled up, turned on its lights, and the
skating continued.

The police said there were no major tra5c  accidents or
law enforcement problems. Hospitals switched to emergency
power. A few subways were caught in tunnels until the power
returned. There were some temporary problems when elec-
trical heating systems were disrupted. Fireplaces came into
use as the evening temperature dropped to 31 degrees. Water
service was interrupted at some places by difilculties  at pump
ing stations.

At Toronto International Airport, emergency lighting en-
abled operations to continue. Flights to New York, however,
were canceled. Thousands of homeward-bound workers took
the easy way out and headed for the nearest bar. ‘Thepower

customers grew chummy by candlelight, holding matches for
each other to drink by and building little bon&s on the bar
with paper coasters.

Fifty people scheduled to appear in Toronto night tra5c
court escaped possible fines when the presiding magistrate dis-
missed all charges.

CJUI go otf at 5:30  every night,” said Thelma Day, hostess ad “stormed
k

around like madmen and tore  up everythmg
at the Cork Room. “It keeps the cash registers ringing.” Tavern ev could lav their hands on.” tbev believed the rioting had

tan&us  and without dir&ion. Troopers from 16
eastern Massachusetts were sent to the prison,

a riot-control squad from a neighboring prison in
to assist the 45 guards on duty and the 70 guards
called from their homes. Damage to the maximum

section was estimated at $75,000. In the cold light
ing, the rioters were questioned by o5cials and then

E
inmates of the institution were ?umed  to” to mop

p the debris

Rochester, apparently the second victim in the line of fall-
ing dominoes, was without power for about four hours Emer-
gency measures were taken in utilities and all available police-
men were mobilized to maintain order and direct traffic.  The
city in general remained calm. Law enforcement agents said
there was less crime than usual. A rumor of looting in the
wards where race rioting occurred in July, 1964, proved to
beefrTGoThe rumors, however, were given wide currency on

Elsewhere in the state, several deaths from falls in the
ark and from heart attacks were reported as a result of tbe
laekout. But for most residents. the blackout meant onlv a

of inconvenience ranging ‘from a few minutes to three
Some planes had to be diverted from Logan Inter-

ional Airport in Boston.

had blown at 5:19, was gradually restored to full service
26 /

The Rochester Telephone Corporation, like all local tele-
phone companies, switched to emergency diesel generators
and was able to maintain service. The generators are standard
equipment in all telephone company offices.  while phones
over the Northeast were sometimes snarled during the long
night,  it was mainly from. overuse.

Tbe Orange and Rockland  Power Company area, which

e Yankee Atomic Company’s nuclear pcwer plant at
Massachusetts, which had been shut down for a sched-

periodic refueling, was returned to the line five days
ead of schedule to help out. It has a capacity of about
5 000 kilowatts. Some power to Massachusetts was fur-

by the Central Maine Power Company and the Bangor,
e, Hydroelectric Company. For many years, Maine was_ .- . - _ _rohibited _ _ -._by law from exporting power and so deVelOped a
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system independent of the grid. Repeal of the Fernald  Power
LOW a few years ago allowed the companies to sell surplus
power outside the state.

Three incidents of looting were reported in Springfield,
Massachusetts, the scene of racial disturbances this summer,
but in other areas local and state police had no trouble. Gov-
ernor John A. Volpe called out the National Guard for stand-by
duty soon after the power failed. But the troops were not
used for active patrolling.

The New England Telephone Company reported ox&n&
ing slow dial tones for the first few momenta of the blackout
but after appealing by radio for customers to avoid all but
emergency calls there was a drop in volume. Between 5 and
6 P.M. there was a 10 per cent increase in long distance calls
and an 800 per cent increase in local calls;

In Rhode Island, the blackout persisted in various sections
of the state from a few minutes to &r-and-a-half  hours.
All off-dutv nolice in Providence were called back to oatrol
the business district but there were no incidents. All ho&it&
switched quickly ,to auxiliary generators, as did the big naval
bases in Newport and Quonset. Emergency runway lights at
Quonset enabled a Tram World Boeing 707 jet with 13 pas-
sengers to lay over for four hours u&l the Boston airport
was clear. The dane  was bound from Detroit to Paris. For
a time, Mayor Joseph A. Doorley, Jr.. of Providence discussed
with the police the idea of sealing off his city to incoming
tra5c.  He abandoned the idea but added, “How the hell
could something like this happen in this day and age?”

Rhode Island also had a power vacuum -in its government.
The first four state 05oers  in line of succession were not
available. Governor John Chafee was somewhere in the Pacific
on the way home from Vietnam with other govemom. Lieu-
tenant Governor Giovanni Folcarelli was in Boston. State
Senator Francis P. Smith, president pro tern of the Senate,
was on his way to Puerto Rico. Secretary of State August P.
LaFrance  was in Hawaii at a meeting of the National Con-
ference of Secretaries of State. This placed the mantle of sue-
cession on Prim0 Iacobuccl, Deputy Secretary of State. But
15 minutes after he was found and arrived at the State House
to sign a proclamation declaring a state of emergency, power
had been restored.

Power in the BufFalo  area, which had died at 5:22, was
back within the hour. In Svmrmse.  which failed at the same
time, most service was restored by 8:45. During that time
the lighthouses on Lake Oneida went dark for the 8rst  time
in memory. The big problem in Syracuse was getting home.
Many people  were caught in stoma  and storeowners were re-
28
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c&t td ‘k them leave in the daik. fearfuf d ^thefts-  As

Ie blackout continued, the stores 8&y let their customerr
by flashlight, examining them closely ami- that

ties slips be displayed. Hundreds of Syracuse residents we&
at evening mass in Catholic churches when the blackout fell.
The masses were finished by candlelight. At St. Daniel’s
Church, a class of youngsters was eon8rmed by the flicker of
&ar  candles. As the ceremony ended, the lights came on.

At Grouse  Irvii Hospital, a woman arrived to have a baby.
bilere was no elevator service so the emergenoy room on the

3,

bound  floor was converted into a maternity ward and de
‘-;$

:.,.
livery was accomplished. An Eastern Ambulance Servo
vehicle, called for an emergency, was locked in its garage ~.
the electrically operated door. An attendant climbed to the * :% /
top of the door, dismantled the controlling gadget, and opened
it by hand.

. “.

At Syracuse University, some male students frolicked for a ”
time in the dark as if they planned a pa:nty raid. It didn’t de
velop. Elsewhere on the campus, Frank J. Sheed  Catholic.~. ~, __~~_  _
theologian and publisher, spoke to students by candlelight in
Hendricks Chapel. .He said it reminded him of a speech he
made in London during the Blitz. Gretchen Wyler, the enter-
tainer,  was to open her act at the Hotel Syracuse that evening.
But she was getting her .hair done when darkness fell and had
to wait until the power was restored to get it finished.  Then
she went on. *I

The blackout hit farmers right around milking time, and
many depend on electricity to run their milking machines. One
dairyman wasn’t disturbed. He simply hooked his ‘tractor
to a generator and went on milking.

In Liberty, New York, in the Sullivan County resort area,  ---
an emergency operation at Maimonides  Hospital was inter- fl
rupted  for 90 seconds when the lights went out. Standby
equipment restored light and the operation went on. Generally,
the Sullivan County area was lightly affected.  At the New
York City reservoir at Neversink, pumps that force the flow
in the chlorination system were halted for five minutes until
auxiliary equipment started them again. There was no trouble
at the state correctional institution at Woodboume, which
has 687 inmates Emergency equipment supplied current there
immediately. The Central Hudson Gas and Electric Corpora- L
tion, which blew at 5:25, was back within a few hours without
incident. Nassau and Suffolk Counties, out at 5:28,  were large
IY back by 9 P.M. although there was one brief false alarm
when the lights flickered on, dimmed, and went out again.

The Long Island Railroad’s 5: 19 from Pennsylvania Station



to Babyron  in Suffolk County  was halted about two miles west
of Wmdside,  Queens, by the great power break. As the lights
went hut, the jokes  went on. There was virtually no griping
md d the ri&ra stayed in their seats until shortly after 11
o’clock that night when half the passengers began leaving the
train and the other half decided it was time to sleep. The frus-
tration of the hours ore&ted  a sudden friendliness, and usually
reserved women chatted with men they had never seen before.
The hungry passengers talked alternately about steaks and
coffee and martinis and exchanged what goodies they had in
their pockets and pocketbooks-

8
eanuts, sugarless wild cherry

drops and even antacid tables. ne smiling bachelor went so
far as to stop the conductor and ask him if he could be corn-
pared to a captain of a ship. When the conductor announced
that he thought the analogy a fair one, the bachelor asked the
conductor to marry him to the girl seated beside him.

Rumors as to when the electricity would come on were
spread continually by one middleaged man who paraded
from car to car. As his reports proved false one after another
he was labeled “Charley Truth” by a smiling tramman who
spent three hours trying to take his transistor radio away from
him. In one no-smoking car, several women protested to Law-
rence Jogodnik of Seaford, Long Island, because they found
his cigar smoke stitling.  He paid no attention to them, but
finally opened the train door and marched to the car’s platform
area. As he slammed the door behind hhn he shouted: “I can’t
stand the smell of this cigar.” Mrs. Fred Bosch of Wantagh
asked if anyone wanted to read the book she was earrying-
Dale Carnegie’s “How to Stop Worrying and Start Living.”

When there was a report at 11 P.M. that it might be mom-
ing before the electricity was restored, men and women began
climbing from the opened doors of the sixth car. Those decid-
ing to stay got into sleeping positions with their arms draped
about persons who had been complete strangers five hours
before. Besides chatting and sleeping, passengers passed time
trying to read newspapers and books in what light was avail-
able from the moon, while some sang songs in low choruses.
Another rider jealously kept a transistor radio to his ear as
others sought to tid out what was happening. Three men
tried playing pinochle but gave it up when they found them-
selves reneging because they could not read their cards prop
erly.

A man drew laughter when he asked, after three hours of
waiting, if he was on the right train. A short time later when
an automobile drove past its headlamps glowing brightly, a
young commuter identified  it for his co-riders as a “new kind
30
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invention called a car with something that works on ele49
city.”
“The only thing bothering me,” said an older man next to
m, “is that my wife won’t believe me when f come home
te,” 1s.) :
‘Why not?” the younger man asked. ”
“Because last month I told her I was late because of a
wet failure,” he said.
Those who left climbed over thiid rails near a substation
lied+  Harold and headed toward Queens Boulevard after
dking over hundreds of yards of dirt and stone and railroad
s and climbing up and down four sets of wooden stairways.
icy followed a leader who carried a flashlight.
‘Where are we going?” a woman asked her husband.
“We’re just following the guy with the light,” he replied. “I
pe he’s not-some kind of nut headed for a cli.tK”

Co~ecticut,  out around 5:30,  was one of the slowest
eas coming back. Much, of the trouble in the southwest-
n part of the state came not from the ‘absence of ‘power
ere but from the absence of husbands trapped in New
ark City. Every commuter separated from his home by the
ackout had a story. On the 5:ll and 5:13  New Haven
tilroad  trains from Grand Central Station to Fairfield
runty, there was much cameraderie. Both trains were
tiled at 125th Street in Manhattan until about 11 P.M.
z the 5:13,  Albert V. Vamer Jr., moderator of the Green-
ch Town Meeting, took over the communications. Using
transistor radio, he got news of the blackout and then re-
yed it to his own train and the 5:ll  as well.
Two commuters, Theodore F. Brophy and Rein Mare-
aa, both of Greenwich and both employees of the General
:lephone Company in New York City, were stalled at
!5th Street and decided to make a move. With three other
mmuters,  they hired a taxi for $25 and were in Green-
ich by 7:15.  J. B. Fleming of Old Greenwich also got off
e stalled train and caught a bus. Some of his comrades
:re short of money, so he lent them the $3 fare. On the
;OSS County Parkway on the way to Connecticut the bus
ded. ‘l%en it was rammed by a car, injuring the bus driv-
. A Catholic priest from Cardinal Spellman  High School
me along in his car and ferried the would-be commuters
his rectory in the Bronx. There another car provided

e Priest got them to Stamford about midnight.
by

BY 11:30,  power in all but 12 small towns in Connecticut
d been restored. Governor John N. Dempsey offered the
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use of his National Guard tb Massach~etts e&y in th
evening but the troops were not needed.

b Vermont and the southern portions of New Haqxhirt
blacked out at 5~38,  the power was back on in 30 minute
to two hours. The residents trundled out portable generators
long-stored candles and weak flashlights to cope with tb
dark. Many dairy men had their anvs milked by the time thy
blackout hit. The farmers who were lazy and didn’t have
their herds milked weren’t admitting it. Lieutenant Govern0
John J. Daley, acting governor of Vermont while Philip H
Hoff was in Europe, was eating dinner by candlelight it
Wells River when a call came through from President John
son. “I know there is a problem in Vermont,” Mr. Johnsor
said, “if you need any help let me know.”

Thus, by 10 P.M., service over most of the Northeas
Power Grid was crawling back to normal. A few system
had been saved by automatic shutoffs that separated then
from the grid in the crucial period from 5:15 to 5:38. others
the majority, had chosen to override the automatic circui
breakers and try to save the grid. They paid the price f
blown generators, but by 10 o’clock most of them had bee1
restored. There was, of course, one vast exception. That wa
the teeming metropolis of New York City, still in total dark
ness after almost every other light in the Northeast WB!
back on.

32

New York City was stricken at a vulnerable moment-the
height of the Tuesday evening rush hour when millions were

LIP: choked with motorists and pede&ians were iblare with
electric lieht. Then suddenlv the urban scene went black.

lions, caught in the plunging darkness of their homes and
offices, mowd for candles and flashlights. Pedestrians

- ___--  -_-_ ---
were washed with the headlights of slow-moving tragic and
presently a full moon, shining in a cloudless sky, gave them
enough light to walk by without fear of hitting obstructions.

A chill, gusty wind intensified the mood of helplessness.
for the stranded millions. Many didn’t have enough pocket

d UD anainst the cold,  crowds of

For the yo&g\nd romantic, &e night was lovely. Walking
the moonlit streets, they could see the sky-remarkably C~HU
of smoked marvel at the stars. The towers of Manhat-
tan, etched against the sky like a steel engraving, their walls
unbroken by window lights, seemed as cold and uninhabit-
able as glaciers For the old, the night held uncertainty and
even terror. Some had to be lifted through ceiling panels of
stalled elevators. Many had to be carried down from subway
trains to the ink-black roadbed where, tugging at the Coat-
tails of the one in front, they stumbled and groped through
tunnels to the nearest station and a stairway to the street.
@it in the cold. thev armed eaaerlv at the fresh air. But,
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of Civil Defense for New York City, was stepping into an
elevator at the Biltmore Hotel when the lobby lights dimmed
and died. He made his way to the street. Seeing that all
lights were out in the area, he called his headquarters by
car radio and alerted civil defense offices in the five bor-
~ughs

Governor Rockefeller was on his way from Kennedy Inter-
national Airport to his home at 812 Fifth Avenue when dark-
ness struck the city. He had been in Atlanta to attend the
National Pure Water Conference of the National Association
of City Officers. As his car was leaving the East River Drive in
Manhattan the Governor noticed the snarled trat%c, and then
the pitch dark. He went home and climbed the iifteen stories
to his apartment. He had a candlelight dinner with his wife,
then took her with him to his New York office at 22 West 55th
Street. It was 7:30  when he arrived. By then the gravity of
the situation was clear. Mr. Rockefeller ordered out the Na-
tional Guard and took other emergency measures. He worked
by the light of flashlights and candles lent by a nearby restau-
rant. Mr. Rockefeller then made statements for the leading
radio stations. For his message to get on the National Broad-
casting Company network he had to call the network atEhate
in Chicago by telephone, which in turn relayed the message to
the station in New York and on to the air. Mr. and Mrs.
Rockefeller went home about midnight, climbing those fifteen
flights  again. They had several hours to wait before the lights
went on.

President Johnson received word of the massive power fail-
ure at 6 P.M. Except for a quick meal, he was at his desk until
he went to bed at 1 A.M. At the height of the crisis he was
talking to Mr. Ellington in Washington every five or ten min-
utes.

Mayor Wagner, who was to leave after twelve years as
Mayor on December 31, was in his car on the East River Drive
when the power failed. Using his telephone connection to the
Fire Department radio, he established the seriousness of the
situation and turned the limousine back to City Hall. The
snarled traflic  caused him a half-hour delay. He conferred
with his Emergency Control Board until long after midnight.

Mayor-elect John V. Lindsay was about to enter an elevator
at radio station WEVD, 117 West 46th Street, when the power
failed. He was scheduled to tape an interview with Victor
34

Riesel, the syndicated labor &lumnist,  who is blind.  Mr. Riesel,
who had arrived a momant  earlier, was trapped in an elevator
near the second floor. Mr. Lindsay ran to the second floor and
shouted encouragement, then left for a candlelight dinner en-
gagement with his campaign staff while workers tried to extri-
cate Mr. Riesel. Some observers said later it was odd that Mr.
Lindsay had not been invited to the City Hall conference. An
aide said Mayor Wagner had felt that it was his resporsibiity
to deal with the problems of the city until December 31.

By 6 P.M. that night it was obvious that the city was in deep
trouble, Most of those in the subways were able to make their
way to the darkened streets immediately. But there were more
than ten thousand for whom what promised to be a quick ride
home turned into a seven-hour incarceration. The most diflicult
evacuation took place just after 10:30,  when seventeen hun-
dred passengers were escorted from four trains on the Williams-
burg Bridge high above the East River. They had been stranded
for five hours.

Throughout the system, with emergency lights glowing, sub-
way attendants and policemen walked deep into the tunnels
and far out on elevated structures to lead passengers to safety.
An IRT train stalled underneath the East River between the
Grand Central and Vernon-Jackson stations. After a two-hour
wait in dimly lit cars, the passengers were led by Transit Au-
thority policemen two thousand yards to the Queens station
and, finally, the street and fresh air. The passengers coming
from powerless trains gave similar reports. They said most
trains sputtered into stations, moving in fits and starts as the
lights grew dimmer. The lights finally went out, the trains stood
still, the doors opened. Most passengers sat and waited, strik-
ing up conversations. Most of the irritation was taken out in
SaPSSIlL

Mrs. Yael Klein of 360 Cabrini Boulevard said that her
northbound IND Eighth Avenue train had stalled halfway out
of the 168th Street station and that a conductor had entered
the car with a flashlight and said there was a power shortage.
The passengers were then led out of the cars by the conductor,
Mrs. Klein recalled. The exit was orderly. Passengers joked as
they trooped to the street above. At some places, subway
workers were brisk and terse in the manner of New York
conductors. At the northbound IRT platform at Broadway and
42nd Street, a Transit policeman walked along a stalled train
and shouted: “O.K. Trains not running. Everybody out.”
Policemen were assigned to help in the evacuation and to
keep anyone from walking into the stations. “You dQn*t want
to go in there,” said a policeman at the IND station at 42nd
Street and Eighth Avenue, as he pointed down a flight of stairs
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that ended in darkness.  “Go 5ncl  a Cab,”  he saggested  The
crowd around the station entrance laughed.

The transportation situation on the streets above the sub-
ways was little better. There were not nearly enough cabs or
buses to go around. Taxis were going at premium rates in some
cases, and just tInding one ranked as a major achievement,
By the end of the evening thirty-five hundred of the Transit
Authority’s four thousand buses were in operation, but large
crowds still waited at comer bus stops as the overtlowing
vehicles lumbered by.
At midnight, the Transit Authority sent food and coffee to

the ten thousand still trapped underground. At sunrise, as the
first passengers were entering the reactivated trains, there were
still some ueonle sittinx in subwavs thev had boarded the niaht
before. Ai le-ast  sixty-people spent the strange night in%
Astoria line train. stalled in the 60th Street tunnel beneath the
East River. The train started up again at 7:15 A.M., about
14 hours after it had left Grand Central Station for what is
normally a twenty-five-minute trip. A spokesman for the Tran-
sit Authority said that those and a few passengers in other
trains refused to be escorted because they did not want to have
to tind their way home from strange neighborhoods. Gthers
were said to prefer to wait rather than walk along catwalks
in dimly lighted tunnels or high above streets and rivers.
Throughout the night, no serious injuries were reported on the
subways. When power was finally restored, transit workers had
to walk every foot of the system’s seven hundred and twenty
miles to make sure no one had fallen unconscious on the
tracks or was still wandering through tunnels looking for an
exit.

The elevators were another grave problem. Most of the
thousands trapped in skyscrapers and apartment buildings
were quickly extricated, and their fear melted into joviality.

‘Thank God we’ve got some whiskey,” said a lawyer caught
in his thirty-second-floor o&e during the long night. “First
we just sat around having drinks. Then we had a seance, to
communicate with the spirit that caused this bliss.”

“We could have walked down, but it was about six hundred
steps, so instead we all got to know each other,” he said.

Most of those in elevators when the power went out were
only temporarily inconvenienced. Many of the city’s elevators
are equipped with a safety device which automatically lowers
the cab to the next floor, where the doors can be opened
manuallv.

“But ‘it’s still alarming,” one man recalled, shortly after
getting out of an elevator stalled nine floors above the ground
in midtown. “The light flickered out. All three of us pressed
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he &u-m buttor+&  waited and we heard nothing. Thisblda
-startedtalkingaboutaheartailment,sowetoldhimto
t&e off his coat, and relax He did, and a few minutes later
the doors opened. I can tell you we were gladto  be’out.”

Many others remained suspetied  Ugh above ground level
for hours, their only contact with the outside world being
elevator-car telephones run by batteries. In at least three of
the city% tsll&t  s&u cmms-the Empire State, RC.A and Pan
Am buildin~fhemen  and building personnel broke through
walls to reach those trapped in the elevator shafts. Seventy-five
people in eleven elevators were rescued from their makeshift
prisons in those three buildings. Some had waited as long as
seven hours for their release. A 31-year-old  slacks salesman,
Martin Saltxman,  spent six and a half hours squeezed in a car
with twelve other people near the twenty-first floor of the
Empire State Building. He said later that his tight little group
had passed much. of the time telling jokes and playing word
games. “One guy wanted to smoke a cigar,” he said, “but we
wouldn’t let him.” Rescuers eventually broke through the shaft
wall in the elevator and the car’s occupants-ten men and
three women--climbed to safety on a ladder lowered through
the roof panel. Another group released after five hours and
@teen minutes together decided to meet again under happier
circumstances. The prisoners, strangers at first,  organixed a
Blackout Club.

During the night, Vange Burnett, a 52 year old guest at the
Hotel Windsor on West 58th Street was wandering about some-
where on one of the building’s 16 stories. The Florida business-
x 2 yew York to visit a trade show, was apparently looking

Six dz&r,  after the missing persons bureau had bee0
not&d  of the man’s disappearance, a hotel employee found
his body at the bottom of the service elevator shaft In his hand
was a burned out candle.

Remedy  and LaGuardia airports were closed to incoming
and departing aircraft the moment the lights winked out at
5:27  P.M. Emergency power sources were used to run the co11-
trol tower radios, which advised circling planes that the 1;ullr
ways were inoperative. American Airlines Flight 342 would
have been on the ground except for a twenty~minute delay in
Cincinnati. Instead, Captain Bill McCormick of South Salem,
New York, circled over the darkened airport at eleven thou-
sand feet. “It was a beautiful night,” the 52-year-old pilot
recalled. “You could see a million miles. You could see the
Verrazano Bridge and parts of Brooklyn, but beyond Brooklyn
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where we usually s& the runwaya  .at Kdaasdy and Floyd
Bennett Field it WAS dark.”

“1 thought, ‘another Pearl Harbor!’ n he mid, half-laughing,
At about 6 o’clock Captain Reinhard  Noethel  was piloting

w Lufthansa German Airlines 707 jet with forty passengers.
from Cologne, Germany, at thirty-nine thousand feet. “I told,
the passengers that on the left-hand side was Boston,” he re-
called, “then I looked out and all I saw were some blue lights,’

Although they had never seen a blackout of this size or
length, the pilots were familiar with power failures. They flew
on to Newark or Philadelphia or, in the case of the Lufthansa
flight, landed at Bradley Field, Windsor Locks, Connecticut.
To a man they were grateful for the good visibility. Had it
been the night before, when there were rainstorms, one said,
“There would have been tragedy.”

Captain Jeremiah Parris, piloting the Eastern Air Lines
Constellation on the Boston-Washington shuttle due at La
Guardia Field at 6:23 P.M., ran into.the blackout at Stamford,
Connecticut.
tude

He was “surprised and amazed” by the magni-
and had trouble finding the field. “But we knew where

the airport was supposed to be,” he said, “and it’s hard to
move, so we found it.” By that time, La Guardia was using its
battery-powered light system to operate one runway for a
handful of incomina and denartina  tliahts.

In all, about one thousand over&s passengers were at&&d
by the blackout. Many of them were put up in nearby hotels
or motels. At Kennedy, American Airlines rolled out all its
planes, which are equipped with independent power systems,
and loaded eight hundred stranded passengers. They were fed
a meal and shown motion pictures until the lights came back.

The Federal Aviation Agency estimated that about five hun-
dred airliners were forced to divert from their intended desti-
nations because of the power failure. About two hundred
flights were shunted from Kennedy and La Guardia. Most of
them landed at Newark, where there were one-hour landing
delays because of the overcrowding. “It was one sweet mess,”
a Federal official said later.

The city’s more than one hundred hospitals were equal to
the situation. Emergency generators supplied power in all but
a few cases. The emergency rooms were crowded with patients
who had tripped over something in the gloom or been struck
by a car. At Bellevue Hospital in Manhattan, the auxiliary
generator proved inadequate and some administrators were
worried about a panic among the psychiatric patients. How-
ever, nurses moved through the darkened wards with candles
to give reassurance. A half-dozen rookie patrolmen called
over from the Police Academy had nothing to do but sit by
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[themselves  and talk quietly. Dr. -Robert Gallance had to
plete a delicate, hour-and-a-half eye operation

corn-;:?+2
at Bellevue rn:.+$

the beam of a battery-powered light. He wr
know,” he said later, “when things are ‘ordinary around here the 1’ g
patients don’t even get their bedpans. In a disaster, everythii % .;-;;:
works out bea~tifid@.”

In parts of the city where water has to be pumped eleo-
t&ally to fauceta, there was a shortage when the lights went
out. That, however, was hardly a shock. The entire city had
been laboring under the threat of drought for much of the year.
However, the lack of water did add to the misery of the night.
Fortunately, there were no fires in the affected areas.

The blackout also struck the city in its breadbasket-com-
merce and industry. Millions of first-class letters, representing
about tifteen per cent of the nation’s total mail for the day,
were held up at post offices and train stations. The daily
clearance of 2.8 million checks by the Federal Reser

around.‘About  fifty of them sat out the blackout on the
clean-swept floor of the Exchange, where seats usually sell
for $250,000 a piece. One statI member of the Big Board ”
recounted this tale of woe: “I sold thirty-seven boxes of Girl
Scout cookies for my daughter around the Exchange. I brought
them in this morning. They were chocolate-mint and butter-
vanilla flavors. The price was fifty cent& a box. I should have
held on to those cookies. I could get two dollars a box tonight.
It’s the old story. I sold too soon.”

There was a flood of jokes about stocks in candle companies.
The trend, it was said, was up. And, on the other side of the
ledger, one brokerage-house analyst made what must rank as
the understatement of the whole wild evening: ‘This may
shake confidence in utility stocks when the market opens
tomorrow.”

Throughout the financial district, which employs some
seventy-five thousand people in various phases of the securities
industry, the story was much the sam~foraging  for food and
matches and waiting for the electric power to return. In the
shambles of Wednesday morning, it was estimated that the
blackout in the city had caused up to $100 million in 10s~~
to business and industry.

And then there was the chaos in the mass media, another
mainspring of New York life.

For television the night was a disaster. All nine channels
in New York went dark, the blackness striking just before
5:30 during the kiddie hour. Within moments horri8e.d  chil-
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dren facing  nothing but homework were-telephoning neighbors
to ask if they too had lost ?“he Three Stooges or Sandy <I
Becker.  By midnight the prolonged television blackout was .
oflMally  classified as the industry’s first non-telethon.

One show that didn’t get on was an American Broadcasting
Company special, “Tbe Wild, Wild East.” Despite its title, it
had nothing to do with the prolonged power failure. Another
program that didn’t get on anywhere in the country was ‘me
.Nationa.l  Citixenship  Test,” which was to test viewers’ knowl-
edge of their rights and obligations as citizens. With the aid of
countless organizations, the Columbia Broadcasting System
had spem months preparing the show and alertiug the public.
Bantam Books had published and distributed all over the
country a paperback with a front cover that hailed the quese
tions and answers “from the electrifying television broadcast
that chalienged millions of Americans.” The book was to go
on sale the following morning. But on the night of the blackout,
when CBS postponed “The National Citizenship Test” for two
weeks, it realized it would have a rigged quix  show on its hands
if the paperback went on sale the next morning. Telegrams
were sent to stores asking them to hold up the sale of the
book containing all the answers. Dr. Frank Stanton, president
of CBS visited the studio that had been set up for ‘The
National Citizenship Test.” He said: “It’s a shame. We get a
live show and this happens.”

When the blackout hit, newsrooms of all three networks
were getting ready to send out their early evening news pre
grams across the country. NBC’s “Huntley-Brinkley Report,”
which normally originates in New York and in Washington,
was put on from Washington, Chicago and Los Angeles but
without appearances by Chet Huntley, who was on vacation,
or David Brinkley, who was in New York and phoned news
of the blackout to Washington. Walter Cronkite’s CBS news
program, normally  originating in New York, went on from
Washington, but without its chief. He telephoned a report
on New York’s blackout blues to Roger Mudd, emergency
anchor-man in Washington. On the following morning there
were no overnight television ratings for network v.p.‘s  to
crow about in New York. But every performer and producer
had the satisfaction of knowing that at least he had not been
licked by the opposition.

By contrast, New York’s radio stations broadcast the black-
out. The sound medium, often overshadowed, proved resource-
ful in patching together emergency circuits. That it vividly
demonstrated its indispensability in a moment of crisis was
co&n&  by the most tangible testimony that a broadcaster
could seek: Untold numbers of listeners took the trouble to
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supply what news they could to help the station. A New &rsey
‘couple drove into New York a&climbed  24 flights of stain
to give WOR seven gallons of gasoline with.@i&to  operate
au auxihary  generator. New York gasoline pirmps  were in-
operative because of the blackout.

The transistor radio reached out to all corners of the dark-
ened city. At one point, the Gtis Elevator Company broadcast
an appeal to people trapped in their  own and other manufac-
turer’s products. The company assumed that some in their
unchosen prisons would have radios and heed the call. The
message? Don’t try to get out.

‘For five of the city’s six major newspapers of general cir-
culation there was no circulation. With their great presses
silent, the newspapers could not print. The sole exception was
The New York Times. It shifted its publication base to New-
ark, where it was able to print 480,000 copies of a special 10.
page edition in the plant of The Newark Evening News and
distribute them in New York the following morning

The city’s great train terminals-Pennsylvania Station and
Grand Central-were tombs. The darkness was broken only
by the flashlights of conductors and the hand-held matches
of weary passengers going nowhere. When it became apparent
that the power would not be back for hours, many of the
stranded travelers made their way to the already crowded
hotels to seek lodging for the night. Some stayed in the stations
and tried to sleep on the hard marble floors.

At Grand Central, morale was boosted for a time by a
young lady who perched herself on the counter of the informa-
tion booth and appealed for help in doing a crossword puzzle.
“I need a five-letter word starting with ‘l’ meaning ‘vertical
C01umn,’ ” she called out. Forty adults clustered nearby
frowned in deep concentration. “Lally,” cried DeWolf Thomp
son, who runs the Menemsha IM at Martha’s Vineyard. Mr.
Thompson, like thousands of others that night, wz%  going no-
where. He and the other stranded commuters had been drawn
like moths to the emergency searchlight set up within the
station.

At the Port Authority Bus Terminal on Eighth Avenue at
41st  Street, emergency generators kept a semblance of light
for an hour after 5:27. The homebound New Jersey commuters
were packed into the terminal’s large arcade, but buses were
moving swiftly in and out of the terminal and through the
l-zr;iln  Tunnel to Jersey-that island of light in a troubled

.
In some of the leading Manhattan department stores, ex-

ecutives served as temporary maitres d’hotel for shoppers who
elected to remain during the blackout. The largest crowd, mun-
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bering  four thousand or five thousand was given an impromp
tu dinner by Macy’s on Herald Square in the store employee’s
cafeteria. Later, they were invited to rest overnight in the
store’s huge home-furnishings departments, At Altman’~  011
Fifth Avenue, more than five hundred customers and em-
ployees were invited to remain in the store after closing a&i
sample delicacies in the Altman fancy foods department. On
the eighth floor, John Burke Jr., president of the store, poured
coffee in ‘the Charleston Gardens restaurant. Smaller shop-
keepers, fearful of looting, locked their doors and stood guard
by candlelight. A number of places did a land-office business
in candles and flashlights, often at outrageous prices.

The city’s hotels looked like bivouac areas at the height of
the blackout. Travelers slept on cots in banquet rooms and on
carpets in hallways, lobbies, mezzanines and stairways. The
atmosphere was that of 4:30  A.M. on New Year’s morning.
There was also an air of incipient romance. At 11:45  P.M.
at the Hotel Biltmore, sleeping forms huddled close together
on the lobby furniture. Beyond, in the restaurant, waiters with
candles guttering on their trays moved among the tables with
glasses of water. While their elders slept, junior executives,
their attach6  cases at their feet, eyed the pretty young secre-
taries. At 11:50,  the bartenders removed all the bottles from
the Men’s Bar and announced that no more liquor would be
sold. One man, walking out of the bar with a male companion,
turned to him and said disgustedly:
And all I’ve got is you.”

“What a night to go steady.

The city’s restaurants were festive. Even pizza parlors, illu-
minated by candles stuck in beer bottles, looked cozy. Cus-
tomers around the city compared the mood with the end of
Prohibition. The Four Seasons, one of the city’s most expen-
sive restaurants, opened a free soup kitchen for hungry
travelers.

The United Nations building, usually a magic lantern over
the East River, was dark and cold. But even there, where dip
lomatic wrangling is common, the goodwill that pervaded
the city showed itself in interesting ways: two stranded diplo
mats shared a limousine, both aware that in other Circe+
stances they probably would not have greeted each other. In
the maze of lightless United Nations corridors, diplomats ob-
ligingly shared the few candles that were available from the
United Nations Gift Shop or patiently waited for uniformed
guards with flashlights to lead them out of basement conference
rooms.

By dinner time, food had become a hard-to-find commodity.
Across First Avenue, at the United States Mission, Arthur J.
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Goldberg, this countplr’,  representative, found himself with a’~
lavish repast of ‘food and drink prepared -for the
Staff of_ thedUn@l Nati

Military

:ese, each studded with the flag of the producer country.
There was a Navy chef carving the roast, caviar and chicken,
petit fours and dips.”

The food situation was more austere in the United Natio
building, where statI employees of the world organization
queued up for sandwiches in the cafeteria. Bu * .

floor office suite wnen me power raueo ana pmngeo me enure
United Nations enclave into blackness. He and his Under S+X- :,.
retties waited for almost five hours, conversing and listening . ..I’“‘1
to news broadcasts. Then, anxious to join his family at home
in Riverdale, the Secretary General marched .down the thirty-

f:

eight flights of stairs to the street. He emerged carrying two
candles and said cheerfully that he had “no complaints.” Under

:zf
?,’

Secretary Ralph J. Bunche,  Nobel Prii winner and once a q
collegiate basketball star, was not so stoical; he complained i’
of a charley horse.

Mr. Thant’s suite was given over to a statI member, a young
expectant mother. More than three hundred Secretariat em-

, :I

ployees-translators, calligraphers, simultaneous interpreters, ”
statisticians, chauffeurs-spent the night sleeping on couches, --rc
chairs and benches in the great marble-and-glass skyscraper. ’

The General Assembly meetings were in progress when the e fl
power failed. In one, the Soviet delegate, Georgi P. Arkadiev,
had just made a prediction: “I fear that tensions are about to
be revived . . .” Then the lights went out.

In another meeting hall, the diplomats heeded the instruc-
tions of a security guard and stayed in their seats in total

::;j

darkness, waiting for the lights to go on. After a long wait \i ,.j
one impatient member called out in French, proposing an

,*f

adjournment vote. A show of hands was impossiblebut  the
meeting broke up.

I$

The evacuation of most of the stafl and the diplomats was
::

a smooth, quick and efficient procedure, since the United Na-
+;“ns is prepared for such emergencies. The plan of operations

’ .i

.h for selected statI employees iu each department to serve
a

,*^>



aa captains and floor wardens, who take assigned posts and
lead the three thousand OCCU~CMS  to exits. Instructions and
signs are given in two~,languages,  French and English.

The Bronx aud the Central Park zoos had their problems
like everyone else. At the Bronx showplace, keepers and de
partment  chiefs worked through the night to keep the animals
warm. The men, working without sleep, stutfed blankets be-
tween the bars in the small-mammals house, where diminutive,
heat-sensitive lemurs, flying squirrels and small monkeys be-
gan their nocturnal peregrinations. The reptile house presented
‘a ditlicult problem, since no one was willing to try to wrap
a cobra in a blanket. Small portable propane gas heaters were
taken in to warm the cold-blooded vipers, anacondas, iguanas,
caymans, crocodiles and their ilk.

For the world of the theater the night was a sad one: the
show-in most cases-did not go on. Through most of New
York City’s entertainment area there were no house lights,
no flashing marquees, no baby beams for the orchestra’s music
stands, no power to pull back the great curtains. Concerts,
operas, recitals were canceled, and movie houses emptied
quietly when the projection machines rolled to a stop and the
screens became blank.

At the sixty-two-hundred-seat Radio City Music Hall, three
thousand persons were watching the 8lm “Never Too Late”
when the power failed. Most of them 6led  out of the theater,
whose lobbies and lounges were lighted by special generators.
Eight-hundred persons stayed in their seats, however, and
were entertained by Richard Leibert, the theater’s organist,
Dick Venice, a trumpeter, and other performers. Threehun-
dred patrons decided it was safer to stay during the blackout
and spent the night in the auditorium.

At the Mark Hellinger Theater, where the musical “On A
Clear Day You Can See Forever” was playing, a treasurer
reported: “On a clear night you can hardly see a thing here.”
One of the few shows that dared to go- on was Arkady
Leokum’s  two one-acters, “Friends” and “Enemies,” at the
Theater East, 211 East 60th Street. The three performers,
Eli Mintz, Jay Berney and Danny Fortus, played before an
audience of seven theater-goers and two dogs. The dogs were
the pets of one member of the audience. The lighting: by
tlickering candle,

The lights went out in Carnegie Hall, too, right in the middle
of a performance by Vladimir Horowitz. The pianist had just
started Chopin’s PolonaiseFantasy, rehearsing his program
before an invited audience of about two hundred, mostly
students from Rutgers University. Although the hall went
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nitch black, Mr. HoroT --VU
iot missinn  a note. His sonorities. &ashz  throuah  the da&

Ritz  continued davimr  the dif8cult *ek

1$11.  Abou<two minutes after the blackout, a stage “hand-&she3
out with a flashlight and focused it on the keys. Mr. -Horowitz

istopped listened while the stageband  explained that the wholes
block was out, then started the Chopin work again and played!*
it through. He finished the remainder of his program. ,;t

Perhaps saddest of all was the cancellation of the Broadway::
opening of ‘The Zulu and the Zayda,” a new play starring~
Menasha  Skulnik. Several of the actors wanted to ooen with L-,
gashlights  instead of footlights, but when this notion proved
more valorous than wise everyone gave up and straggled off ?
into the gloom.

In the art galleries, art lovers were not to be deterred. In
many galleries visitors hauled out flashlights, cigarette lighters
and matches, and crowded close to the paintings.

It was a night of no sports. The harness-racing program at
Roosevelt Raceway in Westbury, Long Island, was canceled
at the last minute, with a crowd of about two thousand on
hand:  Frne of fpe fans had .arrived  aboard the “Get-Even
ygzX; bus lure that tames  bettors from the Aqueduct

When the blackout descended, about seven thousand police- .
men were on duty. They were augmented by five thousand. ‘,<
offduty patrolmen called by radio or telephone to report to
their nearest precinct. Their principal job was to keep the
dangerously snarled trtic moving and to act as stoplights at
key crossings They also helped to free those in the subways
md to augment regular forces in areas where looting or rioting
was feared. There actually was very little crime during the
evening, far less than on an average lighted one. But the
policemen, working doggedly at a task that seemed impos-  -,-
rible, came in for well-deserved praise for their efforts.

The city’s prisons, to the relief of everyone, were tranquil
during the emergency. “We had no trouble at all, not one
instance,” reported Mrs. Anna M. Rross, Commissioner of
he Department of Corrections.

The Fine Department, which also called in its off-duty men,
had a busy evening. Its radio was out of service from 5:30
to 8 : 3 0, and the dispatchers had to keep in touch with vehicles
md firehouses  by telephone. The department answered numer-
IUS  calls for assistance. At 7 P.M. firemen were summoned
to the thirty-sixth floor of the Pan Am Building. They ran
up all those stairs, dragging hoses behind them, only to find
:hat the blaze, confined to a wastebasket, was already out.

More than five thousand National Guardsmen, summoned
>y radio and telephone, reported for emergency duty that
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Tuesday night. The men, most of the 42d (Rainbow) Divi-
sion and the XVII Corps Artillery, helped the police lead
strand4  subway ’ riders from dark tunnels, directed traffic
and rushed emergency generators to hospitals. They opened
their srm~ries  to shelter hundreds of New Yorkers who had
no way of getting home. About twelve hundred of the stranded
spent .the night trying to sleep on floors or wooden chairs in
the 42d Division’s 7 1st Regiment Armory at Park Avenue
and 34th Street. The Red Cross sent coffee and the city’s
Welfare Department provided blankets. The National Guard
set up a dispensary in the armory, but there was no serioucr
demand for medical help.

The police and guardsmen were helped in directing tragic by
a hardy band of amateurs. They could be seen at many comers,
waving to cars with flashliits or rolled up newspapers and
wearing the brightest possible clothing-in one case a bedsheet.
A banker and a bootblack joined forces to prevent traflic  ac-
cidents at 46th Street, where tragic flows blind out of the
Grand Central Terminal bypass. The bootblack, Steven Smith,
who works at 230 Park Avenue, flourished a newspaper. “I
never directed traffic before,” Mr. Smith observed as the
limousines and taxis slid by in the gloom. “But I’m sure doing
it now.” The banker was John Cogswell,  an executive of Lease
Finance International. whose home is in Panama Citv.  He
wielded a handkerchief in concert with Mr. Smith. Elsewhere,
a Franciscan monk was seen directing trathc near Pennsylvania
Station.

Everywhere, the blackout brought out the best. Suddenly
enveloped in blackness, that curious species called a New
Yorker still scurried through the streets with the confidence  of
a bat. They helped one another, gave one another rides home,
lent each other matches and cigarettes and candles. In many
apartment lobbies, children with candles stood ready to lead
tenants up the pitch-black stairs.

Early in the evening, a dozen people gathered at the main
gate of the First Presbyterian Church on Fifth Avenue between
11th and 12th Streets, and greeted a sexton who walked out
and distributed votive candles from a cardboard box. At St.
Patrick’s Cathedral, visitors warmed their hands over the vigil
candles. Husbands came to Manhattan to pick up wives
sheltered in the church, which stayed open long past its 9 P.M.
closing. Stranded shoppers chatted quietly and some dozed or
reclined in the oews. One husband. who came with a flashliaht.
did not want tdgo  around flashing’it in drowsy faces, so heput
it under his chin and walked among the pews looking like a
Halloween pumpkin until his startled spouse recognized him.

There was a bright spot in the harbor, too. The torch on the
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Almost as soon as the’ blackout’ struck, Con Edi began
ork to bring its system back to n&mal.  It was beavilv  handi-

ollowed at 7: 15. One by one the great furnaces glowed and I
ponderous armatures began to turn. One by one the sec-

of the city became lighted. It was like a xiant rousinn

.M., and by

f

3:3gmost  service was restored. I
o-- --’

At the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, one of the last places to be
ithout power, the lights began to wink on at 5:25. As the

ights  gradually illuminated one public room after another,
oups gathered at the elevators. Sleepy bellboys set to work

hipping the candles off the marble staircase and the ornate

recisely  on time. Twelve hou& had-passed.
..- _

The sun rose at 6:36 A.M., burning away the mist of the
morning. The Northeast shuddered, stretched, awoke.

xcept  for the litter and the candlewax and the husbands who
got home-it was another ordinarv dav.

---. -- I -- ---- I---. VL ..a.,
he Lights Went Out. “This is the type of day where yc
ember evervthina.” she said. “Evervthing  vm did
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3ut a bare recitation of the-  facta does not begin & t@ of L~i’g
the enormous, frustrating and often, halting, task d @vi+
ifying a city that was a flabby Goliath fel&d by “a &ingle
blow. Elevators had to be restored; subwq%  tid ‘trains had’
to be extricated from sidings, tracks and tunnels and put
back on schedule;  schools, houses, office buildings, institu-
tions, stores, had to have heat; the chaos in the thousands of
businesses,  offices and banks had to be surmounted; perish-
able food supplies had to he checked in thousands of war+
house freezers; airport trafk had to be unsnarled. only the
hospitals, citadels of organized routine, could be said to be
functioning .in any way resembling normalcy.

Harried commuters, weary of their Stygian odyssey and
comfortl~ rest in the city, waited patiently for the reatora-
tion of rail service to carry them to their fretting wives in
thousands of mortgaged split-level homes in Westchester,
Fairfield, S&o&, Nassau and Rockland counties. Many of
those stranded overnight took the day off and, early in the
afternoon, the first  train home.

I Wednesday morning, November 10th. New York and th
Northeast arose to a bright cold day. The spectacular *on:
power failure that had blacked out most of the city-m som
areas for thirteen and a half hours-was, in the main, ovel
But many of the effects-and certainly the memories--lingere
011.

How many men, rumpled and unshaven, and women, hti

I --~~- I---- ~~~surroundings  may never be &own. The lucky ones rose fro]
their own beds with only some candle wax on the bedside tab:
to remind them of the night before;

But tens of thousands of others awoke, on hotel couches, c

c&dboard  pallets, ban&et room tables, coach seats
trains, desks, mde floors, stairways, parked cars, Vet?1
bules, clammy red seats in subways marooned in a subte
ranean labyrinth, gloomy armories, and, occasionally, on inne
spring mattresses in hotel rooms. - ”

I wash&. for a &&et hom&a good -deal of the euphoria ar

By dayiight the &y’s  electricity had been restored. A
cording to Consolidated Edison records, all of Brooklyn w
restored to service by 2 A.M., Queens by 4~20  A.M., Ma
hattan and Westchester by 658 A.M. and the Bronx 1
7 A.M. Throughout the city, as the power cm on, tbousan
of sleepers were startled into wakefulness as their bedry
were flooded with lights. They had gone to sleep forgettiA. _. . . .

Although emergencies existed in many cities and corn-
munities of upstate New York, New England and Canada
during the blackout, none were as hard hit as New York
and none took so long tb recuperate.

Despite extraordinary efforts, the city’s regular stride that
Wednesday was uneven-limping, spurting, frenetic, mean-
dering-anything but regular.

The city’s weary subway riders were still plagued by the
effects of the blackout that stranded some 800,000 of them
for as long as fourteen hours. The stations flied early but
the trains were iate in getting started. It was 8:30  AA&-
well into the morning rush hour-before all the line were
operating. The first  train to draw power from the third rail
and raffle on its rounds was on the IND line between Brook-
lyn and Queens. The “GG” train started up with a cheer
from motormen at 6 A.M., only to be discontinued at 7:15
because of crowding at stations. It was later resumed at 240
A.M. As the first passengers were entering trains that Illorn-
ing, there were still some “veterans” sitting on seats they had
commandeered the evening before.. At least sixty persons
spent the night in an Astoria-line BMT train stalled in the
60th Street tunnel beneath the East River. The train finally
started up at 7:15 A.M..-abOUt  fourteen hours aftei it had
pulled out of Manhattan  for what is normally a twenty-five
minute ride to Queens. The passengers had declined an offer
from transit policemen to lead them out along a catwalk to the
nearest station. A patrolman brought them coffee and sand-
wiches and stood watch over them during the night. A spokes-
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mm for the Transit Authority said that they and a few pas-
sengers had refused to be escorted out because they feared
tryins to find their way home from strange neighborhoods.

The crush of passengers that morning was smaller than
the usual weekday average of 4.7 million. Still haunted.  by
the gloom and stagnancy of hours spent in cheerless grrmy
tunnels,  many drove their cars to work, Ltook taxis or stayed
home.

Despite the smaller number Of passengers, Service Was
poor. Trains were far behind schedules, if indeed they were
on any perceptible schedule at all. The. Transrt Authority
had to reduce the number of trains in service because crews
needed a rest after the, long night, during which some men
worked sixteen straight hours. And equipment had to be
checked for damage due to the power failure. A major rea-
son for the delay in restoring full subway service was that
A.C. current, which the Transit Authority obtains from
Consolidated Edison, had to be converted into D.C. current
to operate the trains. Also voltage had to be doled cauttous-
ly into the rejuvenated system in order to avoid risking
blowouts in circuit breakers. The Astoria-bound train was
one of the last to be “found” by the Transit Authority and
the Police Department, which had sent hundreds of its men
deep into tunnels in search of marooned trains.

In a statement the Authority complimented “the many
thousands of subway passengers who endured in an orderly
and good-humored way the plight in which we all found OUT-
selves because of last night’s power failure.”

But there were bitter complaints from passengers. On a
southbound BMT train stalled only thirty feet from the
Thirty-fourth Street and Broadway station, Frank Ching of
505 East 79th Street said all the conductor would tell the
passengers for two hours was to stop smoking.

Thousands of stranded airline passengers awoke in parked
planes and terminal lounges at Kennedy International Airport,
where electric power was restored at 437 A.M. A Nattonal
Airlines jet-prop Electra bound for Washington made the
first take off at 5:27 A.M., about twelve hours after the lights
went out. International airlines announced extra flights to
Cairo,  Tel Aviv, Lisbon, Paris and London and added stranded
passengers to regularly scheduled flights. LaGuardia  Airport,
closed only about a half hour by the blackout, quickly became
operational as a Diesel-powered emergency generator lighted
the runways and powered the control tower. Visual flight
rules were in effect, and pilots were aided by the clear skres
and bright moonlight.

The commuter railroads-the Long Island, the New Haven

and the New York C&tml-tried valiantly to restore normal
service but were hampered because they had to spend a good
deal of time moving stalled trains all alo“f?&eir routes

Bus service continued to br;  the most ependable  route to
outlying areas. Those operating out of the Port Authority
terminal remained in service during the blackout because the
ramps, tunnels and bridges received their power from New
Jersey, a state that was on the whole immune to the inundat-
ing darkness that paralyzed New York

When the lights came bn, the city’s hotels shook them-
selves awake from the nightmare, but for some-the few
that still had no water or elevator service-the nightmare
continued. In the early morning hours the hotels looked like
bivouac areas, with people strewn about lobbies on cots. Hotel
stat&  weaved on weary legs, retaining their good spirits, in-
fected by the cheerful way their guests had borne the “dis-
aster.” At the Waldorf-Astoria, the lights took fifteen minutes
to go on, beginning about 5:25. Hundreds were camped out
all over the elegant lobby.As  the lights gradually illuminated
one public room after another, groups gathered at the ele-
vators, and bellboys set to work chipping the candle stubs
off the marble staircases  and the ornate gold clock in the
center of the lobby.

“It made me proud,” said Frank G. Wangeman, executive
vice+president  at the Waldorf Astoria. ‘The cooperation of
the staff and the guests was-thrilling.”

“New Yorkers are terrific,” said John C. Egan, general
manager of the Commodore, where the lobby featured wall-
towaIl people.

By mid-afternoon service was normal in most hotels, al-
though the Sherry Netherlands and the Park-Sheraton were
still without water and elevator service.

Corporate confusion was rampant in the city% thousands
of businesses on Wednesday because of depleted stat%. G&es
were littered with empty bottles from executives’ private stock
and scattered tidbits from raided, larders. Businesses were late
in getting started. Even the New York Stock Exchange and
the American Stock Exchange were late in opening.

But nowhere was the morning after more harrowing than
at the offices of Consolidated Edison. where hectored execu-
tives strove to maintain their aplomb in the face of their
most chaotic hour. Bleary-eyed officials, gulping coffee to
stay awake, tried to handle a deluge of calls from the public,
the press and government officials. Investigators and repair-
men swarmed over the mechanical heart of the company’s



power system-h  Energy. Control Center at 128 West End
Avenue near Sixty-fifth Street. It was here  that the company
had its first indication of serious trouble  just minutes before
the blackout when ‘tthe house lights dipped severely.”

“No we didn’t see this first on the instruments,” the official
super&ring electric circuits at the time said. “We saw it on
our house lighting.”

Extra crews were working overtime trying to repair the dam-
age to the three turbine generators knocked out by the failure.
The company said the repairs on the units, whose loss cut
Con Edison’s power-producing capacity nearly twenty per cent,
would take “several days.” This did not mean any emergency,
a Con Ed spokesman said, but it did mean that the situation
was difficult:

‘We are still capable of producing all the electricity that’s
needed,” one official said, “but the power situation is tight.
We don’t have the meat reserve we usually have.” He was
exasperated. “All day long,” he said, “we’ve&en  getting calls
from people about radio reports that the power may go off
again tonight. I don’t know how these rumors start, but we’re
not expecting any trouble.”

I-Iii exasperation certainly stemmed in part from the -fact
that he had been at his desk since Tuesday morning without
a break. A lot of other employees and executives at company
headquarters at 4 Irving Place were in the same shape. When
the power went off on Tuesday evening, many had just finished
work and started home. Knowing they would be needed, they
went back to the building and climbed the sixteen flights  of
stairs to the public relations office, to which all calls were
being directed. Engineers and repair men also returned to
work. Although the several vice-presidents in the room got
frequent progress reports by telephone from engineers at the
energy control center, one of their best sources of informa-
tion was the view from the sixteenth floor. An executive would
go to a window, see a smokestack’ at one of the power plants
suddenly start belching clouds of black in the moonlight, and
then would report that the plant could be expected to be turn-
ing out electricity in a short time. The company’s woes m-
creased when engineers reported that the million kilowatt
steam-turbine generator at the Ravenswood plant in Long
Island City might not turn for another week. The unit, the
nation’s largest, went into operation only last June. It had
broken down due to burned-out bearings in the turbine. When
the lights went off so did the electric pumps that bathe the
bearings in lubricating oil. The two other units idled in the
system of twelve power-generating plants were at the Astoria
plant in Queens, a 335,000~kilowatt  generator, and a 137,000-
5 2

kilowatt unit at the company%  East River plant on 14th Street
which was put out of commission by an electrical fire. Bmer-
gemy cmvs, wearing-  orange hard hats, worked arpund  the
clock to remove the damaged p
No estimate was available of iliz

with crowbars-and craneg.
total cost of the damage.

But, however grim the situation and the dispositions around
the Con Ed executive offices might have been, their adver-
tising copy, prepared by Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn,
chose to philosophize on the situation. When the airline in-
dustry is hit with a disaster, the immediate reaction of the
indlvtdual airlines is to pull their advertising out of all media.
But Tex Antoine, came on television as usual, clad in a smock,
b&&eyed  and mustached, to give the Con Ed-sponsored
weather report Wednesday night over NBC-TV, with this
opening:

_ -

“Well, last night was quite a night, wasn’t it?” and
something about the city being romantic by candlelight.

added

Mr. Antoine and Uncle Wethbee went on to give a news
report, rather than a product commercial, that %n electrical
disturbance somewhere on the interconnected system north of
Jur territory created an instantaneous and enormous drain on
3ur facilities.”

“North of our territory,” and “out of our area” were phrases
used during the commercial report to indicate where the trou-
sle had been-or had not been. Mr. Antoine’s message went
In to-say that this disturbance “had the effect of staIling  our
Ienerators  . . .
oad.

just as any machine would stall with an over-
Our plants shut down automatically, as they were de-

signed  to do . . .
weeks  . . .

to prevent serious damage which could take
or even months to repair.”

Some viewers, still riled over Tuesday’s discomfort, found
he approach a bit flippant for the seriousness of the situation.
lowever  both NBC and Con Ed reported that they got noth-
ng but a positive reaction to the commercial. “Everyone
hought it was wonderful,” said Ray Martin, advertising man-
.ger for Con Edison. Mr. Antoine reported that his television
rew liked the approach and that he got several calls of con-
ratulation. In its newspaper advertisements, the company Of-
ered the same explanation of the “disturbance somewhere on
re interconnected system north of our territory” and went
n to list some of the “‘bright spots” that resulted from the
lackout :
“On hundreds of streets, citizens using flashlights cahnly

elped direct the tlow of ~&EC.”
“Elevators in countless buildings stalled between floors,

Id perfect strangers became friends.”
Throughout the day, experts in electronics and in utilities
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waged learned arguments, and‘ academicians voiced hypoth-F
e.ses about “grids” and “quarrels’‘-situations in whtch a gen-
era&r of alternating currents gets out of phase wtth other ;
gena-ators  on the same circuit-as they sought clues to the
cause of the blackout. After a meetmg wrth. lus Emergency
Control Board, Mayor Wagner, warned “agamst the assump-
tion &at all is well and that we can now return to ‘busmess
a ~.~ual’ and the use of electric power as usual.”

It was not a common assumption. Throughout the day
ouildings  switched off unneeded lights in lobbies and oiiices.
&xi thousands of New Yorkers found themselves without
water-particularly those on higher floors of apartment build-
ings and hotels-because electric pumps were stopped *by the
pwer  failure. Ironically, the street lights came on durmg  the
day on Broadway and other parts of the ctty. Armand  D An-
gelo, the city’s Commissioner of Water Supply Gas and Eleo-
tricity, said the shutdown had disrupted 30,000 electric switches
hat turn 70,000 street lights on and off. They had to be reset

JV crews from the Broadway Maintenance and the Welsbach
corporations.

A woman resident of Stuyvesant Town, was indignant that
the uppermost thirty stories of the Empire State Buildmg were
bathed in the glow of floodlights Wednesday evening, in view
of the Mayor’s admonition to curtail electricity. She called
officials of the world’s tallest building, which rises 1,472 feet
on Fifth Avenue between 33rd and 34th Streets, to complain
Shortly after 8 P.M. the illuminated pinnacle was died. At
Flushing Meadow, however, the World’s Fair Umsphere was
lit. The fair, which closed October seventeenth, is being .dis-
mantled. A spokesman said the Unisphere was connected to a
circuit of lights needed for security. If the Unisphere was
darkened he said, the other lights would go out, too.

And while Con Ed officials in New York puzzled  over the
cause of the blackout and experts in Washington, Albany,
Trenton Boston, Hartford, Toronto and New York huddled

cogether’ around conference tables, pouring over grid map;
and reports, and issuing nondelinitive pronouncements,
pulse of ordinary life quickened over the 80,000-square  mile
tiea of the Northeast that had been pitched into an ebony
maw. From Toronto to New York economiums were lavishly
+raded. Hostesses, able to save the beef stroganoff by heating it
qver the outdoor barbecue grill, basked in the ‘bravos’ of grate
iul guests. In the Park Avenue apartment of the Countess de
la Bruyere, the dinner party she gave was described as “a
tumultuous evening” although the baked Alaska “was a brt
squishy.”
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“I use only candles in my dining room,” the Countess said.
“Electric lieht is so garish.”
1 In Manhattan, i&b$ding  on West 11 lth &met, a young
wife dutifully thanked an elderly, r&dent -i&ho  had combed
through the darkened six-story” buil&tg from apartment to
apartment his arms 8lled with candles.

“My wife and I always keep a lot of candles,” the gentleman
tid.

In White Plains, grateful motorists praised a group of teen-
agers, who took over the direction of tratIlc  when the signal
lights failed, On radios in Connecticut, where much of the
news of New York City concerns its seamier side, astonished
e~o~cers  were telling their listeners of the incredible grace
mder pressure displayed by normaBy  “ill-mannered,” ‘hard-
boiled,” and “helpless” New Yorkers. The word went out,
that all it took to dispel theii pugnacity and make them polite,
wft-boiled  and self-assured was a catastrophe.

In downtown Manhattan, one good turn led to another.
Girls working for the Internal Revenue Service were sus-
tained during the blackout by a local restaurant whose delivery
boys, repeatedly climbed many flights of stairs to fortify them
with free coffee, buns and sandwiches. The next morning a
number of the girls, who bunked on office couches, heard that
several of the establishment’s waitresses had been delayed for
work. The girl friday’s straightened their clothes, marched
.lown the stairs, and within minutes were slinging hash with
the best of them.

Agencies had hosannas for other agencies, as well as for
themselves. And they were merited.

“Superb,” said Police Commissioner Vincent L. Broderick
of his 26,000~man  force. New York’s policemen and tiremen
chased vandals, fought fires and helped accident victims
throughout the blackout and managed to keep such incidents
to a minimum. The crime rate had actually been lower than
usual, Mr. Broderick said, in a situation fraught with the
potential of widespread disorder and lawbreaking.

“This department rises to every challenge and it rose to last
night’s magnificently,” the proud chief declared in a com-
munication to the city’s precincts. About 125 store windows
were smashed in the city, including a wig shop in Harlem,
and a dozen stores were looted. Sixty-five persons were ar-
rested for various crimes, including burglary, robbery, grand
larceny and felonious assault. Mr. Broderick said such offenses
would have been considerably more frequent but for the
efforts of the 12,000 policemen and police auxiliaries who
patrolled in the five boroughs. The large number of policemen
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in the streets also was credited with preventing vandalism
and looting in the suburbs. Authoriti&  in Nassau, Suffolk,
Weatchestkx and Rockland corm&s  said there were virtually
no such incidents in their areas.

The 5remen were molt  often heard than seen, their sirens
blowing eerily as the engines  threaded their way through
dsrkened  &eets and across hazardous intersections. Statistics
compiled the morning after showed 4,773 firemen on duty,
plus 400 volunteers. They helped 100,000 persons from stalled
subway trains in Manhattan alone, giving many  coffee, soup
and shelter in 5rehouses.  They had to break through elevator
shafts to evacuate persons in the Empire State Building. From
6:00 P.M. to 5:00 A.M. they fought 282 fires, four times
normal, and faced 227 false alarms, compared to a usual 50.

The Department of Water Supply, Gas and Electricity, with
700 men on duty, stepped in to supply 600,000 consumers of
the private Jamaica Water Supply Company with city water
after their own supply was cut because of dependence on
electrical pumps. Sanitation Department water flushers were
%anitized and 5lled with city drinking water” to be sent to
neighborhoods-where water supplies had been cut off so
that residents could line up and get water in pans and tubs.
The Health Department checked food wholesalers and retailers
against spoilage of food and warned consumers, whose
freezers and refrigerators had been defrosted, to discard any
piece of meat, poultry, 5sh or dahy product that smelled a
little “strange.” If the appearance of these foods, and prepared
foods such as potato salads and meat dishes, looked “peculiar,”
the department said it would be best to throw them out.
Frozens foods only partly defrosted could be refrozen, the
department said, but those completely thawed should be pre
pared immediately. Nothing could be done for Schrafft’s.  It
reported that $200,000 worth of ice cream melted.

And for housewives vexed with candle wax stains, the
United States Department of Agriculture, the extension serv-
ice of New York State College of Home Economics at Cornell

University, and the Carpet Institute, all pitched in with
remedies for removing the drippings, from fabrics, upholstery,
carpets,  painted surfaces and wood surfaces.

The most desirable thing the ‘night of the blackout, next
to being home with the lights on, was a telephone that worked.
The New York Telephone Company, which operated at full
capacity on emergency diesel generators during the hours of
lightlessness,  said that it had apparently set a record for the
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people to their jobs and re-emphasizes that depend-
service has become a telephone tradition.”

ut. In a typical twenty-four-hour period, the city’s eight
r money-market banks-plus the Federal Reserve Bank of
York-clear or sort, some five million-checks, represent-
total dollar value of seven billion to ten billion. Practically

s is done by computers that read magnetic characters
on the checks. But these mazes of wires and circuits

ht. Auxiliary power systems,
t of the banks and time locks
did not have the muscle-

current-to keep the check-

fold problem in their cleanup. First,



was the pure& mechanical business of catching up with the
sorting. This phase they handled with little ditBculty.  Second
was the more complicated problem of offsetting a vast-though
undoubtedly temporaty4ncrease  of credit in the banking
system that was certain to result from the check-clearing
snarl. Normally, the Federal Reserve System gives credit to
its member banks for checks that are in the process of clearing
within two days after they have been deposited initially,
whether or not they have been actually presented to the bank
on which they have been drawn. Thus, a slowdown of the
normsl  clearing process, such as occurred during the blackout,
leads to a big increase in the so-called “float,” the credit granted
on such uncleared or floating checks. The Federal Reserve left
its twoday rule standing. But several other things were done
to ease the clearance problem. The New York Clearing House
Association, which handles the bulk of clearing within the city,
scheduled three special times for its members to exchange
checks. In addition, the Clearing House extended for a day,
the deadline within which the Monday, Tuesday and Wednes-
day items could be presented. Usually these items have to be
in by the next business day after they are deposited. For its
part, the Federal Reserve Bank of New York said that in view
of the difl?culties the banks had encountered, it would not im-
pose penalties on banks that failed to maintain their legally
required reserves during the statement week that ended
Wednesday.

Broadway had its ,bookkeeping  problems, too. The stars
were undoubtedly pleased to see their names in lights again
on Wednesday, although somewhat dimmed to conserve elec-
tricity, but the moguls who own the theaters and produce the
plays were bowed down by a box office dilemma.

“What do you do with a guy who had a pair for ‘Fiddler
on the Roof’ for Tuesday night and we can’t give him anything
until March?” one treasurer asked.

Exchanges or refunds had to be made to 30,000 who had
tickets for twenty-two shows whose curtains did not go up on
Tuesday. Theater treasurers spent a good part of the day ex-
plaining in hundreds of phone calls that tickets could be ex-
changed for other performances or that refunds would be
given. All Broadway shows, with the exception of “Fiddler on
the Roof,” at the Imperial Theater, played their regular Wed-
nesday matinees. The Imperial operates on both alternating
and direct current. When the direct current had not been
restored by 1:35  P.M., Harold Prince, the show’s producer,
decided to cancel the performance. The current went on about
fifteen minutes later. Most Broadway houses have a combina-
tion of alternating and direct current. In many playhouses, the
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w current was not mstored  until a few minutes before 2
,&&e normal Wednesday matinee curtain time. Some per-
)- were delayed up to a half hour. The. opening at the
art of ‘The Zulu and the Zayda,” scheduled for Tuesday
i&t, was postponed to Wednesday evening and was given a
tie&l reception by the critics. A matinee preview of the play
ss held using a generator that normally is employed to light
lotion icture set exteriors on location. It wris  rented at a
ost of’P 1,000.
Qff-Broadway  was almost normal, although a couple from

lew Jersey were the sole audience at two one-acters, “Good
lay” and ‘The Exhaustion of Our Son’s Love” at the Cherry
,ane  in Greenwich Viiage. Mamry Peluso,  author of ‘Good
Bay” took the couple to a restaurant next door to the theater
nd read the script to them. It took forty minutes.
The music world rescheduled some concerts and culture was

eing served up all around town as usual. The Metropolitan
pera National Company’s performance of “Madame Butter-
y,” canceled Tuesday, was presented Sunday. In art, despite
le fact that the blackout came at the prime time of the week
)r show openings (Tuesdays from 5 to 7 P.M.), a number of
ndaunted art lovers looked at pictures with flashlights and
latches. Most movie theater marques were partly dimmed and
usiness was generally a little below average. At the Radio City
fusic Hall, where 300 stalwarts had remained in the audi-
sium all night, doors opened as usual at 10 A.M.
Many nightclubs, including the Copacabana, the Persian

oom and the Latin Quarter, were closed during the dim-out,
ut a number of discotheques using candles kept open for those
inatically  devoted to the undulations of the monkey, the frug
nd the watusi.
As the city limped back to a semi-daze, executives of pro-

ucing,  distributing and sales organizations poured gloomily
ver  their ledgers counting the losses of the blackout which
‘ere  estimated at $100 million. And during the day, since most
)mpanies  were either short-handed or closed early because
f the fear of another power failure, there was another severe
isruption  of business activity. Some businesses profited from
Le blackout, among them hotels, car rental agencies who
ased everything that wasn’t stranded on upper floors of ga-
tges  requiring elevators to move them, and restaurants and
us, all of which had an excess of customers. Souvenir stores
juged a public willing to overpay for flashlights, batteries and
mdles. And, there were the illegally high fares obtained by
xi drivers, running as high as fifty dollars for a trip to Port
‘ashington, Long Island.
But far exceeding the gains  were the losses in retail and
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wholesale sales, .food spoilage, and advertising that was not
printed or broadcast. John Liner, an international insurance
counselor, estimated that the losces  could reach the $100 mil-
lion mark. But insurance industry experts agreed that only a
fraction of that amount would be covered bv insurance. Charles
Clark, assistant general manager of the In&m.uce Information
Institute, the trade association of the f3re and casualty insur-
anw COIII~Z&X,  said that “the effect on the insurance business
from a loss standpoint will be absolutely minimal” Mr. Clark
noted that premiums for property and liability insuranm  in
the United States totaled $10 billion last vesr. Of this amount,
he said, business-interruption insuran&-designed  to do for
the insured what his business would have done if there were fco
interruption-accounted for only $50 million. Some insurance
men indicated that $50 million in premiums would buy more
than $1 billion in insurance protection.

Companies in the Northeast with business-interruption in-
s~ranc& would probably not get reimbursed for theii 10sse~,
however. because claims are mid onlv when the cause of the
loss is & insured pek, no&&&y fire ahd windstorm. Mr. Clark
pointed out that even those concerns that also had prouxtion
against a power or refrigeration loss as a result of failure of
a transmission line or power source would be WV~@ -o$’ if_. _.- ^
the original cause of loss was something like tire  or Wmas~.
Only a “minis&e  amount” of the loss  seems to be covered by
insurance, he said.

Commerce and Industry AEidociation  of New York, said
ore than half the personnel @many  big companies,were

esday. At 2 P.M., business  and city&&~  smed ;
own, with some leaving a skeleton force,  usually :;

ho lived in Manhattan, to maintain essential opera- :
e mail was delivered to the towering skyscrapers,

the. C.&t  had whiled away the hours
song fests and other revels. Sorting

me had been halted by the power fail-
+,,

:,g
mammoth task of digging through ‘. ‘4

already swollen by Christmas adver- ‘ Pi2

Insurance brokers were unable to assess whether the num-
ber of automobile and liability claims for accidents during the
blackout would be substantislly  higher than average. The city’s
police said there were thirty-three vehicle accidents im’oh’mg
injuries and forty-four vehicle accidents involving Property
damage.

Radio and television networks said “losses will be in the
hundreds of thousands of dollars.” However one executive said
“We’ll be making up a portion of the losses for make-goods-”
“Make-good” is the term used in the broadcasting industry
when a network or station makes on its commitment to an
advertiser by broadcasting a previously scheduled Program at
another time.

Thousands of o&e workers, who were able to inch their
way home Tuesday, returned to work to find themselves UnabIe
to use the elevators in their buildings. The impassable steps of
the garment center, where the sidewalks teem at noon with
men in white-on-white shirts, standing around and “schmooZ-
ing,” were  clogged as early as 9:30 A.M. Lobbies, too, were
filled with employees awaiting the word, which many of them

n the city’s department stores, where some of New York’s

later received, to return home.
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who spent the night in Bloomingdale’s were treated to break- are. campus,,with the exception of thoseat:-.
fast by the store’s staff, headed by Lawrence La&man,

“2
its

I
. president.

Reflecting the prevailing anxiety about a repetition of the
blackout, seversl of the leading stores closed an hour to an 8 were in session for
hour and a half early in an effort to prevent an overload of the blackout started.
electric power. B. Altman closed at 4:30; as did Lord & Tay- the second running
lor.  S&s  Fifth Avenue and Abercrombie & Fitch closed at at the studepts would

ed-the youngsters
,,

I 4:O0. Stores on 34th Street, such as Macy’s, Gimbals, Ohr-
bath’s and Franklin Simon remained open until their normal
closing hours. While Bernard B. Zients, executive head of wed to leave - j
Gimbels, reported that the day’s business was “substantially I
less” than normal, executives at other stores said that sales and
traffic  appeared average. A spot check of the leading stores
found business light during the morning and early afternoon,
while in a number of hardware departments a near feverish
activity was under way ss shoppers purchased flashlights, csn-

I

dles and large battery powered illuminating lamps. Transistor nt to sleep. They were tremendous, they behaved beautifully
radios sold briskly. During the noon hour the basement hard- took it all in stride.”
ware department in the F. W. Woolworth store on 42nd Street
received a large turnout of shoppers seeking flashlights and But no one bore the brunt of the blackout with more dig-
batteries. ’

humor and stoicism than the commuter. It was he, who
“I never saw anything like it,” declared a saleswoman. “I martini warmed, his salad wilted, his steak curled and hi;

looks like everybody expects the lights to go out again.” fe worried, forged his way home on darkened roads or
The aftermath of the blackout provided a boon for at 1 to survive in the bars, hotels, lobbies, clubs, fer-

345,000 pupils, some of whom did their homework bv can ces
zled

and stalled trains. In the morning, members of
light. About  15,000 youngsters were sent home when eleven ranks formed a big queue at a coin-operated
city schools were forced to shut down because of a lack of in the men’s room at Grand Central station
electricity and heat. To ease the strain on the transportation when a disembodied voice over a station’s

stem barked appreciation for “vour coonera-lines, 330,000 other public and parochial school pupils, who
normally use buses and subways to go to class, were excused Some bearded commuters h-ad ensco’nced
from attending school. But some determined students refused for the night in a shiny new automobile on a^“.^ ,“A”^  -“.l”:l”:r  XI ---.  AL--.  L.-L.- . ---. r a. . .
to take advantage of the day off and walked or rode bicycles ~l;vu~vmg C-OIL.  now rney mm01eo out 01 me car as me

Ledestal once aaain began  to turn.II UIJLa‘IvcS  as gm:ar  as mnree  rnues.
‘The kids were wonderful,” a Brooklyn principal said, Somber and-tired, -they jammed Grand Central Terminal

“some traveled two hours to get here and came an hour late, Pennsylvania Terminal in mid-afternoon, elbowing their
I\,*, tlvn. n.-.+ ha-.x 9) ray past the thronged track gates. honina to take earlier trains

The Board of Education closed all schools at 3 P.M., drop- sn- usual. The New Ha&  Railroad reported that their
ping late session day classes and all afternoon and evening esuscitated  carriers were crowded early in the day with per-
programs. There were effects too, on many colleges and uni- ons who reversed their normal routes, took the day off, and
versities. City College first suspended all day undergraduate ed the city as soon as they could. A 3 P.M. rush hour was
classes-affecting about 60,000 students-and then curtailed reated in the terminals, heightening the problem of the New
all late afternoon and evening classes at its units in the Bronx
and Manhattan and at the New York City Community College
in Brooklyn and the Staten Island Community College. New
York University, canceled all classes at 1:30 P.M. at its
6 2 I

aven, which operated with some diliiculty at fifty per cent of
onnal, and the Long Island, which rose from forty to eighty

.er cent of normal. Despite the vicissitudes of the railroad
etable, especially on Wednesday, a group of weary Madison
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Avenue executives waited patiently at the Greenwich, Con.
necticut, station for two and a half hours until a jammed train
fmally picked up some of them. /

A reporter making a spot check of the area on his’ way to
New York offered some of them a ride in his automobile.

“Not today, &am&s,” one wrinkled, ruddy-checked  man
retorted. “Not today in that @atBe.”

When the reporter said that tra8ic on the New England Thru-
way was light, the ruddy-checked  one glared and again ex-
pressed his perverse fealty to the railroad,  “Not today, Fran-
@s.”

Things were back to normal in the suburbs, and-in many
of the cities of upstate New York, New England and
Canada, long before they were in New York City. In Mount
Vernon, off-duty policemen. who had postponed their pick-
eting of City Hall due to the blackout, protested the rejec-
tion of their demand for a twenty per cent increase in pay.
In Bridgeport, Connecticut, where the ladies auxiliary of the
Ancient Order of Hibemians canceled their meeting ‘Dres-
day night, plans were made to m-schedule it.

In New York City, as the hour of 5:27 P.M. neared, and
millions of eyes gazed quizzically at the lit buildings, hands
groped for the battery-tilled talismans in their pockets. By’
5:30  P.M. the spell was broken. The buildings were still lit,
the darkening streets were awash in neon blaring the con-
torted spelling of brand names (EZ Off, Redi-Wip),  the
names of theaters, movie houses, hotels, stores and bars.

Mom than one person smiled at the lettered sign in a
Horn and Hardart cafeteria on the Avenue of the Americas:
“Pardon Our Appearance, We Were Up All Night.”

On Thursday the sixteen million residents of the mew
politan area could do almost everything they were able to
do before 5: 27 P.M., Tuesday. They again had their choice
of air, rail, bus and subway service, which was about as
punctual as ever.

‘We were right on the dot,” a woman stepping off the
7:58 A.M. from Tarrytown, “‘which was unusual ‘even be-
fore the blackout,”

Relaxed and rested after a good night’s sleep, residents
showered and shaved, went to restaurants and theaters,
thronged stores and supermarkets, and visited libraries and
museums as usual. But some said their lives would never be
quite the same. Railroad commuters reaped a residue of
good fellowship after sharing dark hours in incapacitated
trains and black tunnels. A Connecticut woman found her
64

“feIlow commuters lese impersonal after spericiing  the. tight
on the 5:30  to Norwalk.

“Everybody re&gnhd mkybody  else now,” she said
‘@‘Although they’ve seen me’ for ten yw&, and they’ve done‘L-AL-  L-. I-,- - -  -;-*cm k&l-* - -  :&VÎ r:, ..c cl... L... - I
t,and a’good m&&g, ‘Phyllis, h&v are you t&y?’ ”

Refreshed railroad crews retrieved rolling stock, which
had been abandoned, in time to serve Veterans Day traflic,
although that was unusually light. The Transit Authority
reporkd  that its 8,480 trains were on schedule, although
many subway passengers repeated short delays on the IND
“E” trains. Health Department inspectors peered into the
refrigerators  of 1,000 restaurants  and grocery storea  and
found only three restaurants in which food had spoiled be-
cause of the power failure. Mayor Wagner told New York-
ers they no longer needed to maintain voluntary restrictions
on electrical power.

The Consolidated Edison Company reported that it had
restored an ample reserve for its system serving the metr*
politan area, with 5.1 million kilowatts of capacity on hand
against the W&e&y  peak demand of 4,333,OOO  kilowatta
between 5 P.M. and 6 P.M. Federal, state, local and utility
fnvasdgators still mulled over the outrage, trying to unrayei
the mystery of why 80,000 square miles in the Northeast

power- grid ten-it&  went black.
“I want to know--and New Yorkers are entitled to know

-just what happened here,” Mayor Wagner declared
A narolution  was t%ad  in the City Council urging the city

to “‘rmapture”  the three transit power plants it sold to Con
Edison for $125.840.000  in 1959. Councilman-at-Large
Paul O’Dwyer said the utility had “conducted its acti~
in such a manner as to fail to isolate its facilities from de-
fects arising in areas outside of the city and upon occasion
has even failed to isolate defects in its own system from im-
pact upon the operation” of the city’s subways.

By Friday, the blackout was dimming as a topic of con-
versation. Hospitals reported that spoilage in blood banks
was kept to a minimum by the cool weather and the c+
operation of hospitals and local communities. Only about
100 pints were lost out of between 3,000 and 4,000 on hand
in the city, which consumes about 1,000 pints daily. The
outside temperature Tuesday night was ideal for the storage
of blood-between thirty-eight and forty-one degrees. A
number of hospitals without auxiliary generators removed
their blood banks from refrigerators and placed them out-
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doors. Some spoilage occurred at hospitals .that  used dry ice
during the blackout and did not remove it soon enough after *

In her carpeted split level home Mrs. James Vast+  a you&

power was restored. -TtlY  **the  blood became too
I

1.3~11  brunette with tousled hair, recited a catalogue of woes,

cold: it crvsfalliz  -ed and nad to be aiscaraea.
“The house got cold and clammy. Two of my three cl&

Mayor Wagner told Con Ed officials, whose only. bright dren are sick because of the power failure. The’ electric motors
that open the garage doors “wouldn*i. work We heat with
gas, but electricity is needed to ignite the gas. The television 5& wouldn’t  p,wb 7%~ rh:l.L~-  . ..a--  -&--:A  -1 rL- dm-1.  T.P-

I

moment that week appeared to be the postponement of a
court action against the utility for air pollution, that the city
could not tolerate another long paralysis of subways such 88
followed the power failure. k

kept thinking of sabotage being responsible for the blackout.
lh.flln.tPlv  nl” firm&.rr  Z” *I.., l.nn-“-r a..--  - - - -  - - -

“Changeswillhavetobemade,“hes--  - . .aia during a meet- - - -  -------...
ing with Con Ed’s three top executives. Phd Con Edison e.x- vided some heat. P&tunately, too, my CaL.-- .._

plained why the company needed more tinne than other power driveway and I was able to go to a little shop on the BostGPz
c .companies to restore service. The danger or aamagf: to im- Road where a sign advertised firewood. I piled logs in the

mensely expensive equipment was a n$
- - - - ?  I

‘* ’lor nem m the ex- Cadillac and brought them home. Unfortunately my father

planation. T. C. Duncan vice president for engmeermg porn= 3 and mother and my brother who live down the street have I
out that some of the company’s local networks required “as

I

no fireplace, so they came and slept  on the floor and on a
lounge-in front of our fireplace.” -

Thmn  rwmnhrAool1.r  .h~ s&,  “No, the blackout  wasn,t  aI much electricity as a good-sizkd  city,” and that power could
not be restored in such generating stations until they were

- YIU  .s”L~LAU~.~cLx’J,  0-e
lot Of fun for us.”

brought to a high level of production. It takes power from
)some source,  he said, even to start auxiliary equipment in
service. By the time such power got to the major generating
stations, Mr. Duncan said, “the boilers had cooled down and
the turbines had come to rest.” .

The turbine generators had to be turned slowly by mechan-
ical means to make sure they had not been bowed out of shape
in the blackout. “Bowing could have completely ruined them
if they had been revolved by steam without their preliminary
check,” he explained, The company’s huge boilers, some of
which are fifteen stories high, must build up temperatures
of 3,ooO  degrees and produce pressure of more than 2,ooO
pounds a square inch.

Mr. Duncan said, ‘The machinea were brought up to speed
as quickly as possible, and it was then possible to synchronize
them with other turbine generators operating at other stations
in the system. As soon as this was done and load was available,
the load was picked up as rapidly as possible.” He said he
considered the restoration “most expeditious.”

“Expeditious” was perhaps not the word that tumbled most
readily from the lips of one quarter of the residents of Pelham
Manor, New York, a wealthy Westchester suburb. It WAS
early Thursday before the lights went on for some of the
village’s residen~perhaps  the longest wait of all in the
metropolitan area. Miss Florence Theberge of 649 Ely Avenue
said, “We burned a lot of candles and we kept the fireplace
going. It all seemed kid of strange and I kept thinking about
how the people must have lived in Pelham Manor in the
primitive days when there was no electricity.”
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5. The Grid

Switching on a light is such a common thing nowadays that
Americans never stop to think what lies behind the walI
switch. Few realize that by flicking the switch a person “plugs
in” to a massive continental electrical system, by far the biggest
in the world

Theelectricutilityindustryasitisknowntodayislessthan
one hundred vears old (Thomas  A. Edison invented the fimt
practical At l&p in 1879). Yet it is no exaggeration
tosaythattheUnitedStateshas,inabroadsense,anelecc
trical economy. Artificial light is only the most obvious mani-
festation. Electricity operatea machines in our factories and
milkscowsonthefarm.Itisavitalpartofourdefenseand
security establishment. It is the basis of our telephone and
radio communications and drives the presses  that print our
newspapers. And in our homRs we are surrounded by elec-
trical appliances-refrigerators, stoves, dishwashers, toasters,
air Conditioners, clothes dry- television Ms.

The use of electric power in the United States has inmased
tremendously  since! the turn of the century. Power output
today is more than ten times what the nation produced in
1930 and triple the amount of fifteen years ago. Virtu@
every household in America now has access to electricity,
even in the remote hill country.  Production has reached such
gargantuan proportions that the concept is dif&ult to grasp:
for example, total output adds up annually to more than a
trillion kilowatt hours, or enough to keep ten trillion 1OO-watt
lightbulbs burning for an hour.

Put another way, the United States has more electric pow@
capacity than the next five countries of the world combined-
and almost three times the power capacity of the second-
ranking Soviet Union. And though the United States has only
about one third the area of the Soviet Union, it has more than
four time8 the miles of transmission linea.
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The rapid progress made in electrical technology in the
United States over the last half centurv has turned the electric
utilitiea industry into the country’s 6iggest.  It is a- gigan&
complex of huge power stations and a network of wires that
reach out like an octopus acrm  t@ land and feed power
into millions of little wall plugs. It is this network that makes
it possible for the masses to have electricity at a cost most
Americans can afford. Privately owned companies serve about
eighty per cent of the customers and Government agencies or
cooperatives twenty per cent.

‘The network-or “grid” as it is called in the electric in-
dustry-connects not only the pr&ducer  to the consumer but
also producer to producer. For reasons of efficiency, economy
and reliability of service, local and regional electrical systems
have found it advantageous to cooperate in “‘pools” and inter-
connected grids for the exchange of power. The over-all system
has reached a stage of development where a Florida house-
wife, plugging in her toaster, may use power whose production
or distribution was shared by a company in Wisconsin, Or a
Kansas utility may help a system in Oklahoma that temp+
rarily loses its service because of mechanical trouble.

But though electricity has become such.,a  part of our live8
that we take it for granted, it remains a mystery to most
people. They know &ctricity  more for what it doea than’
what it is. What exactlv is electric&? How is it oroduced  and
how does it reach our’homes? tit is the me&ng  of such
words as electron, current, volt, kilowatt, generator, steam
turbine, high-tension line, circuit-breaker, interconnection,
pooling? Exactly what is a grid and how does it operate?

Electricity itself is not power but a form of energy. It must
be transformed into power. The term “electrici~  comes from
the Greek word for amber, elektron. Electricity is made up of
electrons, which are little particles revolving about the center
of every atom. Electrons are so small that they are invisible,
even with a microscope. Yet it is the passage of these particles
along a wire or other conductor that constitutes an electric cur-
rent. Electrical energy travels through a wire nearly as fast
as the speed of light,  or about 186,000 miles  a second. That is
why a voice on a telephone is heard almost instantaneously at
the other end of the line.

The best conductors of electricity are metals, because they
have electrons that are free to move from atom to atom-a
condition necessary for effective conduction of electrical
energy. Conversely, materials such as rubber and glass do not
rtiynfree movement of electrons and thus serve as good in-

.
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The flow of elect&W  involves  three factors: (11  the prew
sure that causes the current to flow-this is measured in volts;
(2) the rate of flow, measured in amperes; and ( 3 ) the resisth
ante of the conductor to the flow, measured in ohms. Proba
bly the most familiar measurement term is watt, which is used
to denote the amount of power conducted. A kilowatt is
equal to one thousand watts. It is diicult to grasp the meaning
of these terms because electricity is not something that can be
seen or held or weighed. Electricity must be understood by its
effects-that is, by the heat or light it induces or the power
of its magnetism.

In an electrical current electrons travel through the condtn+
tor from a negative source to a positive source of electricity.
The agent that pumps the current is either a generator or a
battery. Generators transform mechanical energy into electrical
energy; batteries, such as those found in automobiles, trans-
form chemical energy into electricity. Most of the world’s elm
tricity  is produced by generators.

The production of electricity begins in a power plant or
generating station. There generators produce electricity through
electromagnetic induction, a process based on a principle dis-
covered in the 19th Century by Michael Faraday, a British
physicist. Faraday found that by moving a magnet past a coil
of wire he could induce, or produce, an electric current in the
wire. Generators in power stations usually are at least as bii
as a family  garage.

There are two principal ways of operating generators: one
is to burn coal or other fuel to make steam for a turbine which
drives the generator; the other is to utilize power from flowing
or falling water, as at Niagara Falls or the Hoover Dam. For
this reason generating plants are usually found near coal fields
or rivers. In some isolated plants of small capacity the prinliuy
mechanical energy may come from oil or gas engines.

The generator is the start of an electric circuit that also in-
cludes the wires and any device the energy operates, such as
a light bulb or a TV set. A simple circuit consists of only two
wires: one carries the electricity from its place of origin to its
place of use; the other leads back to the point of generation.

In order to produce some effect, the circuit must be un-
broken thereby allowing the current to flow freely to the device
it is intended to operate. An example is the way an electric
light switch works. When the switch is “off,” contacts in the
wall connection are separated-that is, the circuit is broken-
and the light doesn’t work. When the switch is “on,” the con-
tacts are joined+losing  the circuit-and the bulb is illu-
minated.

The currents flowing from generators are of two kinds:
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direct and alternating. A direct current fiows in the same dirscF
r tion continuously until the circuit is broken, Direct current re

quires more complicated generators and electric motors than
q alternating current. One of its principal-uses- is in industrial
::operations  where the motors change speeds quite often.

other common use is to charge batteries.
An-

’ Alternating current, on the other hand, changes direction
periodically in what is called a cycle. This is the kind of elm
.tricity found in nearly all American households. It requires
relatively simple generators and motors and can be transformed
easily into high voltages. This latter characteristic is important
to the electrical industry because power loss over transmission
wires is lower with high voltage-a vital economic factor in
the expansion of electrical power systems across the country.

The production and transmission of electricity possess an
unusual property which influences the whole foundation of the

Industry. Unlike almost all other industries, electric utilities
must manufacture their product at the very instant the cus-
tomer wants to use it-and the electrical industry can store
energy in the form of coal and impounded water to meet future
requirements. This does not, however, lessen the need for
generator capacity to match the customers* demands.

In the first  years of the electric utility industry there was no
1 @n&distance  transmission of electricity from the generating

plant to the consumer. For one thing, the application of elec-
tricity at that time was very limited and people at first were
wary of what uses were made of it. For another thing, the early
generators and transmission lines were crude and incapable of
projecting power very far.

The pioneer generating plant in the industry as it is known
today was the Pearl Street station in New York City, which
began operating in 1882. It was followed gradually by scat-
tered plants built to serve only local areas, such as the one at
Niagara Falls. The first power transmission of any real size
from the Niagara Falls station came in 1896, when electricity
was sent twenty-two miles over an 11 ,OOO-volt  line to Buffalo,
New York.

As new applications for electricity were found and public de-
mand for its use increased, the companies were encouraged to
undertake wider technological research and the development of
better equipment. More powerful and efficient generators were
developed and improved transmission systems carried the
power farther and farther from the generating plants. The first
60,000~volt  line went up over San Francisco Bay in 1901, a
lOO,OOO-volt  line was constructed in Colorado in 1909, a 230,-
000-volt line went up in Southern California  in 1923 and the
first 345,000-volt  line (of the type in wide use today) was estab-
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lished in ~EI  area covering parts of West Virginia and Ohio in
1 9 5 3 .

A notable per&i of growth in the industry came in the
nineteen-thirties when rural electrification-with much of the
impetus stemming from the Government--cw ed ahead. An
other spurt of progress came after World War $ when the use
of electricity expanded rapidly in homes and factories.

As the electric industry grew, and the costs of research,
development and plant construction grew proportionately, in-
dividual utilities soon noted a duplication of effort and expense.
At the ame time it was imperative that the cost of ekxtricity
to the customer be kept reasonable if the industry was to con-
tinue expanding. Out of these factors came the idea of pooling
resources and linking systems.

The pooling idea progressed in three stages. Fii large units
within a local system were tied together with a transmission
network which reduced the amount of electric capacity com-
panies had to keep in reserve for maintenance and repairs. Set-
ond, small systems were linked and the companies themselves
were consolidated into larger, more efficient organizations
which have evolved into today’s electric utilities. And third,
service areas of utilities in adjacent regions were intercon-
nected.

This progress\ve  intertwining led to our modern power net-
work, which covers virtually the whole country with 350,000
miles of high-voltage transmission lines. Nearly all major elec-
tric power systems in the United States, providing ninety-seven
per cent of the nation’s electric energy requirements, are mem-
bers of one of six principal interconnected groups. The largest
of these, the Interconnected Systems Group, combines the re-
sources of about one hundred and twenty utility systems ex-
tending from the Rocky Mountains to the Atlantic Coast and
from Canada to the Gulf of Mexico.

There are two main advantages to the grid system.
First, the pooling of resources and the purchase and ex-

change of power within a region avoids costly and unneces~~
duplication and thus leads to better efficiency and economy.
The savings then can be passed along to the consumer in the
form of lower prices.

The second advantage is greater reliability of service. In an
emergency cut-off of power in one part of thesystem because
of equipment breakdown or human error, electricity can be
transferred to the stricken area from another section over the
“party line.”

The working of a grid can be illustrated by the system used
in New York State. Six companies are tied into the. system Via
a 345,000-volt  line that runs across the state from BufIalo  to
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New York City. Feeder lines branch off the ma&  trunk into all
sections of the state, and local power systems draw electricity
from the trunk when needed and send electricitv into it when
another area is in need. ThiQbiggest  con
Consolidated Edison, which serves mart
tamers in the New York City metropolitan area. Over the in-
terconnected network of wires there is a constant flow of power
throughout the state, the amount and direction of the flow de-
pending on the respective needs of the various regions.

The constantly changing needs and flow of power are de-
termined by a computer, or electronic “brain,” in a control
center. The computer calculates instantly how the electricity
may be delivered most economically by ,plants  in various parts
of the state. Then the system operator can call for the starting
up or shutting ‘off of the generators as the demand for elec-
tricity increases or diminishes.

The state network, in turn, is tied into a loose confederation
of forty-two power companies covering the northeastern United
States and parts of Canada. Thus, there can be interchanges of
power over an area stretching west to Michigan, north into
Ontario and east to Massachusetts. By the same token the re-
gional grid is interconnected with other regional grids in chain-

, iink fashion across the country.
The primary concept behind the grld system as set up”‘i.n

New York is that various sections of a state consume power at
various rates. Moreover, consumption within each section
varies according to time of day, the season of the year and the
WCZlthCil-.

For example, a section catering to tourists will have its great-
est use of electricity during the summer months, whereas a

-z- ~~~ ~~--~ ~~~-- ~~~~~

companies need less electric generating capacit;  to me& their
peak demands than they would require if they were operating
alone.

In New York City there is an upsurge of power demand
around 5 P.M. when workers are going home on the electrical-
ly operated subways and lights are being turned on in millions
of apartments. In rural areas upstate the pattern of power con-
sumption is determined by the schedules for milking cows, the
brooding of chicks and the harvesting of crops.

Thus the pooling idea is not only beneficial in terms of initial
investment-the construction of one large generating plant to
serve five companies is relatively cheaper than building tie



smaller plants-but it also provides the most effective use oc.,.
equipment within thesystem. * .I

Pooling and interconnections have one primary goal-ke&
hg down t& cost of electricity to the consumer. That the in-
dustry has succeeded is best seen in its own statement that dur-
ing the last twenty-five years, when the cost of livmg has more
than doubled, the average price of residential electric service
has been reduced by nearly half.

The grids represent the latest phase of the industry’s search
for efllciency.  The technological approach has been to develop
z equipment by makmg  improvements  m extstmg  equtp-

For example, in 1938 it took 1.41 pounds of coal to prc+
duce one kilowatt hour of electricity. Today the most efficient
plants use about 0.8 pounds. Yet in this same period of time in-
dustry consumption of coal has soared from approximately
12.9 million tons to more than 211.2 million. While turbine
generator units with a capacity of 100,000 kilowatts were con-
sidered large just before World War II, units of 500,000 to a
million kilowatts are becoming relatively common. Pressures
and temperatures have soared from 750 degrees Fahrenheit
and 1,250 pounds per square inch in 1930 to over 1,200 de-
grees and 5,000 pounds or more today. All of these factors add
up to one thing: more etIlcient production of electricii at lower
c o s t

The history of the electric industry has been that when peak
performance in one technological phase becomes more diflicult!
to achieve. research is shifted in another direction. It was
-- ---- -I

this practice that led the industry around 1950 to devote more
attention to more efIlcient  transmission of electricity.

In 1956 the maximum transmission voltage--the “amount”
of electricity carried on a cable-was 345,000 volts. By 1962
this had risen to 460,000 volts, and the industry is on the
threshold of trausmitting  power at 765,000 volts. This improve-
ment in the means of transporting electricity over greater dis-
tances, along with development of extremely et?lcient  gen-
erating stations, has been the basis for the trend toward
pooling.

Now when one local system contemplates building a new
generator on the order of 200,000 kilowatts and a nearby
system foresees a future need for a unit of about 50,006
kilowatts, the two utilities team up and share the cost of
building a larger, more efficient generating station at a point
readily accessible to both. They might decide that future de-
mands would make possible a 400,~kilowatt  station.

Thus the old concept of building power plants adjacent to
where they will be supplying electricity has been changed. It
7 4

is far cheaper now to place generating statIons nw’ fuel
suppiies,  whether inside or outside the service area, and then

trihsmit  the electdity in greater quantities to the points of
use. In other words, lt costs less to transport the electricity than
the fuel.

Aside from the economy factor of an interconnected pool,
there is the safeguard factor for emergencies. Grids are devised
partly to overcome blackouts-minor ones at least-brought
about by malfunctions In generating or transmission equip
ment. If one region suddenly loses power, the system is so
arranged that power can be shifted immediately from another
region.

But with this advantage goes a risk: namely, that a mass+
breakdown in one part of the system might create excessive
strain and automatically set off a chain reaction throughout
the network. There are safeguards against such a cascading
effect, but blackouts in the past, in&ding  the monumentat
one on the night of November 9, 1965, have shown that tha
safeguards are not foolproof. Some systems have circuit-break-
ers that automatically disrupt the electric current when thd
power load becomes too great in the line; or too low, or when
the current is reversed. Regional systems also have control
centers whbre  the circuit can be broken manually by mean&
of buttons.

One factor that &term&s  whether a system has automatlo
circuit-breakers ls the range of voltage carried. In the New
York State system, for example, the 345,000-volt  lines arw
in a high range, These lines, which stretch over the world’s
most concentrated electric market, are so designed so that a
region hit by a local power failure can immediately have a
surgeofenergysentlntoit!fromtheNiagara,St..Imwrenca
or another power source.

To he capable of this instantaneous action, the system must
be able to accept a wide range of power loads. Hence the
maintrunk,theelectricsuperhlghwaybise&ngthestate,isnol
equipped with circuit-breakers sensitive to slight changes in
load. The decision to cut a local system out of the grid ls a
human one and the actual cut-off must be done manually at 8
local control center. The Consolidated Edison control center
in New York City, for instance, has eight buttons that must he
pushed to isolate the city from the rest of the northeastern
network.

On the other hand, the Pennsylvania-New Jersey-Maryland
system has lines of lesser voltage and is protected by circuit-
breakers. In case of trouble in the grid-say in neighboring
New York-this t&state system can be isolated automatically
whenever the circuit-breakers sense a problem.
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Some believed that the task might turn out to be impossible,
that they might never pinpoint the initial breakdown that trig- r
gered the “cascade” of power failures in six states and Qntario.

In New York City, the Consolidated Edison Company said
that the failure might have occurred “somewhere to the North.”
Indeed, one of the tlrst reports, within the llrst hour, implicated
the Sir Adam Beck Plant Number 2 in Queenston just across
the border in Ontario, four miles west of Niagara FaIls. There
might have been an equipment failure, either at the plant or
somewhere between it and the New York systems. But the
Canadians immediately said that they could find no evidence
that such a failure had occurred. If it did, it had gone unnoticed
at the moment. Investigators began chasing down doxens of
other clues.

The Canadians fixed the blame to the South. In between,
where much of the sleuthing was concentrated, the utilities of
upstate New York insisted that thev could not find a failure in
their systems. Joseph C. Swidler,.  Chairman of the Federal
Power Commission, was pessimistic. “‘We may never trace
where it started,” he said, “but we’re going to try.” This was
echoed by many other officials.

Federal, state, city and utility investigators fanned out with
the speed of epidemiologists in search of a rampant germ and
the thoroughness of a Sherlock Holmes on the trail of a killer.
By tlnding the culprit, they hoped to prevent a possible recur-
rence of such a crippling power failure. Working day and night,
in the field and in their offices, they checked every possibility
of malfunction. They inspected remote substations, patrolled
transmission lines by plane, by helicopter and by foot. They
carefully examined each of the 4OCLodd  generating units in the
region. They questioned system operators who manned the con-
trol panels when the lights flickered and went out. They pored
over miles of graph paper, looking for a clue from the squiggly
ink tracings that register current flow and frequency. Their
task was made even more monumental by the nature of elec-
tricity. It is generated, delivered and consumed in the same
split second. Unless the disturbance had left a permanent scar
on the equipment or was somehow monitored by the many
dials, meters and recording instruments, its source might never
be tracked down. Thus the investigators sought, by every means
possible, to reconstruct the conditions throughout the grid
shortly before, during and immediately after the failure.

The command post for the inquiry was the Federal Power
Commission offices in Washington. When President Johnson,
at his Texas ranch, first heard of the power failure, he imme-
diately dispatched a memorandum to Mr. Swidler. The “full
resources of the Federal Government,” the President said, are
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“$‘at  your disposal.” As the independent  Government re-:
‘g&gency for the electric power industry, the commission already

‘had considerable murces  and knowledge at its command.
One of Mr. Swidler’s first acts was to send F.P.C. engineera

to the central control rooms of-Con~Edison  in Manhattan.
Niagara Mohawk’s system +y in the heart of the affected region
and extended to the Canadmn  border. The tlrst concern of the
F.P.C. engineers: coordinate  efforts for restoring service. They
also began to sift fact from rumor.

Nianara  Mohawk o&ials  were &tin~  all sorts of conflict-
ing reports. “Last night on the m&o,” One of the utility men
said later, “there were the damnedest rumors you ever heard.
At one point it was supposed to be an earthquake. Then they
said the trouble had been traced to Niagara Falls, then Messena
and then to Clay. There was a new spot every five minutes.”

Reports of a line break near Niagara Falls were quick@
checked. They were false. Then the fear of sabotage crept in.
Alerted to the possible murder of linesmen, the state police
and Federal Bureau of Investigation agents sped to the gloomy,
desolate Montezuma Marshes outside Syracuse. All was c&n.
Other F.B.I. men took up positions at the central control room
of the New York State Power Authority at Niagara Falls. It
was just a precaution.

Then came word, at about 10 P.M., that all the trouble started _
at a remote-controlled substation on the Power Authority’s
lines west of Clay, a hamlet ten miles north of Syracuse. The
report came from a Niagara Mohawk district engineer. The
high-tension 345,000-volt  transmission lines stretching over
Clay are part of the authority?? “superhighway” of power dis
tribution, running from Niagara Falls east to Utica and south
to New York City. At scores of points along the line, incltn$.
lng Clay, power can be taken olI or added a9 the need arises.
If these lines were in trouble, the entire problem could per-
haps be solved.

Niagara Mohawk repairmen who drove out to Clay found
the substation in apparently perfect order. There were no signs,
they reported, of mechanical “trauma.” A few days later, how-
ever, an airplane pilot recalled that he was flying into Syra-
cuse’s Hancock Field at the moment of the blackout. As he
passed over the high-tension wire not far from Clay, he saw a
flash of tire. “It looked like a barn tie, a barn full of hay,”
said Weldon Ross, a part-time instructor-pilot from Syracuse.
“It lasted for perhaps ten seconds.”

Ail the rumors seemed to turn out to be just that-rumom
With no explanation of the failure readily apparent, Mr. Swidler
had his aides telephone some of the nation’s most experieng
authorities on electric power production and transrmssl
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They were told to catch airplanes and be in Washington the
next morning-Wednesday. Two of them were vice presidents
of Niagara-Mohawk, the power system in the heart of the
trouble zone. The others were drawn from orga&&ons  out-
side the affected area-from the Pennsylvania-Jersey-Maryland
Utilities pool, Vii Electric & Power Company, Common-
wealth Edison of Chicago, American Electric Power Corpora-
tion, the Department of Interior and the Tennessee Valley Au-
thority. They were ten in number, and were des@nated  the
task group. They were to be Mr. Swidler’s board of experts,
the men who were to advise him on ways to go about the in-
vestigation and help analyxe the tidings.  F. Stewart Brown,
chief of the F.P.C. Bureau’of Power, was assigned to head the
group.

The next morning, after power was restored to alI parts of
the area, the task group arrived and went into a long strategy
conferen-  with Mr. Swidler, the other commissioners and key
staff members. Then acting on orders from the President and
tk guidance of his task group, Mr. Swidler sent telegrams to
twenty-one utility companies in the black-out region. They were
ordered to send “‘responsible representatives” to Wash&ton,
armed with documents and data to answer a list of nineteeen
questions. F.P.C. investigators wanted to know the load and
direction of power flow on each sign&ant  line that connected
individual utilities systems into the regional power grid-both
just prior to the “outrage” and at the moment of the break-
down. They wanted to know the load each generating unit was
bearing. They wanted to know the normal capacities of these
Iines and generating units. They also asked the utilities to try
to reconstruct the sequence in which the circuit breakers, the
power system’s safety devices, switched on throughout the
grid, and the effect each of these operations had on the line
loads and generating outputs. Lie detectives, the F.P.C. in-
vestigators were seeking to reconstruct the “scene of the crime.”
The telegrams went out Wednesday’ morning. The Utilities
representatives were told to be in Washington at 9 A.M. the
next day. By the time the companies got their summonses, they
were already well underway with their own investigations.

Every generating unit was checked for some telltale me+
char&al  slipup. None was found. Three generating units of
Con Edison, including its million-kilowatt Ravenswood 3
steam-turbine generator, were damaged. But that was a result
of the power failur+not a possible cause. In two of the units,
the turbine bearings had burned out from lack of lubrication
during the power lapse. Planes and helicopters flew the length
of the New York State Power Authority’s trunklines, looking
for clues. The patrols returned with nothing to report
80

One of the nation’s thousands of line patrol observers, W&
liam W. Kobelt, of Walkill,  New York, took off in his Utility
Super Cub at dawn the day after the blackoti  He usually
starts his patrol of the lines of Central HudsonGas  and El=
tric Corporation at 8 A.M.  ‘*Bnt  anytime there’s trouble like a
jightning  storm or a hailstom”  he explain&  “Pm out at
daybreak.” He was out early Wednesday morning, looking for
trouble. He flew close to tree-top level. He’s been doing his
job since he was discharged from the Army Air Corps in 1945.

He said, “You follow the lines looking for a break. Or
smoke. Or a fire. I only radio in when the trouble is serious.
If the line trouble is real serious I hover in the vicinity until
the trucks get to it.”

Mr. Kobelt checked wires, crossarms, and structures of
the transmission towers. He looked for fallen trees. But he
couldn’t tlnd any trouble.

The fact that the companies were able to restore service
with the same equipment that had been in use before the black-
out, according to power experts, indicated that the problem lay
elsewhere. It also served to reassure many investigators that
it was not the work of saboteurs. Nowhere could they find
any apparent equipment problem that could have short-
circuited the grid. Gradually, the investigators began to realize
that their search could take days, or weeks or even months.
The usual causes of power fail
circuits, generator breakdo

m-es-fallen lines, stem short
wns-had been considered and

looked for. The cause seemed to k more complex.
A host of other investigations were also being initiated. In

Albany, the New York Public Service Commission asked for
preliminary  reports in five days from the state utility com-
panies and municipalities. The New England Conference of
Public Utilities Commissioners called in power company ofIt-
coals  for a meeting in Boston. Governor John N. Dempsey of
Connecticut ordered an investigation. Mayor Robert F.‘Wagner
of New York City conferred with Con Edison officials. He
said that after reports of federal and state agencies were re
ceived, the city would act to prevent a recurrence of the
failure.

“Can It Happen Here, and If So, How Do We Stop It?”
That was the subject of a post-blackout meeting of the New
Jersey Public Utility Commission. Only a few scattered com-
munities in New Jersey were a&cted  by the failure. In Chicago
Mayor Richard J. Daley said that his inquiry of the possibility
of a blackout didn’t turn up anyone who would say it couldn’t
happen there. The Defense Communications Agency set out to
review what effect, if any, the failure  had on the nation’s mili-
tary readiness. In all cases, a spokesman said, auxiliary  power
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units cut on automatically so that there was no appa+$  Iap+’
in the strategic alerting t?M4wg.. ,, >..

On Thursday moming,‘two  days after the blackout, whea
the utilities executives and engineers filed into Room 45 12 of
the F.P.C. headquarters, they still were unable to pinpoint
the cause. They were even reluctant to speculate. With Mr.
Swidler presiding and the task group sitting in as the panel of
experts, the formal hearings opened behind closed doors- The
companies’ engineers unfolded their maps and charts, drew
diagrams on the blackboard. But, after two days of testimony,
it became clear that the mystery remained just as much a
mystery as when they started.

On Friday, Mr. Swidler adjourned the hearings for a week-
end recess to give the companies more time to draw together
even more technical data. Mr. Swidler said that the cause may
have stemmed from “many problems, a whole complex of them
instead of one particular incident-”

As a result, he wanted to see the Companies’ oscillograms,
which would show the minute-by-minute flow and frequency
of electrical currents. They are the “fingerprints” in the mys-
tery. Utilities kept recording devices, known as oscilloscope&
at key points in their systems. Con Edison, for example, has
138 oscilloscopes positioned at substations from upper West-
chester to Staten Island. Oscilloscopes print out their xigs and
zags on lOO-foot rolls of thin, sensitive paper that is 14-iihes
wide. So engineers cleared their desk tops, spread out the rolls
of oscillograms and began scanning for and marking any un-
usual variations in the line patterns.

The tedious part of the investigation was in progress at
utilities offices throughout the area. Nearly all of Con Edison’s
700 engineering and technical employees had crisis assign-
ments. Into the quiet, somewhat austere offices of Con Edison
Chairman Harland  Clement Forbes were arriving all the data
bearing on the failure. The entire matter, his BSSSOCiattS  said,
presented a spectacle of technical untidiness that he abhorred

A slim, taciturn New Hampshire man, Mr. Forbes is a
veteran of forty-one years in the power business-and of three
major electrical failures in the last twenty-nine years. In J~IIU-
u-y 1936, when he was system engineer of Con Edison! a four-
hour failure struck New York late one afternoon. Five days
later, Mr. Forbes delivered a critique of the “disturbance” to
the annual convention of the American Institute of Elect.15~~
Engineers. Since the cause was unknown, he said, “a similar
breakdown, presumably, could occur in a big city at almost
any time.”

His reluctant prophecy came true in June 1961, when five
8 2

square miles of the city were crippled by another failure. This
B time the failure struck the city and Con Edison so fast and so

mysteriously that the lirst indication that the system operator
at the company’s Energy Control Center had.of  trouble came
when “the house lights dipped severely.~‘-

“No,” explained Edwin J. Nellis,  the 62-year-old system
operator. “We didn’t see this iirst on the instruments.”

He said that he gave the order to cut New York City and
, Westchester away from the grid after other parts of the grid

upstate had begun to draw an immense amount of electricity
from the Con Edison system. For this reason, Con Edison 086
cials insisted that the failure originated out of their system.
Because no dials registered the drain until it had already o+
curred, the investigative task was that much harder. That was
why the oscillograms could prove to be the key “witnesses” at
the F.P.C. hearings.

Elsewhere, the utilities engineers and executives moved their
detective work indoors to their charts and graphs. At Bingham-
ton, the New York State Electric & Gas Corporation checked
all its instrument data, concluded that the fact it was one of the
5rst systems to black out-at 5: 16 P.M., .about the same mo-
ment that Rochester also went out-did not necessarily impli-
cate its equipment and operation. The company’s engineers

) hoped that the records of power surges and flows would hold
the key to the failure. Such records were gathered from its
plants and substations in the forty-three upstate counties
served by the utility.

The chairman of the Rochester Gas and Electric Corpora-
tion went away from the initial Washington hearings unable to
explain the puzzle.  “We are certain that it did not originate on
our Rochester system,” Robert E. Ginna declared “And no
testimony at the hearing has indicated anything to the con-
trary.” But, in fact, perhaps the first indication of trouble any-
where in the northeast showed up on the dials of the utility’s
Andrews Street distribution center in Rochester. The utility,
Mr. Ginna said, had been receiving 200,000 kilowatts under an
agreement with the New York State Power Authority. Sud-
denly it stopped. “We don’t know what happened to the
200,000 kilowatts,” he said. “It just wasn’t there.” The au-
thority had said that Rochester abruptly “‘stopped taking” the
200,000 kilowatts of power late Tuesday. ‘We wouldn’t de-
liberately commit suicide,” Mr. Ginna retorted.

The Rochester utility’s normal requirements amount to
about 500,000 kilowatts, and the system bad been generating
about 300,000 with another 50,000 “spin&g”  in reserve. The
rest is supplied from its power link with the State Power
Authority. Whether the power stopped flowing or Rochester
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stopped taking it, no one seemed to know. Once answered, it
could be an important clue. Meanwhile, Rochester Gas &
Electric hired so&al  consultants from the New York City
~&n&&g  SOf Ebasco  &xvi~?;  bc. They were supposed
to check two stations in the power hnk that might be “suspect.”

Another focus of activity was Niagara Mohawk’s System
Operations Center outside Syracuse. From all the data it had
gathered and inspections it had run, however, Niagara Mohawk
reported that it still could not find any malfunction of its own
equipment or any sign that neighboring systems might have
been to blame.

So what did go wrong? F.P.C. staff experts said that the
first two days of hearings gave them little to go on. The in-
dustry was still balBed. But there were some leads. One of
the more interesting ones some engineers said, was the way
that the lights went out. They didn’t just go out suddenly. They
dimmed, Bickered, then died. And the timing might provide a
tipoff-5: 17 in Rochester and Binghamton, 5: 19 in Orange
and Rockland counties, 5:22  in the Niagara Mohawk area,
5:25 in the area served by Central Hudson, 5:27 in New York
City and 5:28 on Long Island. This, some experts believed,
indicated that the system was fighting to correct itself, until the
disturbance became more than it could cope with. This might
explain the unusual surges of power in transmission lines just
before the failure. Shortly after 5 P.M. on Tuesday, power was
coursing eastward across the New York state tnmklines.  This
was normal. It was the peak load hour, and New York City
was drawing heavily from the grid. Suddenly the surge re-
versed itself, throwing a shock into the entire grid.

With this in mind, Niagara Mohawk engineers at first sus-
petted that the troublespot might have been a generator that
got out of step. This maverick “quarrelled” with the other
generators and threw the grid out of kilter. Normally all public
utility generators east of the Rocky Mountains are phased in
unison so that alternating current can be switched from point
to point at will throughout the interlocking networks. The
cycles of their output are synchronixed. A slight variation can
be tolerated if it is soon brought into line. A major variation
forces other generators to “hunt” for a new phase more
aligned to the maverick%.  This produces what engineers cdl
“instability.” They sometimes use the analogy of a team 01
men pulling a rope in the same direction. If enough of them
start changing direction and force, it could throw them all ofl
stride. The out-of-phase current finally causes ether‘generatort
on the circuit to shut down. The more generators that cut 06
the more that will follow suit. For any generator feeding CUP
rent into the system at that point would be so overloaded thal
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its safety devices, the circuit-breakers, would bring it to a halt,
In the case of the New York transmission lines, engineers

speculated, their circuit-breakers may not have been sensitive
enough to catch the “quarrel” in time. Because the lines must
be able to accept a wide range of loads, up to 345,000 volts
its circuit breakers are not always able to detect slight variai
tions in phase. Other lines, such as in neighboring Pennsylvanh
and New Jersey, . were protected by more sensitive circuit-
breakers that isolated their regions before they, too were
tie&d. Edward L. Hoffman, assistant to the chief kystem
electrical engmeer of Niagara Mohawk, said that it was true
that some generators dropped out of phase. But that, he said,
“was secondary to the main cause of the failure.”

Thus the investigators returned to the original que&on*
what was the source of the power failure7 All Mr. Hoffmad
could say was that there was “some kind of disturbance some-
where that caused the generators to get out of step.” One
theory held that an electronic impulse from a control center
might have gone haywire or, through human error was mis-
directed toward throwing a switch that poured powe;  west and
north. The exact region where such trouble could have started
remained unknown. It could have been in New York State
Canada or even as far west as Michigan. Other investigato&
were questionmg the role of the grid in the failure. Does its
existence make blackouts more or less likely? What exactly pre-
vented the series of automatic controls from switching on to
localize the failure?

If the grid was somehow to blame, the Canadians said they
wanted out. But by Monday, November 15, six days after the
power failure, F.P.C. investigators had dug to the root of the
mystery. It lay in Canada.

Before the F.P.C.  hearings were to resume.hi Washi&.&~~
that morning, Chairman Swidler announced that the beginning
of the power failure “seems to have occurred in the Ontario
hydrogenerating plants on the Niagara River.”

On the same morning, before Mr. &idler  made his an-
nouncement, the chairman of the government-owned Hydro-
electric Power Commission of Ontario called a hurried press
conference in Toronto. W. Ross Strike, the chairman, is a
reserved, staid lawyer cast in the mold of a British gentleman.
A public servant for thirty-three years, he was appointed to the
commission in 1944, became chairman in 1961 and has served
longer in the post than anyone else-two years longer than
Sir Adam Beck, the Commission’s first  chairman,
one of the Niagara Falls power plants is named.

after whom

Engineers, Mr. Strike told reporters, had xeroed  in on the
exact cause and location of the failure that plunged the north-
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eastU.S.andpartsofCanadaintodarkness.It~afaulty
relayattheSirAdamBeckStationNo.  2.

Theplan~just~theborderatQueensto~wasthesame
0nethatonlbe&ht0f~thCk0UtWas~~lysuspect,a
po&iilitythatthe-~todismiss.Afternearly
aweekprobingthechcuitsandliaseanddatainthatvicinity,
ittumedouttobetrue.l%erelayisateJephone&edauto-
matic  control device that regulatea and directs the flow of
current.  The type of relay involved at the Beck plant was one
that measum the electric power load on a &ansnGsion  line
andr?etsaloadlimitbeyondwhichcitcuitbreak~willopesate
andbreak conuections.WhentherelayfailedtogiveofIthe
proper signal and a circuit  breaker did not open, the result
was~asurgeof~~electriccurrentandthenadraining
away of power from the still funct&ming  systems.

At the time of the relay breatdawn,  some 350 to 380 kilo-
watts of power were being fed over the a&ted  Ontario Hydro
line west toward Hamilton, Ontario. Because the relay did not
work there was an overload on the line. This caused relays
onotherlhbmfeedingthroughtheplanttooperatecircuit

the Beck station suddenly reversed course-as
breakers and the total of 1.6 million kilowatts eptia%oq&

dowhenitisunabletoflowinthedirectionitissqqosedto.
Much of all this vast quantity of electric current raced back

acrossupperNewYorkState,trippingsafetyequipmentfrom
Rochester to Boston and points beyond. At this point, the
secondphaseinthebreakdownoccm&. consolidatedEdison,
in New York City, and other power companies to the south
thathadbeen re&vingpowerfromtheareaknockedoutof
servicebythepowersurge,werehitbyareverseflowintheir
ownlimxTheirpowerrush~somewhatasairwillru.shto
Eli a vacuum, into the upstate New York-New England-Ontario
region. The generators in New York City and elsewhae, in-
rddua$$  the huge power vacuum, autonWically  shut

Mr. Strike *&s&bed  the situation at the moment of the
breakdown.  Hydro was importing 500,000 kilowatts of
powerandtheBeckplantwaefeedingsome1.1millionIdlo-
watts of locally produced power into the North American
network Suddenly, and inexplicably, a relay failed. In an
instant, power from Be& backed up into the U.S. distriiution
systemcaushqarapidhuzease in the frequency. This tripped
safe@ equipment along the way-but, all of it apparently did
not wok

Mr. Strike said, “A prelimimuy  investigation indicatez3 that
protective equipment on the Ontario Hydro system failed to
function in a normal manner and resulted  in a power interrup-
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Sir Adam-Beck Station No. 2 from the Ontario system axid  this
in turn fed some 1.1 million kilowatts into. the IJ.S.  network.
Protective equipment on the sy&ems in the.ES. also apparently
failed to operate and resulted in a major blac@ut.”

“Everyone wishes it would be on the other man’s system,”
Mr. Strike remarked later. .

“We’re not going to hide a damn thing,” he said. “It’s to
everyone’s advantage to find out what happened”

Mr. Strike said the location of the trouble in a relay station
had been sensed last Friday and had been pinpointed on Sun-
day. As late as last Thursday, Mr. Strike was blaming United
States utilities for not divulging information to help Ontario’s
investigation of the blackout.

Although only a few Niagara Falls plants and the power
project itself stiered  any interruption in flow of power, the
situation rapidly became more acute elsewhere. At 5: 17 in the
Robert Moses Niagara Power Plant at Niagara Falls, dials
on automatic control devices began fluctuating wildly. The
Moses Plant is the heart of the State Power Authority in-
stallation. The dials  show the amount of power that the-Moses
Plant is producing, the electricity that is fl+ng into its switch-
yard, the power moving through the area for the Northeast
Power Grid and other factors that affect the plant. At the
same time, the generators had been producing power at a
synchronized 120 revolutions a minute. Twelve of the thirteen
hydraulic turbine-generators, each with a rating of 150,000
Kilowatts, were on the line. State Power Authority oi%ials  said
that this was normal for that time of day.

The eve& bitched hard whine of the venerators became
discordant, each began spin&g  ai di&ren~speeds,  each pra-
ducing a different sort of whine. This resulted from the-den
fluctuation of power frequency and a sudden sharp drop in
power demand.

Automatic governors, which set the speed of each generator,
went into action, but soon the generators were ‘fighting each
other,” engineers said. As one began to slow down to compen-
sate for the loss in demand, another would speed up as its
automated equipment sensed an increasing demand for its own
power production. Power within the plant went off--one  of
the few locations in the Niagara Falls area where a blackout
occurred. Protective devices in the plant operating automati-
cally, had disconnected the plants oti electric service from
its home-produced power.

Herbert Hibbard, assistant chief project operator, took three
men with him and ran downstairs to take over manual opera-
tion of the units. They gradually synchmnized  each generator,
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bringing each back to its proper operating speed. ‘Ibis enabled
resumption of elect&  service to the plant. By 5:45 P.M.,
operations were proceeding about normally. However, about
6:30 P.M. the frequencies of the generators shifted once more
as the system-wide demand for power again became chaotic:
Again the operators calmed the generators.

There were no other interruptions at the New York State
installation, but engineers began checking the transmission lines
that feed the output of the project south and east-to Rochester
and Syracuse and to the St. Lawrence project. Lines from the
project to Ontario Hydro were kept out of service on the
request of private utilities.

In Washington, Mr. Swidler immediately submitted a de
tailed report to the White House., the Of& of Emergency
Planning and the Department of Defense.

When the Beck relay broke, Mr. Swidler reported, ‘There
followed a series of trip-outs of transmission lines and gener-
ating plants” throughout the upstate New York system. The
trip-outs “resulted in the transfer of a large block of load to
the New England and southern New York systems including
the New York City system. The load thus shifted to the New
England and southern New York systems was beyond the
capability of their generating plants, and the result was the
complete collapse of their service.”

Why had it taken the investigators so ‘long to find that
faulty relay? Mr. Swidler had carefully avoided any specula-
tion. It was not even clear when the F.P.C. finally homed in
on the Ontario plant. Ofllcials  in Washington suggested that
Mr. Swidler may have been inclined to be particularly cautious
about naming the Ontario Hydro plant as the source of the
original trouble because a foreign nation was involved. In any
event, it became clear on Monday that the Power Cornmis-
sion’s  investigation had focused on the Beck plant as the source
of the trouble at least as early as late last week. Mr. Swidler’s
official statement made a point of the fact that ofBcials of
0ntari0  Hydro had been involved in the investigation through-
out.

One problem with identifying the source was the fact that
the malfunctioning relay operated normally once power was
restored Tuesday night in the Ontario Hydro system. So did
all other equipment in all of the affected companies, except
for generators and other equipment that had been damaged
clearly as an effect of the breakdown, rather than as a cause.

These revelations helped explain the great reversal of power
in the New York transmission lines. The disturbance tripped
off generators all along the line. When they went off, a tre-
mendous amount of power flowed toward the north from
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the Con Edison generators. “Our generators,” Con Edison’s
‘Chairman Forbes said Monday evening, “were unable to re-
spond quickly enough to the enormously increased load thrown
upon them-over a million kilowatts--and this resulted- in the
shWdown  in New York City.”

b&ny questions remained unanswered. What caused the
relay to go on the blink? How long was it out? Mr. Swidler
gave no indication of what initially caused the disturbance. And
Out of Queenston  came one report that a failure of an oil-
immersed circuit breaker-one of the eighteen in the Hydro
switchyard there triggered the whole breakdown embling
huge boilers, they are key components in the uansnnmion  of
power. One of these failed about 5:15 P.M. on the day of the
blackout, according to evidence traced down by Ontario Hydro
computer studies.

The Federal Power Commission, Mr. Swidler said, would
continue its investigation. They wanted to know what kicked
out the relay and why the failure spread as widely as it did. A
mystery had been solved, but another one remained to be
solved. Ontario Hydro engineers offered to help the F.P.C.
experts from the atfected utility companies, F.P.C. stag en-
gineers and teams of consultants began intensively studying
the power flows and other data. Out of this they reconstructed

’ in general the various power movements and the operating
failures of The Night The Lights Went Out. Hopefully this
investigation, Mr. Swidler said, “will suggest measures to
minimiie the possibility of a recurrence.”

Until a crisis occurs-such as the one on November 9th the
American public knows little and cares less about the Federal
regulatory agencies that have been set up to protect its in-
terests. But now that almost all the lights did go out one night
in the most densely populated area of the nation, and now that
more and more electricity is being traded back and forth over
bigger and bigger areas, tbe name of the Federal Power Com-
mission is creeping further and further up in the news.

There is now a general belief that the commission is em-
powered to regulate the electrical industry from top to bottom.
That., of course, is what private-power protagonists fear may
happen and public-power adherents fear will not.

The commission has limited and specific authority. Its
decisions affect many people and there are few decisions it
makes that do not cause controversy, whether from nature
lovers and conservationists who opposed its permission to
Con Edison to build a plant at Cornwall on the scenic Hudson,
or from the industry people who support or oppose letting
private electrical companies build plants on the waterways of
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the Northwest There has been a good deal of misconception
about the pow& of the commission and about the role of its
members. Its authority is limited, although its role grows. The
blackout raises  questions about its future in developing the
electrical resources of the country, but the answer must come
from Congress.

What can the commission do? Fii of all, it has the author-
ity to grant licenses for hydroelectric plants built along the
country’s waterways. It has no control over the construction
of plants built elsewhere and much of the country’s energy
come from steam-powered plants not situated on rivers.
Second, it is charged with regulating the rates of companies in
interstate operations. This applies only to wholesale rates;
retail rates come under the authority of the states. Third,
it has much greater authority over natural gas than over elec-
tricity. Fourth, it is required by law to check the country’s
power resources and to encourage the voluntary development
of the intergrid electrical systems. But it cannot force the
creation of grids.

Although the commission was established forty-five years
ago, it has become an agency of action and decision, many
observers feel, only sin&e  President Kennedy took office and
appointed Joseph C. Swidler as chairman. This is not to say
that it has become a wildcyed promoter of statecontrolled
electricity. Mr. Swidler has often said he favors coexistence of
public and private power. He is generally considered to be a
moderate concerned with but not over-zealous about the juris-
diction of his agency.

The commission was established in 1920 with powers only
to oversee the development of the tben-new hydroelectric
systems. It was founded on the premise that the waterways
belong to the public, in many ways parallel with the air, which
is regulated by the Federal Communications Commission. At
&st,  the F.P.C. consisted of members of the Cabinet. In 1930,
the present organization was arrived at-five members ap
pointed to four year terms by the President. The chairman
receives $28,500 a year, the other commissioners, $27,000.

In 1935, on the wave of the New Deal, the commission got
its first broad responsibility. The Public Utilities Holding Act
gave it a jurisdiction over interstate, wholesale electric rates.
It was required to establish a uniform system of bookkeepiog
for electrical companies, “to get the water out of the books,”
as one observer noted. Even with those powers, the commis-
sion did not have much to do with electricity thirty years ago.
Most electrical companies operated entirely within state liner
and were not affected.

Three years later, the Natural Gas Act of 1938 gave it wide
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powers over the pipelines  thatwere  feeding gas to B
Here again, it regulates wholesale rates to “the city’s gate.”
At that point the rate becomes n local affair. Overall, the corn-
mission has had more impact on the gas industry than on the
elect&al producers.

With the advent of President Kennedy and Mr. Swidler,
the commission turned its eyes more to electric power. While
it cannot order companies to form intergrid systems it can
in some instances compel them to supply existing power to
small communities  and cities that have difllculty in buying
directly. One of its first cases under the Kennedy Administra-
tion resulted in a New England electrical producers supply-
ing power to the town of Shrewsbury, Massachusetts. The
community had formerly been forced to buy through a middle-
man supplier at greater expense.

In December, 1964, the commission issued  a long awaited
report on national power. The report concluded that by accel-
erating electrical interconnections, consumers might realize an
$11 billion saving by 1980. &ce the blackout, the report itself
has become an item of dispute as part of the debate over
whether intergrids will help or hinder  in the future.

In the gas industry, the commission has also been active. It
decided last September that two rates should be applied to
gas emanating ‘from the Permian Basin in the Southwest.
This decision allowed higher rates to be charged for gas from
gas wells than could be charged for gas that came as a by-
product from oil wells. It was designed to stimulate further

I.. - -v-w.
rted three to two to allow the

private Pacific Northwest Power Company of Portland, Gre=
gon, to build a $200 million dam on the Snake River. Mr.
Swidler and David S. Black, another commissioner, dissented,
holding that the publicpower system of Kennewick, Washing-
ton, a group of sixteen public-utility systems had the preference
under the Federal Power Act of 1935. Secretary of the Interior
Stewart L. Udall said he favored a Federal dam as the best. .^__ ----11--r- n->---s ---z--1- .L- __^^
maximum regulation and power for the enthe Cohn&i
River Basin.

Because of the tendency to categorize people, the commis-
sion members are often said to represent either the public or
the industry. In practice it is difficult to !Ind any one member
who can be painted entirely one complexion or the other.

Mr. Swidler, the 58year-old  chairman, was feared by the
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industry agents when he took 05~ He was a Kennedy ap-
pointee, a veteran  of President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s “100
days,” a man who for many years has called himself a liberal
Dkocrat.

_ _

“I am in favor of the present dual system of part public and
hart urivate ownershio.”  he once said. “This dual SYstem  is
&d=for the private*kilities, good for the public -systems
and, above all, good for the public.”

Mr. Swidler’s term on the commission expired last June 22,
but he was asked to remain at least until November 15. He
had planned, immediately after leaving the commission, to
go into private law practice in partnership  with David Free-
man, who is assistant to the chairman. There had been specula-
tion that President Johnson would not be sorry to see Mr.
Swidler go. But there did not seem to be any basis for this.
After the blackout, Mr. Freeman said the President had tele-
phoned Mr. Swidler, coincidentally, only two hours before the
blackout November 9 and asked hhn to stay on. Mr. Swidler
agreed to stay as chairman until the end of the year.

Lawrence J. O’Connor was also appointed to the commis-
sion in the first year of the Kennedy Administration He is
said to be the most industry-minded man in the group, yet the
50-year-old  Texas oilman, a Democrat, has not cast his vote
with entire consistency, although he doea believe in less regu-
lation than do some of his colleagues. Mr. Black, a 37-year-old
lawyer from Seattle, has no party tag, although he has been
described as a moderate liberal in politics. He has had a
career in state and Federal agencies and is considered to be
au advocate of public power. He was appointed in 1963.

Charles R. Ross. a Vermont Reuubhcan.  was named Con+
missioner in 1961. He was reappoiked  by ‘President Johnson
in 1965. The 45-year-old lawyer is generally assigned to the
consumer side of the ledger by those who assess the com-
mission’s opinion.

The law requires that the commission be b&partisan  and thii
led to the appointment of Carl E. Bagge earlier this year. Mr.
Bagge, thi&eight years old, was general counsel to the
Atchison. Toueka  & Santa Fe and has been active in the
Republican p-arty. Although his appointment was said to be
one of an industry-minded man, his voting trend is not yet
apparent.

Some powers of the commission are now being studied by
Congress. For example a bill under consideration holds that all
electrical production is of a local nature and would threaten
the F.P.C. jurisdiction over wholesale rates.

The Federal Power Commission has been expanding over
the years. Today it has eleven hundred employees. Most of
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0a them work on ga-. - s problems but recently  more attentfon’ -is
being focused on electricity. Its headquarters are a few floors ’ :

,in the General AccountingoBBde building but there is a feeling j,
“’thatmiire~mwillbeneedeeItsfieldac~~~growoutof  ‘,

ofllcea in New York, Chicap,  Atlanta, Fort Worth and !&II
FlSlCiSW.

As of now, no one can say what the future of the Federal
Power Commission will be. But there is little doubt that it will
have increasing responsibilities in the years to come as the
country’s power supply knits more tightly together. Its

.
relation

to the consumer, particularly in the huge towns and cil
may seem remote, but its effect is felt in one way or the oth&
by almost anyone who pays an electric bill.



7. A Call from the President

As the President and Mrs. Johnson rode a few miles north of
their Texas ranch, the radio in their white Lincoln Continental
tuned in to the 6 o’clock news broadcast. President Johnson
heard the report that sudden blackness had blanketed New
York City and great areas of the northeast.

His quick concern as President was for the people--their
health, their wellbeing, their safety. His quick concern as
Commander-in-Chief was for the defense of the country.

Hi tirst act was to reach for the receiver of his radie
telephone and call Buford Ellington, director of the Otllce  of
Emergency Planning, and Secretary of Defense Robert S.
McNamara.  While he talked, the purring  car closed the dis-
tame to the LBJ ranch.

The blackout crisis was proof again that for the President
there is never escape  from office. He had gone to his ranch ’
near Johnson City ‘seventeen days earlier to recuperate from
surgery, performed on Oct. 8, to remove his gall bladder and
a kidney stone.

The ranch is home for the President, his retreat, his return
to himself, and he tries there to keep the chores of the Presi-
dency to their minimum. The day started quietly. He had
arisen early, by custom, and had received word from his
Armed Forces aide, Colonel James Cross, and his personal
physician, Vice Admiral George G. Burkley, on the hospitalixa-
tion of General Eisenhower at Fort Gordon, Georgia. The
President telephoned Mrs. Eisenhower, then sent a wire to the
general.

Following his doctor’s standing orders, President Johnson
took a walk around  his ranch, then went to his desk to check
some documents. He approved a reorganization of some of the
operations of the Department of Health, Education and Wel-
fare and gave directions to have Secretary of State Dean Rusk,
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Mr. McNatnara  and other top foreign PolicJr  advisors to come
totheranchtwodayslaterforaconference.

He ate lunch with Mrs. Johnson and took his.customary
nap.Itwaslsterinthe~oonthathebe~hisdriva
around the Texas hill country. He loves this country and finds
asenseofwell-beingandpeacethere.As~sunbe~to
go down behind the rough hard-abble  hills, Mr. Johnson
oftentakeshiscaroutonthepublicroadstoseethtdeerand
watch the sunset.

The SM was saon to disappear, leaving Texas in darkness,
when the President’s radio told him of the starthng loss of
light in the eastern cities and towns and hamlets.

Completing his calls to Mr. Ellington and Mr. McNamara,
the President next talked to Joseph A. Califano,  Jr., one of
his special assistants, who was also in Washington. His fourth
CSJJ was to his press secrtary,  Bill D. Moyers, who had estab-
lished the temperary  White House press headquarters at the
D&kill Hotel in Austin, sixty-five miles east of the Pm&lent’s
ranch,

It was not very long before the President was sitting at his
desk in the white ranch house, where, except for a quick meal
in the dining room only several steps away, he remained in
o&e and conference by telephone throughout the evening,
until he went to bed at 1 o’clock in the morning.

The President gave directions for full Federal assistance to
the governors of sll the darkened states and received assur-
ances from the Pentagon that all defense systems were ‘go”-
safely intact and smoothly operating. Every military installa-
tion, the Pentagon announced, had auxiliary power systems,
and these had “kicked on,” usually automaticslly,  where the
lights in the stricken xonea flickered, then died.

Coniident  that he had cleared his desk of fir&priority
measures for the emergencies at hand the President turned
quickly to his concern for the future security of the people
and the country. He dispatched this urgent memorandum to
Joseph C. Swidler, chairman of the Federal Power Commis
sion:

‘Today’s failure is a dramatic reminder of the importance
of the uninterrupted flow of power to the health, safety and
well-being of our citizens and to the defense of our country.

‘This failure should be immediately and carefully investi-
gated in order to prevent a recurrence. You are therefore
directed to launch immediately a thorough study of the causes
of this.

“I am putting at your disposal the full resources of the
Federal Government and directing the Federal Bureau of
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Inveatigatioi,  the Department of Defense and other Govern-
plent agencies to support you in any way possible. :

“youaretocalluponthetopexpertsinyouractlonin
conducting this investigation. A report is expected at the
earliest possible moment as to the causes of the failure and the
steps you recommend  to be taken to prevent a recurrence.”

People in trouble-and rarely  have there been such sudden
full-scale trouble and potential peril as there were that Tuesday I
night of darkness-means also and instantaneously that a
nation’s defenses may be down; it was the military security
of the United States that created that night so much concern
in so many places.

Mr. Moyers, who from the Colonial Room of the hotel was
funneling the news and developments from the temporary
White House in Texas to an anxious nation. was asked about
the President’s reference to the Federal Bureau of Investigation
in the directive to the Federal Power Commission. Did this
mean that the Government believed sabotage was involved?

Mr. Moyers, cool as always, replied:
“This indicates nothing other than that all the resources

of the Government are to be at the disposal of the Federal
Power Commission in making the investigation.”

He added that the President had not talked with J. Rdgar
Hoover, director of the bureau, but had indicated to the
Justice Department and other Federal agencies that he wanted
complete cooperation in the inquiry.

In the usually uncomnmnicative  headquarters  of the FBI
in Washington nobody talked, on the record or off the record.
The assumption was, however, that agents of the investigative
agency had moved at once, fanning through the blacked-out
regions and checking with the local police departments.

As the hours passed, however, and then as the days went
by, sabotage did not emerge as the villain. But uneasy in
many minds was the thought that it could have been sabotage,
that if indeed the darkness that suddenly engulfed 30 million
Americans was finally traceable to a single “unimportant”
power plant going out of whack, might it not then be equally
plausible for half a dozen saboteurs to paralyze the country’s
vast interconnected power systems simply by cutting a few
wires?

The question-and the grim possibilities--raised another
question-and even more grim possibilities-on the vital issue
of survival: defense. Were the country’s defenses also vul-
nerable when so much of the power that feeds the armed forces
could short circuit into nothingness?

All the information that has been given out by officials of
the Department of Defense and all the information that has
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The New York  Timer

I Consolidated Edison Energy Control Center’s night crew.

been pyramided by probing reporters add up to evidence that
the defense network functioned smoothly.

From General Thomas Poppers,  the blunt-spoken ‘man who
once conmsncbi  the Strategic Air Comm&d attd is now in
retirement, came the most terse and assuring comment on the
continuing operations of one of the count#s  most vital de-
fenses--SAC.

‘The Strategic Air Cornmand has its own methods of
generating power,” he said. “It doesn’t depend on anybody.”

Confident in their system that provides auxiharywm-
pletely independent-power at all Air Force, Army and Navy
installations, officials at the Pentagon nevertheless checked
major military stations throughout the country in a swift pre=
cautionary measure when the blackout descended. They de-
clared that military operations and communications had not
been seriously affected. The word “seriously” was apparently
a bit of military conservatism. The Pentagon meant that its
bases had not been totally uninvolved, but, caught for the
moment in the blackout, they had been able to switch to their
own power sources.

The statements out of the Pentagon did not quiet all fears.
Representative L. Mendel Rivers, Democrat of South Carolina
and chairman of the House Armed Services Committee, called
on Mr. McNamara  to make a “full report” on the effect of the
power failure on national defense.

“Such a failure must come as a great shock to the American
people, for it indicates a heretofore unrealized vulnerability
that could have most serious consequences,” Representative
Rivers said to the Secretary of Defense.

There was one report that the Nike Hercules base near
Hartford, one in a series of air defense installations housing
batteries of anti-aircraft missiles, had been immobilized  by the
blackout. But inquiry at the Pentagon produced only the com-
ment that investigators were “looking into everything” and
would make their report through the Federal Power Com-
mission to the President. Unofficially, spokesmen at the Penta-
gon were acknowledging that the defense communication sys-
tern probably had not been “perfect.” A reporter making a
call to the White House telecommunications center three days
after the blackout was told that everyone in the center was
very busy “re-examining how we came out.”

Nobody would openly discuss the ‘hot line’*-the special
telephone that connects the White House with the Kremlin-
when inquiries were made to determine if the vast blackout had
shown weaknesses that could someday critically delay com-
munications between the heads of the two great nations. But
it was indicated unofficially that the “hot line” had not been
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ways available to keep the power working on the key link.
It is these “alternatives,” or “back-up systems” or what in

military jargon is called “redundant  systems,” that kept de
fense installations free of the crippling power faihrms.

While there was same initial and very brief trouble during
the blackout, quick switching of power sources made it possible

for the Pentagon to communicate  with every base and depot.
First to be checked during the early-and suspenseful-

minutes of darkness were the three regional bases of the Stra-
tegic Air Command:  tlii  Westover Air Force Base at Spring-
field, Mass., the Grifliss  Air Force Base at Rome, N. Y., and
the Plattsburg, N. Y. Air Force Base. Sinmltaneous  checks
were  made with other major installations, including SAC head-
quarters at Omaha and the North American Air Defense head-
quarters in Colorado Springs.

‘,. “There are reports of difliculty on some land lines, but there
are adequate alternate routes to take care of such emergencies,”
the Pentagon reported shortly after the civilian power network
collapsed.

Independent generators on the tiny island post of Fort Jay
in the middle of New York harbor, headquarters of the First
Army, kept military activities there in full swing; soldiers and
their families stared from the windows of their old red-brick
barracks at the eerie scene of a lightless metropolis looming up
from dark waters.

Throughout New York and New England the lights at the
military landing fields blazed brightly from their own generat-
ing sources, and in many instances commercial aircraft, their
pilots dismayed as cities below them suddenly vanished,
Winged in for safe landings on military strips.

The Navy, with a number of warships in darkened harbors
along the coast, dispatched them to power stations and hooked
them up together to provide temporary electricity, while the
Army rolled out many of its portable generators and lent them
to critical land spots to give power.

Typical of the emergency service offered stricken land areas
by naval ships was the case of the U.S.S. Bristol, a reserve
training ship berthed at the naval shipyard in Brooklyn. The
destroyer, which has two steam and two diesel turbines capable
of generating 500 kilowatts, was ordered to proceed to two
plants of the Consolidated Edison Company.

With Commander William S. Butler on the bridge, and a
skeleton crew of 60 officers and men aboard, the Bristol left the
naval base five hours after the city’s lights began flickering, ar-
riving at the Consolidated Edison plant on the East River at
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Astoria, Queens, aboutlmidnighL  The rdder  of the ship’s
crew, another 60 officcas and me+,  had gone on shore leave
earlier.

Before leaving the naval b&e, Comm&ler ‘%ler  took
aboard a supply of electrical feeder cables to use in transmit-
ting power from the ship’s engine room to the plants on shore.

When the Bristol arrived at the Astoria plant emergency
crews there already had the generators going again. Two hours
later and four miles down the river the Bristol found that the
second plant-at 14th Street &Manhattan-had also been able
to get going again. But the Bristol anchored in the middle of
the East River and stood by through the night, symbol of the
defense elements essentially untouched by the crisis but ready
to serve as needed.

Responding to orders from the President to help wherever
they could, the military services offered all kinds of assistance.
The naval air station at Floyd Bennett Field in Brooklyn sup-
plied mobile power units to keep the lights and vital equip-
ment in operation at Brooklyn General Hospital. One hospital
received a shipment of ice from the naval shipyard in Brook-
lyn.

But for the military services the military needs, of course,
came f&t, and it is these critical needs that were fully met,
according to the Pentagon spokesmen. Washington was virtual-
ly unaffected by the blackout, except for a momentary “dip”
in the local power system, but had the nation’s capital suffered
a power ‘collapse the Pentagon could have kept in full opera-
tion through the use of its own auxiliary sources.

But if the Pentagon were someday to be eliminated-a direct
missile hit, perhaps, crippling all communications-there are
still a number of communication alternatives to link the crews
flying on SAC patrols and the men underground in &he missile
silos across the country, according to Defense Department of-
ficials. They say that the blackout, insofar as it affected the
military network at all, demonstrated dramatically how inde-
pendent their own communications and power plant systems
were. How many communication alternatives are available to
military posts if the regular commercial links are broken are
often a military secret, but in some highly sensitive installations
there are reported to be “four or more” separate systems.

In many defense posts an auxiliary generating plant “kicks
in” automatically within sixty seconds of the moment that the
civilian power source fades, while in the major defense instal-
lations-the SAC airdromes, for example, and other key bases
-the “back-up generator” is keyed for instantaneous switch-in.

Pentagon officials say that they did not need to wait for the
blackout crisis to test the readiness of their standby generat-
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ing units. At the key defense ba& the auxihaty Rower units
are tested every week, each test lasting far four hours.

The cry went up quickly aftm the blackout ended: why
can’t the rest of us have “back-up” and “aMnative’~ systsam,
if the Army and the Navy and the Air Force can have them?
The Army and the Navy and the Air Force say there is no
great secret to their success; they simply are forced to install
their several systems, for reasons of national security, and
bother the cost, which is enormous. The stockholder and the
taxpayer, they note, are not likely to approve spending that
kind of money for less than urgent provisions.

In his column in The Nation,  written the day after the power
blackout for the editorial page of The New York Times, Ar-
thur Krock touched on another aspect of this question. He
stated that it had been “amply proved to about thirty millions
of Americans last night that vast reciprocal integration of the
industrial sources of power and light, a corollary of the fed-
eralization concept, can create a calamity of the same size in-
stead of compensating for a local failure.” Mr. Krock,  argu-
ing that bureaucratic doctrine and procedures did not deserve
all the blame, paid special tribute to the armed forces:

“The armed forces contain bureaucracies, too, and more of
its members are in uniform than not. However, it is notable
that there was no breakdown of communications or electronic
installations in the defense centers last night. And this fact,
taken in conjunction with the Navy’s solution of the problem
which overwhelmed the light and power companies through the
United States-Canadian complex, called Canus, suggests that
the investigation the President has ordered may reveal a sup
rior competence in the military administration of these facili-
ties, where the political issue of public versus private power
does not reach.

‘The Navy was confronted by the problem when the elec-
trical system on the battleship North Dakota failed and the
vessel was exposed for fourteen minutes to a Japanese bom-
bardment it was-unable to return. Immediately orders went out
for the installation of auxiliary power and for a schedule of
w&ant  bills  in turning it on. Also, the experience of the
North Dakota was made the basis of meticulous and SUCCBS-
ful planning for anything electric or electronic which might
conceivably go wrong.”

The “back-up” principle, as a matter of fact, was also in
use by the telephone companies, which helped to keep the dt+
fense establishments working without any real interruption.
For example, there are 505 buildings operated by the New
York Telephone Company in New York and in each one of
these 505 structures a standby diesel generator switched on
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automatically when-the blackout came. It marked th& fh-st time i’
that all the standbv generators onerated  simnltaneouriv.  to DI-O- ;., .
vide COOtiOUed  se%& for 9.7 &iUion t&@mm~ in &e s&e. - T;@

Nat so certain was the efficiency of the civil  defense system :$
during the c&ii.  Some military of6cialsi.n  Washington con- ‘:!,,-.
ceded privately that the blackout showed, as one ofiicer  put it, .;
“a type of vulnerability,” but they tended to regard it as more .‘;t
of a police and civil defense problem than a military one. Less )_
pessimistic judgments were made, however, by the Civil De-
fense authorities themselves, who said they regarded the expel-i-
ence as a successful demonstration of their operations. A
spokesman declared: “Our job is to keep people informed, and
we did. There was no panic.”

While military officials were checking their vital installa-
tions in the darkened areas, the Civil Defense chiefs cornmu-
nicatcd with each of seven hundred warning points through-
out the country.

The tirst Civil Defense calls went to the ninety-seven wam-
ing points in Region I, covering eight states in the Northeast.
Within two to five minutes, a spokesman reported all commu-
nication points were in contact with headquarters in Wash-
ington. Civil Defense warning stations were apparently able to
relay complete reports of what was going on. These relays went
in two directions-providing information about a local area to
Civil Defense headquarters and providing to local areas reports
received from Washington.

%,

But liaison may not always have been as smooth as Civil
Defense spokesmen contended. Governor Rockefeller, for ex-
ample, quickly complained that he was unable to wrmnunicate
with the public over a single hookup during the blackout be-
cause the Federal Government had failed to implement a new@
civil defense communications system in the state. The gover-
nor reached the public by individual radio stations. In some
cases he went on “live,” in others, hi message on what  au-
thorities were doing about the emergency was taped.

Mr. Rockefeller characterized the lack of such a system as
a “major weakness” in emergency procedures. He said that the
old Conelrad civil defense system, in which two points on the
radio dial provided reception in an emergency, was abandoned
two years earlier. In its stead, a straight Federal subsidy to
twenty-five radio stations in the state, to pay for diesel- or gas-
oline-powered auxiliary generators then was proposed to en-
able the stations to remain on the air in emergencies.

Mr. Rockefeller said that the $1 million or less needed for
the subsidy has not been made available.

But civil defense officials in New York City said informa-
tion during the emergency had been received and relayed
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through the entire Northeast reglcn by a radio-telopboitq  net-
work of the North American Afr Warning System. ‘IlxlKis a
24-hour-a-day hookup under the North American Air Defense
Command.

Less technical, and much more pictorial and dramatic, was
the convergence in armories of National Guardsmen sum-
moned by radio and telephone to emergency duty. More than
Eve thousand of them, mostly men of the 42d (Rainbow) Di-
vision and the XVII Corps Artillery, turned up in armories in
New York City to heln the police lead stranded subway riders
from dark tunnels, direct traffic and rush emergency genera-
tors to hospitals. The Guardsmen opened their armories to
shelter hundreds of New Yorkers and visitors to New York,
who had no way of getting home. Hundreds of them spent the
night trying to sleep on floors or in wooden chairs.

Civil Defense headquarters at 135 East 55th Street resem-
bled a wartime command post, dimly lit by battery-powered
battle lamps. The city’s Civil Defense director, Major General
Robert E. Condon, sent generator-communications units to
City Hall, police stations and firehouses.

General Condon would not estimate the number of Civil
Defense workers who turned out in New York City to meet
the crisis, but other officials gave a guess that the total may
have been as high as 200,000.

All of this was soon history, soon the stuff of personal recol-
lections to be told and retold, but it was also something that
made for uneasy memory. There was every sign that the na-
tion’s defenses had met the crisis, had demonstrated clearly
that they could keep functioning within a wide area of paral-
ysis.

At the same time, every crisis teaches, and the Eastern black-
out had its own lessons to give, its own implications for the
terrible day that could come when vast paralysis might be
prelude or part of war. For a long time after the lights went
out in the countrv’s Northeast regions the lights burned SF-
cially brightly in the Pentagon as strategists analyzed the crisis,
studied its import-and planned.

Few events since the last war have awakened such deep ub
easiness as did those of Nov. 9,1965.  When reports began com-
ing in that communities as widely separated as New York and
Boston had been hit, ill-defined fear took hold of many citi-
zens. It.seemed  impossible that so many cities could be struck
by a single accident. The only alternative explanation was that
the blackouts were occurring by design. What did that mean?

v Was it sabotage, prelude to an attack? Was it a demonstration
against the Vietnam war by a group of technically trained stu-.a--.-*  h -.^^ 2. --A..m*..  ^ . . ..-...-A  *--.  -c nI-21  T\-c---_ ----

A

biitit?S?
~I~~

When later reports indicated that none of these was the
probable explanation-that a single, inadvertent malfunction
of some sort had knocked out the entire system-then fear for
the present shiited to fear for the future.

had been demo&rated  wrth terrible effectiveness that our r&t
sophisticated technology is far from foolproof. The electronics
and automation of electric power generation, control and dis-
tribution over the most populous section of the country are not
far removed from another family of highly automated systems
-those relating to our national defense. Across the country
Minutemen Missiles stand ready in their underground silos,
each with its designated target in the Soviet Union. Across the
Arctic Ocean  there are other missiles, aimed at American tar-
gets. Supposedly no one man-and no one accident-can
launch one of these weapons inadvertently. The chances, we
have been told, that a nuclear holocaust could be started by
accident are virtually zero.

lT”f there -is the ‘I.fajl-safe syndrome”-the fear that this. -.. ^

8. The Fail-Safe Syndrome

In the first place, it was evident that a single ingenius sabo-
teur could uaralvze a large number of our cities. Secondlv.  it

coum occur aespite au me sateguaras. rail-sate  proceoures are



those dedgned  to provide back-up protectiou  in case #@me
comoonent  of a svstem malfunctions. Breakdowns of SUC~~PIV
cedures have be& dramatized in bookgand  mov@g pi&
such as “Fail Safe” and “Dr. Strangelove.” The events of Ne
vember 9 apparently constituted a chain reaction that raced
through the vast power grid of the northeast, paralyzing its
generators one by one. It resembles, too closely for comfort,
the chain reaction that could be initiated in the defense sys-
tem of a great power by an accidental launching or some
“highly improbable” event, such as the explosive impact of a
giant meteorite.

November 9 also brought to mind some of the visions that_ .- _-----  ~.~.
men have had of a civilization become SO automated that it
collapsed from the sheer weight of its complexity. The British
author, E. M. Forster, has drawn a frightening picrUre  of such
a society in his story, “The Machine Stops.” In his tale the
world has evolved to the point where each person lives in his
own underground cubicle, linked to others only by what would
today be called television (the story was written before World
War I). All human needs-light, food, even medical care-
are provided by pushbutton control.

Civilization is thus one vast, global machine, driven by a
“central power station” in France. If anything goes w r o n g -
or if anyone gets out of linethe “Mending Apparatus” takes
care of it. Then, suddenly, the Mending Apparatus itself begins
to fail. The power plant weakens. Lights dim. The artificial air
becomes foul. Automatic beds the world over fail to function.
Finally there is darkness and frightful silence. Those born and
raised under the Machine realize  for the first time that it
hummed. Then all perish.

Are we moving toward such a catastrophe? There are
brilliant men who believe so. One of them is Fred Hoyle, a
leading cosmologist, science fiction author and Plumian Pro-
fessor of Astronomy and Experimental Philosophy at Carn-
bridge University in England. He has sounded his warning
on a number of occasions, particularly in a lecture entitled “A
Contradiction in the Argument of Malthus,” given at the
University of Hull. It was the English clergyman and economist
Thomas R. Malthus who argued at the end of the 18th Century
that the population always increases faster than the food
supply.  He viewed starvation and war as the characteristic
brakes on population growth.

Mr. Hoyle believes this is no longer the case. Technology is
making it possible to provide for more and more people. As
it does so, it becomes increasingly complex. Centralization and
bigness make for greater production efficiency, be it the gen-
eration of electric power or the processing of food. But such
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socie&  b&me &reasing@ vulue;bIe  tb. oatastrophic dia-
n@io~. When mankind was primarily rural, each family was
largely independent and selfdcient.  Now. we have already *
reached thestage  where a diqruption  of tIie9lferies of power,
of food, or of fuel can be d&astrous,  as those planning Civil
Defense are vividly aware.

Mr. Hoyle arm that our civilization will become so
vulnerable that it will ultimately succumb to some such threat/ as a new disease, a nuclear war, or simply a general collapse
like the one depicted by Forster. Then, in his hypothesis, a
new society will slowly evolve, populated by beings somewhat
better equipped to deal with the problems of overpopulation
and technology. They, too, will ultimately fall, he says, to be
replaced by an even more public-spirited and intelligent race
of beings. This sawtooth pattern will continue, he theorizes,
until a society finally emerges fully capable of a long-term
s u r v i v a l .

Harrison S. Brown, professor of geology at the California
Institute of Technology, is less optimistic about the ability of
successor societies to become technological. The easily accessi-
ble resources of this planet have been exhausted-the iron,
coal, copper, oil, etc. Hence he fears that those surviving a
holocaust would be unable to build a new civilization such as
our own.

I
The optimists, however, point out that the events of Tuesday

night not onlv illustrated the weakness of our societv  but the

I marvelous inienuity and adaptability of the hum& -being.
This, in fact, may prove to be the flaw in the argument of
Mr. Hoyle. New Yorkers witnessed countless remarkable per-
formances by their fellow citizens.

This spirit of public service and cooperation in the-face of-
common danger, so typical of wartime and other crises, may -
have roots in primeval herd instincts. Will mankind recognize
the ultimate crisis in uncontrolled technological development?
Or will profit-seeking, love of comfort and ultra-hationalism
lead man down the road envisioned by Mr. Hoyle and Mr.
Fh-@tpt’) I



9. Mr. Moyers

In t%ne of crisis, when a nation is confronted by the unknown
and a whole people are puzzled and afraid, information-the
facts, the honest appraisals-becomes one of the most acute
concerns of efficient government.

President Johnson, after hearing on his radio about the
massive power failure, made his first of four emergency calls
on his radio-telephone to Bill D. Moyers, the White House
press secretary.

Mr. Moyers had established the temporary White House
press headquarters in the second-floor Colonial Room of the
Driskill Hotel in Austin, an hour’s fast drive from the Presi-
dent’s ranch. The call from the President reached the 31-year-
old press secretary in his own third-floor hotel suite. Half an
hour earlier he had completed hi routine afternoon briefing
for the corps of reporters covering the temporary White
House, so most of the newsmen were still in the Colonial
Room preparing or writing their stories. Those who were not
were quickly rounded up, and Mr. Moyer-s began a marathon
briefing  that continued on and off for about seven hours.

As the hours wore on, the air became foul with tobacco
smoke and the odors of stale food. Mr. Moyers stood at a
lectern at the front of the room, alternately taking telephone
calls from the President and his aides and then relaying in-
formation to the reporters. For emphasis he occasionally
jabbed the air with a long, thin, black Brazilian cigar.

The briefings began so quickly and went on so late that no
stenotypist was on hand to take down all of the briefing
sessions by Mr. Moyers. Here, for the record, are reconstiuc-
tions of some of Mr. Moyer-s’ briefings that night on the
blackout crisis, taken from the notes of John D. Pomfret,
correspondent there for The New York Times. The parts that
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were recorded. in an‘ official  Whiti House transcript are so
marked. ?

_ 4
,i : ‘.

Mr. Meyers &t reported on the P&d&t~s  initial (.:
telephone calls from his car. He said that thy

Mr. Moyers said that initial reports indicated that
the source of the trouble might be a break in the power
line running from Niagara Falls south at a point be-
tween Rochester and Buffalo.

He said that Mr. Califano had telephoned an aide in
Gov. Rockefeller’s office who had reported that the
Governor was in a plane at the time of the failure and
had been unable to land at Albany because the runway
lights were out.

Mr. Ellington, he said, had asked that the people in
the affected area use as little electricity as possible as
their power was restored to avoid putting additional
strain on emergency sources of electricity.

On the President’s
McNamara  had onened all militarv &-gelds  ur the area
to commercial ~air&ne  tra& and had instructed mib-
tary commanders in the area to offer all assistance at
their disposal to officials of communities in their vicini-
ties.

Mr. Moyers tentatively identified  the extent of the
area affected as parts of New York, Connecticut, Maine,
New Hampshire, Vermont, Pennsylvania, Massachu-
setts and Toronto. He said that A. 0. O’Connor, the
Regional Director of the Office of Emergency Planning
in Massachusetts, at that moment had a conference call
underway with governors
effort to determine the exac

Meanwhile, in Washington, Dr. Donald Homig,  the
President’s science advisor, was at work in Washing-
ton trying to discdver the cause of the failure.

Dr. Hornig reported frequently during the evening
to the President, then to Mr. Moyers. After talking with
Dr. Hornig shortly before 7 P.M.-~  o’clock in the
east-Mr. Moyers gave this report:

Dr. Hornig has just told the President that the best
information we have at the moment is that the failure:- .L- --_- T)^B.A..  n,.-
pany near Syracuse. According to Dr. Hornig, it Was I



not the Niagara Falls generator. The situation spread
essentially by the domino effect-the cascading effect-
from one switching point to another. As one failed in
one area, this overloaded the next, it went out, m
loading the one down the line, and so on. Our latest
information is that they have not yet isolated the source
of the original trouble. We are trying by ail possibie
means to track that down.

Mr. Moyers continued: the Niagara Falls-Massena,
N. Y., facilities are back in operation. Power is back
on iu the Rochester area. Consolidated Edison haa in-
formed Dr. Homig that they expect to have some power
on within the hour and a fairly substantial amount in
about three hours.

President Johnson said that he ordered Gov. Elling-
ton to send the regional O.E.P. people out tonight to
make an on-t&spot  survey to see what would be
needed in the way of items such as medical supplies
and water.

Joe Califano has told the President that Gen. William
McGee, head of the Federal Aviation Agency, has in-
formed him that plane8 are landing at both Kennedy
and LaGuardia  Airports in New York now, the tielda
are using emergency lighting, but they are diverting a
tremendous number of tlights  from Philadelphia, Bos-
ton and Albany and some flights from Kennedy to the
south and west.

Mayor Wagner has reported to Joe Califano from
New York that mainly the situation, as far as possible,
is under control. AU the emergency services of hospitals
are operating. Fire and police stations are taking care
of thousands of people stranded in the city. There haa
been a slight easing of the trtic jam clogging the
streets.

At this point Mr. Moyers took a brief rest and
then returned to the platform at 8: 30 P.M.

Following is the official White House transcript of
this part of the briefing:

Mr. Moyers: The following is a memorandum al-
ready dispatched to the Chairman of the Federal Power
Commission by the President:

Q. What is his name?
Mr. Moyers: Joseph C. Swidler.
“Today’s failure is a dramatic reminder of the im-

portauce  of the uninterrupted flow of power to, the

:&&h-safety  and-w& being  of our .eitizens and to the
~ defense of our country. ‘&is  failure should be tiedi-

ate.ly and carefully investigated in order .cO ‘prevent a
recurrence. You are t&&fore  directed to launch im-
mediately a thorough study of the causes of this failure.
I am putting at your disposal the full resources of the
Federal Government and directing the Federal Bureau
of Investigation, the Department of Defense, and other
government agencies to support you in any way pod-
ble. You are to call upon the top experts in our nation
in conducting this investigation. A report is expected

, at the earliest possible moment as to the causes of the
failure and the steps you recommend to be taken to
prevent a recurrence.”

Q. Bii, does this in any way indicate there may be
sabotage?

Mr. Moyers: This indicates nothing oth6.r than the
fact that all of the resources of the government should
be made available to the Federal Power Commission as
they conduct an investigation.

Q. Bill, would you rule out nationalization as one
of the steps to be taken?

Mr. Moyers: Would I what?
Q. Rule out nationalization of the power companies

as one of the steps to be taken?
Mr. Moyers: That’s not in anybody’s mind.
Q. Bill, Swidler is retiring-resigning from his job

on the 15th. Does that mean he will stay on until this
investigation is over?

Q. What was the question?
Mr. Moyers: The question is that Mr. Swidler haa

already announced that he will be leaving the chair-
manshin of the Federal Power Commission-I don’t
know the exact da&.  What d&s this mean? It means
that this memorandum will go to Mr. &idler  and who-
ever is chairman of the Federal Power Commission, of
COuTSe, will be conducting the investigation.

(The next day, the White House announced that a
few hours before the blackout, the President, through
Mr. Califano, had asked Mr. Swidler to remain as
F.P.C. chairman until Dec. 3 1, and that the next mom-
ing he had agreed.)

Q. Bill, has the President talked directly to J. Edgar
Hoover (director of the F.B.I.) in connection with
this situation.

Mr. Moyers: No. The President has communicated
to the Justice Department-to the Attorney General-



his desire that the Department of Justice, and other
agencies of the government, cooperate in this study.

Q. Did he talk to Attorney General (Nicholas de B.)
Katzenbach?

Mr. Moyers: I am not sure that he talked personally
- to Attorney General Katzenbach, but the instructions

of the President have gone to the Attorney General as,
in fact, they have gone to other department heads and
agency directors.

Q. This means that most of us will have to Ble sep
arately. I am still centered around the President. Can
you give us a little personal insight as to where he is
sitting doing this?

Mr. Moyers: The President is at his desk in his office
at the ranch, where he has full communications facili-
ties available to maintain constant touch with the appro-
priate officials. He receives calls at least every five min-
utes, giving him information on an up-to-date basis of
what is happening.

Q. When and how did he learn of the blackout?
Mr. Moyers: The President fist heard of the power

failure when he was just a little north of his ranch,
riding out in his car, listening to a radio newscast. He
immediately, through the very excellent, modern, and
highly efficient communications system that accom-
panies the President wherever he goes, was in touch
with special assistant Joseph Califano back in Washing-
ton, who, by the way, had not heard about it by the
time the President called, Secretary McNamara,
Governor Buford Ellington, who is the Director of the
Office of Emergency Planning, and his press secretary.
The President returned in a matter of minutes to his
office at the ranch, .where  he has been this evening re-
ceiving reports and issuing instructions to appropriate
officials of the government.

Q. Some of the reporters were in the room when you
made the announcement and have left. My question is
whether they are filing?

Mr. Moyers: I have no idea.
Q. Bill, would you repeat your announcement for

film?
Mr. Moyers: Yes.
Q. Were these telephone calls made. from the Presi-

dent’s car to Buford Ellington and Secretary McNa-
mara?

Mr. Moyers: He talked to each of them.
Q. In the car?
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Q.WheayounayhereceivedareportfromhIsradio,
you don’t mean it was over NBC or CBS, it was over
his2-wayradio?

Mr. Moyers: It was over a regularly an&tmc&  newa-
cast.

Q. You mention here a reference to the Defense De-
partment. Does this in any way mean there is somethiug
happening with the defense system tonight?

Mr. Moyers: No. It means that a power faihrre could
have au effect 011  the defense system. The power is es-
sential to the defense of our country.

Q. So faxg Ezhere was no interruption to
any of the

Mr. Moyers: That is correct.
Q. Bill, do they yet know the cause of what caused

the chain reaction?
Mr. Moyer-s:  No.
Q. Bill, do you happen to anticipate making any fur-

ther announcements tonight?
Mr. Moyers: I will put out anything I have concem-

ing future developments from here as I get them. I really
don’t anticipate much, but I will put out anything we
get,

Q. What is the atmosphere in the President’s o&e?
Mr. Moyers: The atmosphere in the President’s of&e

is one of quiet efficiency.
Q. Who did he call 6rst,  Secretary McNamara or

Mr. Cal&no?
Moyers: I don’t have the exact order. I think it was

Buford Ellington, Secretary McNamara, Mr. Califano,
and then the press secretary, in that order.

Q. Bill, the last we had from you was that they had
not yet isolated the original source of the trouble. Is that
still the case?

Mr. Moyers: That is still the case.
Q. Who is out there with the President helping him?
Mr. Moyers: Marvin Watson (presidential appoint-

ments secretary), Col. James Cross (the President’s
armed forces aide).

Q. How many secretaries are there, two or three?
Mr. Moyers: Three. Vickie McCammon, Marie Feh-

mer, and Miss Ginny Thrift, who is Col. Cross’ secre-
tary and who also helps the President from time-to-time,

Dr. (Donald) Hornig, who is the President’s science
adviser, said he talked again to the President of the
Niagara Mohawk Power Company, Mr. Minot Pratt,
who is not able to confirm or deny the already mention-



ed report that the power failure occurred in his jurisdic-
tion. He simply said it has not been located yet. ’

Dr. Homig also talked to Mr. William S. Chapin,
who is the general manager of the New York State
Power Authority to confirm that the Niagara Falls and
the Messena plants are operating.

Q. Bill, Who was in the President’s car when this was
made known to him?

Mr. Moyers: I don’t know.
Mr. Califano has just informed the President that

Governor (William W.1  Scranton has reported to the
White House that power is back in the State of Pennsyl-
vania, that the area alfected in Pennsylvania was less
than earlier believed, and that the power companies
have told Governor Scranton that they expect no more
problems during the night in that state.

Q. Bill, how long ago was that conversation with
Governor Scranton?

Mr. Moyers: The President did not talk to Governor
Scranton. Mr. Califano talked to Governor Scranton,
and he related the information to the President. Gov-
ernor Scranton talked to Mr. Califano about 10 min-
utes ago.

Q. Has Mr. Califano had any dinner yet?
Mr. Meyers: No.
Q. Has the President eaten?
Mr. Moyer-s: Yes.
Q. Bill, can you tell us what time it was when the

President was told of General Eisenhower’s illness this
morning?

Mr. Moyers: It was about 6:15.
Q. Has anyone in the Federal Government raised the

possibility of sabotage7
Mr. Moyers: I don’t know anyone who has raised that

possibility. The President believes that the Federal Bu-
reau of Investigation should be involved in this study
because it does have resources that should be of help
during the study to find out specifically what happened
when the power failed

Q. But the government is not ruling out the possibil-
ity?

Mr. Moyers: That is correct. I know of no one who
has talked about the problem of sabotage and, them=
fore, it is not ruled in or ruled out

Q. Did the President eat at his desk?
Mr. Moyers: No.

II2

(Mr. Meyers-took  a brief break and resumed his briefing  at
9;‘ko P.M., l&ho  in the &St)

Mr. Moyers: The Prddent  has just’ talked to Gov-
vemor Rockefeller and Mayor Wagner, both of whom
assured him that they would cooperate fully in the in-

vestigation ordered tonight by the President through the
Federal Power Commission.
Mayor Wagner informed the President that it ap-

peared that about one-third of the power in New York
City was operating again

I talked to Dr. Donald Homig, the President’s science
adviser, who has been on the phone constantly this
evening with people in the local power companies, and
Dr. Homig says that those people believe that while the
original source has not been pinpointed, they, that is,
the officials of the power companies and others coI1-
ccmed  with the problem in New England, are, and this
is Dr. Homig’s quote, pretty well agreed upon the
belief that there is substantially no chance of sabotage.
End quote.

In fact, wbii  I repeat the original source has not
been pinpointed, there are some people who are most
concerned with the problem in the power companies and
in the New York State Power Authority, who believe
that this could have happened as a result of a failure in
the automatic frequency control equipment. I Want to
emphasize that this is purely conjectural, but it is one
of the routes down which your mind could lead you as
you study the problem from the standpoint of engineer-
ing and technology.

There has not been, Dr. Homig informs me, much
time for diagnosis, and, he repeated to me with in&%+
tion that seemed to underscore his statement, no one
knows exactly what did happen.

Officials in New York, and again I repeat that this is
unproved and conjectural, but officials in New York are
saying that the difficulty may lie on two lines carrying
the main power supply between Rochester and Clay,
New York, at a point approximately one hundred miles
between these two cities. According to these officials,
the only way to determine if that in fact is the point of
disruption is to trace these two lines manually, that is,
to walk them, and they have already started the tracing
process.

If by in the morning at daylight they have been un-
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j: .,; again emphasize however that this ia not au- y ,.; :
<; I thoritative and this ia not fhm. This is, again, one of the ’

routea  down which you could go in pursuing the possi-  _
bilities of the source of the problem.

Q. You say the New York City Power Authority
people have been speculating on this?

Mr. Moyers: Yes, officials of the New York State
Power Authority have been speculating in this.

Q. Whose lines are these-Niagara’s or Mohawk’s?
Mr. Moyers: I don’t know.
Q. This point a hundred miles between the two loca-

tions doesn’t mean anythins to me.
Mr. Moyers: We can check that on the map. Qover-

nor Volpe (John) has informed the White House that
60 per cent of the power is back on in Boston.

(Mr. Moyers went out and came back at lo:35  P.M.-
11:35  in the east.)

Mr. Meyers:  Mr. Swidler has communicated to the
President the following steps taken to implement the
President’s directive to investigate the causes of the
power breakdown.

1. A telegram has been sent to all of the major com-
panies involved, requesting that they assemble the rel-
evant facts as to the impact of the interruption on their
systems and the steps taken to restore service.

2. A group of electric power system operation ex-
perts from various private and public power systems
throughout the country will meet tomorrow in Wash-
ington to help plan the details of the investigation.

3. As I have already informed you, Mr. Swidler haa
been in wmmunication directly with the Attorney Gen-
eral and the Secretary of Defense to assure wntinuing
liaison.

4. A Federal Power Commission staff team has been
dispatched to the operating offices of the Niagara-
Mohawk svstem so that the commission can be fully
informed on the steps taken to locate faults which pr&
cipitated the breakdown of service.

5. Another Federal Power Commission staff team
has been dispatched to the operating offices of Con
Edison in New York to cooperate and coordinate with
the efforts of that company to restore service.

Mr. Swidler informed the President that the wmmis-
sion statf would work through the night on these, aa well
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‘I as other steps now,  beii  p-d, to carry out the Presi-
F dent’s directive. The chief of the Bureau of Power of

the FPC, Mr. F. S. Brown,Paa  been named stafl direc-
tor of the investigation.

The President continues to receive up-t-the-minute
reports from his assistants and advisers in Washington.
He is of wurse keeping in touch also through news-
casts.

Q. Where are the operating offices of Niagara-
Mohawk Power Comvanv. Bill?

Mr. Moyer-s:  Syracuse is the headquarters of
Niagara-Mohawk.

Q. Did Mr. Swidler talk to the President on the tele-
phone’?

Mr. Moyers: This was a cable sent through our wm-
munications system in the form of a memorandum to
the President.

i Q. Is the President staying awake?
Mr. Moyers: He is awake.
Q. Bill, could you say whether these teams are al-

,ready on the way?
Mr. Moyers: Yes, they are.
Q. Bill, I notice Mr. &idler  has been asked several

b questions in Washington according to our wire and he
keeps bucking them down here, saying, “You’ll have to
ask the White House about that.” So you might end up
for quite some time being the primary source of infor-
mation as to what the Government is doing.

Mr. Moyers: I haven’t talked to Mr. Swidler but the
information I have I will be glad to make available. He
is perfectly free to talk to you and I will so instruct him
I think the President has done all he can do tonight.

Q. Bill, to help round out the stories, could you let
us know when the President finally goes to bed?

Mr. Moyers: If I can I will, Jack
Q. For the time being, at least for the wires, we will

continue to keep somebody in here.
Mr. Moyers: I think that is a good idea. If something

comes up 1’11  be down and give it to you.
Q. Anything new on Eisenhower, Bill?
Mr. Moyers: No. That’s all I have. If anything major

breaks we will have you called in your rooms.
The Press: Thank you, Bill.

(At about 12:30  A.M.-1:30  in the east-Mr. Moyers re-
appeared. No stenotypist was present. What follows is a re-

’ construction from The Times’ reporter’s notes of what he said.)
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Mr. Moyen: President Johnson was not&led  shortly
after midnight that several of the persons working on
locating the problem believe with tentative confidence
that the probable source of the trouble was a mechani-
cal breakdown at the substation near Clay, N. Y., about
20 miles north of Syracuse. They ran tests by conduct-
ing power on a detour around the substation and it
worked well. When they poured power through the sub-
station, there was trouble. Since then, a number of per-
sons equally authoritative have said that they believe
this is pure conjecture and that they are not sure that
the trouble was at the substation.

Dr. Homig says that almost all of the power in
Brooklyn is back in operation. Charles Eble, president
of Consolidated Edison, told him that they are diverting
some power from Brooklyn into Manhattan. Mr. Eble
expects the situation in Manhattan to be under control
by sunrise. Two power stations are working in the
Bronx.

(In response to reporters’ questions, Mr. Moyers elaborated
on his information concerning the possible source of the
power failure.)

Mr. Moyers: The people who came up with the origi-
nal feeling that it was the (Clay) substation say they
still feel it was the probable cause. The Clay substation
is a remote control-station. It is run by remote control
from Svracuse.  I  called the manager of Nianara-
Mohawk at Syracuse. He is Jack MoGers.  He tell;-me
that for the last several hours the substation has been
working well and that there is no reason to believe that
this was the cause.

Q. Who came up with feeling that the source of the
trouble was the substation at Clay?

Mr. Moyers: Federal officials in conjunction with
New York State Power Authority officials. At last
count, they were still searching for the difficulty  and
personnel were en route to the substation for a check.

(With that, Mr. Moyers reported that the President
was about to go to bed for the night and that he did not
expect to have any more information until morning. It
was almost 1 A.M.-?  A.M. in the east.)

10. From Abroad:
Smiles, Sneers and Disbelief

From the Via Veneto to the Ginza the reaction to the blackout
was dismay, disbelief and simple amazement. And on Red
Square, there was, not unexpectedly, a trace of a sneer.

“Are you sure it isn’t sabotage?” a Japanese businessmau
demanded.

“It can’t happen here. , . . We think. . . . We hope,” said a
West German power expert in Frankfurh

“It is quiet in the streets of New York,” the correspondent
for Tass,  the Soviet press agency wrote. “And if there are
signs of panic it is not among the population. The Pentagon
announced that the blackout has not paralyzed the United
States defenses.”

In both East and West, many newspapers carried banner
headlines and some carried assertions of chaos, panic, para&
ski, and looting.

Tam gave a mildly sardonic-somewhat acid--account of
the power failure, declaring that “radio stations constantly
call upon the population not to panic. There are cases of
looting under the ,cover  of darkness,” Tass went on, “but
according to the latest reports this has been cut short.” (Like
other international news agencies, Tass received reports from
its New York correspondents by telephone during the black-
out.)

In Moscow, meanwhile, Izvestia, the Government’s evening
newspaper, told its readers that Americans caught in the
blackout reacted with “panic and unreasonable hysteria. The
state of shock and even panic spread to ordinary people and
to politicians,” the New York correspondent for Zzvestia
reported.

Muswvites expressed both incredulity and amusement that
a major part of the most modern nation on earth could be
knocked out so easily. In other parts of the world, some
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mu&t chineaeplot  to sabotage the United Nations.” The
suggestion of sabotage was apparent elsewhere too.

The London Evening Standard’s correspondent in New
York wrote:

“Americans, calm but fearful that an enemy attack might
follow, are asking in the thousands today, ‘Have the Com-
munists decided on some form of attack on this country
or are we merely victims of an unprecedented breakdown ‘id
modem civil&d  wmmunications~ ”

Afternoon papers in London treated the blackout as a
catastrophe, with many pictures and eye-witness accounts. A
British electricity official said such a blackout could not have
happened in Britain, adding: “As we are a nationalized in-
dustry, everything is geared to seeing that breakdowns don’t
OCCUL”

To which a London  Standard whunnist  snapped: ‘*I  expect
the Americans felt equally complacent before the disaster.”

These were well-chosen words, for a few days later parts of
London and the industrial cities of Birmingham and Derby
were lut by power blackouts due to the tirst storm of winter

The power blackout received headlines in Paris. Fra&e-
Soir,  France’s biggestcirculation daily, told its readers “Life
stopped in New York and for 30 million Americans ior ten
hours . . .
world.”

unbelievable spectacle in the greatest city in the

French newspapers played up reports of stalled  elevators in
skyscrapers, mass prayer in St. Patrick’s Cathedral and
White House orders for an investigation of possible sabotage.

Some press reports blamed the blackout on private owner-
ship of power in the United States, and the alleged reluctance
of private power companies to make necessary investments
in cables.

Asked whether such a blackout was possible in Paris
officials of the state-run utility, Electricite de France “he&
tated to give a frank answer,” according to France-&. But
officials pointed out that the Paris electric power grid was fed
by several major lines, not one. Paris, it was noted has suffered
from partial power failures on three occasions-twice in 1962
and once in 1963. In addition, disgruntled utility workers have
periodically darkened the city of light with strikes for higher
wages.

In West Germany, Die Welt of Hamburg, one of the wun-
try’s leading newspapers, said that the blackout provided
II8

.sociolo&ta,  politiclana  and &hers withYample  material for
thought.” After praising the. “discipline” of New Yorkers in
preventing a panic, the newspaper stressed that the sense of
humor of many residents never failed even in a darkened
subway when one prankster shouted, “The Russians are wm-
iug,’ ‘‘They picked the right time,” was one weary reply.
“Now they can’t tlnd us.”

The director of a West German power company, when
asked what he thought of the blackout, said it hardly aur-
prised  him. “I keep telling the wise guys,” he said, “that no
matter what you do, things like this can happen, and we’d
better be prepared rather than put blind trust in what people

Most K~M~M,  accustomed to frequent though limited elec-
tric power failures, were simply incredulous at the extent of
the blackout on the East Cr--’ ‘I T---A  of Rome, head&ring
its front page story, “New 1 VL~  ~lll nto chaos,” said “the
perfect, wmplex mechanization G& &+v York was totally
crippled and showed its incapacity to face an emergency that
almost assumed the characteristics of a catastrophe.” The
power  failure was of “incredible proportions,” the newspapr
-said.

Paese Sera,  a Rome afternoon newspaper headlined its story,
“New York Cancelled by Darkness.” “In the world in which
we live,” the newspaper commented, “even the most perfect
mechanism can be a traitor to man. , . . Science and tech-
nology, therefore, are not enough to think for us and we are
forced to be on guard. It is still man that must prevent
machines from turning against hi.” In its report from New
York, Paese  Sera said that for the most part, it seemed people
were “diverted” by the blackout although “dramatic episodes
were lacking.”

London’s residents, in reading about the massive power fail-
ure, were carried back twenty-five years to the days of war-
time blackouts. One picture in an afternoon newspaper par-
ticularly stirred old memories. It showed Americans making a
temporary-or at least makeshift-home in Grand Central
Station. During the blitz Londoners slept in their subway
stations.

News of the power failure came too late for morning news-
papers to have more than a brief front page account. But after-
noon newspapers treated the blackout as a catastrophe, with
many pictures and eye-witness accounts. Sprawled across the
front nages were photos of the blacked out New York City
skylin& -

v “Slowly, rather comically,” began one account, “the lights
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began to dib.*  A&h&  writkr found “women sobbing ik
panic.”

There had never been a power failure of such dimensions iu
Britain, though lights in many London apartments dim all
too frequently in the winter months when power use is great-
est. At that time, the Central Electricity Generating Board,
which operates the nationalized power industry, said it was
“inconceivable” that a blackout of the New York scale wuld
happen in London.

A spokesman for the Board said there were so many alter-
native sources of supply that no single failure could produce
such a breakdown. He noted, too, that the worst that could
happen in London probably had already happened. This was
when a fire at the Battersea power station blacked out parts
of West and South London on April 20, 1964. It was four
hours before the lights came back. That failure occurred, said
the spokesman, not because of the effect of the station, but
because the fire was in a tunnel through which important
cables passed.

The Argentine press varied widely in its coverage of the
power failure. The morning paper, La Prensa, made it the
lead story with a half-page headline: “Dozens of United States
Cities Without Light.” The other big morning paper, La
Nation, gave the story relatively little importance, run&g
only seven paragraphs with a two-column headline on the
second page. Except for La Prensa, which hinted at the
possibility of sabotage, the- tendency in the Argentine press
was to treat the episode as a curious hazard in an over-
industrialized societv.

Bogota’s El Espectatot said simply: “An incredible event
which varalvzed such cities as New York and Boston seems
impossible. Yet it happened.” Newspapers in Bogota--and in
Santiago, Chile, were swamped with phone calls from people
wanting to know what happened in the United States. Some
reported the Voice of America had gone off the air.

From power companies around the world came one basic
reaction: a denial that it could happen in their home country.

In Japan, officials of the Tokyo Electric Power said fhmly
that such a blackout would be “inconceivable” in Japan.

“Considering the advanced technical level of power dis-
tribution here, it is all but impossible for a power failure to
black out Tokyo for hours on end,” a spokesman for the com-
pany declared.

“It reveals the Achilles’ heel of the American giant,” re
marked a spokesman for the Hague Municipal Power Com-
pany. “This definitely could not have happened on any such
120
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h&$k&&$e>ed: ‘We kept the power going right into the
heart of the stricken area by circular loops and as fast as
these were shorted by water we replaced them. Major public
utilities anywhere in Europe are just not out of power for
more than half an hour.”

Probably the most nonchalant reaction to the blackout came
from normally vociferous Albania. There, electricity was
shut off by Government decree for six hours to reduce con-
sumption in the face of a severe drought, according to radio
reports from the Albanian capital of Tirana monitored in
Munich.
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andwhatshoutdbedom~iosurethattherewitln~~a~~
recurrence.”

The Washington Democrat said th$his  committee would$
make a thorough analysis of the blackout. “The security,:3
welfare and safety of the people have ban placed in jeopardy,” i;
he said. “We must be certain it does not occur again any-‘,
wh.we ” .r

11. Bewitched and Bewildered

Across the country the reactions came swiftly: Ofiicials  were
aroused, newspapers were indignant and citizens were utterly
perplexed.

In New York, Mayor-elect John V. Lindsay, who was swept
into office one week earlier, promptly called for better city-
wide communications to help cope with emergencies such aa
the power failure. He said that if he had been in O&X.,  he
would have been on the radio constantly during the blackout,
communicating with the people. He added quickly, however,
that he was not being critical of Mayor Wagner, who he said
had been “stuck in tratlic.”

Actually, Mayor Wagner was driving home when the black-
out began but was able to reach a friend’s apartment, have a
bite, and return  to City Hall within two hours. The Mayor,
himself, said in the aftermath of the blackout that the city’s
power supply must be set up “so that, if there is a break . . .
it would be of short duration.”

Speaking to reporters, Mr. Wagner became visibly annoyed
when a newsman persisted in an attempt to get bis view on
how much responsibility the power companies had to bear
for the blackout. “You’re not an expert,” the Mayor shot
back, “and Pm not an expert.”

One day after the blackout, Governor Rockefeller had his
turn, too, calling it “unbelievable,” “fantastic,” and a “source
of deep concern for everyone.” He observed that he had had
no idea a power failure could have “happened to this extent.”

From outside the city came many other worried reactions
to the blackout. Senator Warren G. Magnuson, chairman of
the Senate Commerce Committee, asked the Federal Power
Commission and the Othce of Economic Planning for the
earliest possible reports on “what happened, why it happened,
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Representative Walter Rogers, chairman of the House Power
subcommittee, said that lawmakers would have to reexamine .q
the premises on which the country’s power policies had been 1
built. The Texas Democrat declared that power authorities
had long led Congress to believe that such a failure was im-
possible because of built-in safeguards. “Well, somebody was
mistaken,” he added, “because it has happened.”

Mr. Rogers argued that the country’s power systems should
have two independent back-up systems to take over in case
the primary system failed.

There were other reactions, too, from state and Federal
officials.

Newspaper comments were sharp. The New York Times,
in an editorial entitled “Aladdin’s Lamp Blacks Out,” said:

“Short of a nuclear bomb, the most crippling afhiction  that
can befall a modem metropolis is a total power failure. The
blackout that crippled New York and most of the Northeast
last evening was a-dismaying reminder of the vulnerability of
any c0mmunity  to a severing of its electric lifeline.

“It is hard to comprehend why a single break at one point
in an interconnected, system compels a virtually complete sus-
pension of service atlecting nine states and two Canadian
provinces. Apparently, no means exist for allocating power
on any partial basis, even in communities lie New York
that have very substantial generating plants in their own locali-
ties. The result, as last night’s critical failure proved, is COm-
munity paralysis beyond the dream of any saboteur.

“Suddenly, man’s capacity to send rockets to the moon,
to fly weightless around the globe, to produce limitless qua.tt-
tit& of goods without human effort, faded into irrelevance.
People rediscovered their feet: the candle came back into its
own; the infinite resiliency of the human spirit was demon-
strated anew.

“The Consolidated Edison system had hoped, after the
partial collapse of the city’s electric supply in June, 1961,
that it had erected a power grid comprehensive enough to
sustain any conceivable load. But the domino effect of a break
in a main feed line near Buffalo has made evident the delusive
ness of this hope.
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to prevent a simple break from blotting out all the power
plants serving tens of millions of Demons.”

The Wall Street Journal said, in ‘part:
“Ironically, the power grid system, which was devised partly

to overcome blackouts in the area, appears to have operated
in this case to spread them. The system, the product of co-
operation among private utilities and public agencies, with
over-all supervision by the Federal Government, obviously
must get a searching review. Somebody certainly did some
faulty planning.”

Gther newspapers were caustic. “It is a shocker,” cried
The New York JournaLAmerican.  “It is an outrage. It is a
disgrace-city, state and national.”

The New York Post said Consolidated Edison “has long
heen a sacred cow of state and city politics. The people have
a right to insist that there will be no cover-up this time. No
perfunctory post-mortem will be tolerable.”

The New York World-Telegram and Sun wrote, “If it
wasn’t sabotage, then it was human failure of the most in-
comprehensible sort.”

“No matter what the explanation for last night’s power
failure may be,” said The Boston Traveler, “It’s not going to
be satisfactorv.”

‘The far&tic power failure was a disgrace,” said The
Albany (N.Y.)  Knickerbocker &Ls.

Several newspapers expressed shock that the most populous
area of the country could be so vulnerable to what appeared
to be a single breakdown or a single operational error.

The Buflalo  (N.Y.) Evening News said “the most serious
element of the whole weird episode is its proof of how gre
tesquely vulnerable this great over-organized
really is to sudden disruption.

society of ours

“If a simple break in a circuit can spread this massive
blackout over the entire northeastern United States, what
wuld a tiny band of superskilled saboteurs or a wuple of
we&placed  nuclear bombs acwmnhsh7”

Russell Baker, writing for the ehit&ial  page of The Times,
gazed into the future and came up with this vision:

‘The end came on Sept. 17, 1973. It had been forecast by
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‘The need now is for a n&v assessment of how the om-

I

nivorous appetite of our industrial s&&y  for electric current’
can be satisfied with anything approaching full security even
against the briefest of interruptions. The nation’s power wm-

I. parties  already have demonstrated great resourcefulness in in-
>, . terwtmecting  their facilities; there is no reason to believe the

limit of that has been reached. Ahove all, a way must be found an undergraduate hoax.
“The chain of events on that last day began at Shea Stadium

at 4:43 P.M. when the Mets finished a scoreless ninth inning
against the Mexico City Braves, thus becoming the first team
in history to lose 155 games in a single baseball season.

‘Two minutes later, Irma Amstadt, a Bronx housewife,
turned on the kitchen faucet and noticed that there was no
water. Going to the telephone, she dialed her plumber, not
knowing that at that very moment, in defiance of the law of
probability, 6,732,548  other persons in New York were simul-
taneously dialing telephone numbers.

“Mrs. Amstadt’s call was the one that broke the system’s
back. Somewhere in a sealed, windowless building a transistor
gasped and failed. Under the incredible overload, other transis-
tors all over the city groaned and gave up. And so, with the
telephones out, it was hours before the authorities could learn
that there was not a drop of water left anywhere in the pipes
of the five boroughs.

‘The press might have detected it almost immediately, but,
as chance would have it, the biennial newspaper strike began
that day at 5 P.M. and not a single newspaperman was on duty.

“At 5.03 P.M., outside the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, a taxi
driver was shot by a man who had been trying unsuccessfully

.for fifty-five minutes to get a cab. It was later established
that the man had been trying futilely to find an empty cab
during the rush hour in Manhattan for sixteen years. ‘I just
snapped,’ he said later. That was a day when everything
seemed to just snap.

“News of the shooting spread rapidly through the city’s
cab fleet. Panic seized the drivers who feared a general up-
rising by the rush-hour hordes signaling in vain for taxicabs.
As a result the drivers abandoned their hacks in the streets.

By 5: 30 P.M. the resulting trafIic  jam extended from Trenton
to New Haven. Two minutes later, a radio sports reporter
announced that the Yankees had dropped their fourth in a
row to the Milwaukee Athletics and were, thus, once again
mathematically eliminated from any possibility of finishing in
the first division.

‘This news was interrupted by a bulletin reporting that more
than fifty knifings  had occurred simultaneously on fifty dif-
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“At City Hall, there was no hint that anything untoward
“was happening until 5:12 P.M. when it began to snow. The

Mayor watched the snow for perhaps twenty minutes and
then summoned his press adviser. What is thatl”  he asked,
pointing out the window. ‘Snow, your Honor,’ said the press
adviser, who was one of the brighter products of the Demo-
cratic machine that had been returned to power after John
Lindsay had gone on to more manageable tasks than govern-
ing New York.

“The Mayor was aggrieved. ‘In the old days, when the
machine was running this city right,’ said the Mayor, ‘it never
snowed in September.’ ‘True,’ said the press adviser, ‘but the
machine is like everything else in New York these, days. It
doesn’t work.’

“All over the city, with no water left in the pipes, no sub-
ways running, no telephone service, no newspapers, the snow
pouring down and both the Mets and the Yankees dead,
people felt in a gay festive mood. And so, as people will under
hardship, millions decided to spend a night on the town.

“In the theater district alone, 500,000 people appeared at
box offices demanding theater tickets, which then retailed at
$79.90 per seat. With vast lines at every box office, the man-
ager Of a theater in 43d Street announced at 8:22 P.M. that
there were no tickets available for anybody without enough
influence  to rate a good table at Twenty-One.

“New Yorkers, being New Yorkers, might not have broken
even then, except for a Brooklyn man named Omar. At that
moment in Brooklyn, Omar plugged in his electric carving
knife and the entire Atlantic seaboard from Labrador to Chat-
tanooga *was  plugged into blackness.

“By next morning, of course-we all know the storyi-
volunteers began bringing out the tist New York survivors,
and six days later the President viewed the area in a flying
inspection tour and ordered his historic m-evaluation of Ameri-
can civilization.

“Which, as everybody knows, is why nobody lives in cities
any more.”
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were trying to learn what they could about man and &hine I
suddenly phmged into a great laboratory of darkness. There
were experts who wanted to learn how things could be kept
running somehow, even if the big generators laid down on
the job again. Other experts wanted to leam how people
‘Y-Fed when electricity was suddenly displaced from theird

Aviation~exnerts  immediatelv undertook the iob of makinn I

I New Yorkers, perhaps more so than others in the Northeast,
learned about themselves. For years they had been told and
many had become convinced that they lived in a city that
hung by a thread above a swamp of hysteria and panic. They
learned that. while the blackout was somethine their town I

I when the-lights were on. The slums of Bedford-Stuyvesant did
not break out in insurrection.

And they learned that they could use their feet. They walked
the streets, they walked the stairways, they walked the long
bridges that hold the city of islands together. They also stood,
in elevators. crowded subwavs and iammed buses with sur-

I George and Patricia Nash, who do research for Columbia
University’s Bureau of Applied Social Research, moved quickly
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to &d out what the blackout meant in personal terms. Flash-
lights” hand, they confronted one hundred and seven New
Yorkeifon the streets in four Manhattan neighborhoods. They
sortied out early in the blackout and learned a lot about ex-
pectations and fears.

For one thing, sixty per cent of the people they spoke with
said they had received most of their information from radio.
Twenty-two per cent learned what they knew from friends,
authorities or nassers-bv:  the rest were in total darkness, having
learned nothing from anybody.

Two people felt that getting home was more urgent than
helping science and interrupted their interviews to catch buses.
An interview with another man, who might have spoken at
length, was scratched because he was drunk,

One of the most important things they found was that a little
radio can go a long way. Although more than half of the people
had kept in touch with the blackout by radio, none of those
interviewed had a radio himself.

They learned that women enjoyed the whole business more
than men did. About twenty-five per cent of the women ex-
pected people to have a pleasant time. Only seven per cent of.
the men went along with this. “Perhaps this is an indication of
the fact that manv women in our society lead lives of bore-
dom and enjoy the chance to partake & an unusual event,”
observed Allen H. Barton, the bureau’s director. “The men, on
the other hand, may feel that it is
ously and certainly not ‘enjoyed.“’

something to be taken seri-

The bureau took note of the fact that the city was calm and
sought to learn from individuals what they did and why every-
thing was so orderly.

“In a period when there was no sure and definite informa-
tion, except that the lights were out, questions which gave free
rein to people’s imagination could serve to allow us to see how
the average citizen perceives his environment,” the bureau
explained.

Basically, they found that people were well informed, not too
alarmed and expecting a rather quick return to normal. About
one-third of those questioned were substantially correct in
their knowledge of what had been said to have happened. One
quarter of them knew that there had been some sort of
mechanical problem. Although the researchers never raised
the subject, eight per cent of those questioned believed sabotage
had laid the lights low.

The scientists did ask, “What do you think people will do
while the lights are out?” and, then, “Do you think there will be
trouble?” Just over half of the answers discounted the likeli-
hood of trouble. One out of four of those who didn’t expect
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trouble even sai& that they thought things would ga along
pleasantly, that people would enjoy themselves  or that there
would be a generally good f&hng.  But forty-five per cent be
lieved  there was a chance of trouble, such as looting, rioting
or thievery.

There was not much argument over the question, “How
long do you think it will be before the lights wme back on?”
Altogether, seventy-one per cent did not believe the lights
would glow again shortly or within two hours, suggesting that
there was pretty good information on the scope of the blackout.

But the bureau’s analysis, which started by candlelight short-
iy after the interviews had been completed at 11 P.M., came up
with some striking class differences on opinions of the black-
out. The divisions-upper middle, lower middle and working
class (apparently not many of the wealthy were groping about
at the test points)-broke  ranks on several issues.

One third of the working class thought sabotage was in-
volved; only twelve per cent of the others did. Only tity-five
per cent of the working class believed there was no question
of sabotage, compared with seventy per cent of the others.
No one mentioned any factual basis for his views. The bureau
believed most people of all classes rejected sabotage as a cause
because most of them had actually heard first-hand radio
reports.

The bureau reported that one “intelligent” East Sider had
said it couldn’t have been sabotage because “the thing was too
effective.” A Yorkville man, on the same side of town, held that
there was every reason to suspect sabotage just because the
blackout was so big.

More than half of the working class thought there was a
chance of trouble in the darkness; only forty per cent of the
others did. Almost all of those who felt that things would be
atmospherically rosy while physically dark-thirty per cent-
were from the upper middle class.

‘If the working class was more suspicious about the reason
for the lights going out and more pessimistic about possible
trouble which might occur while they were out, they were at the
same time less ready to believe that the lights would come back
on quickly,” the bureau decided. Almost all the people who
believed the lights would be out for a short time were from the
bureau’s category of upper middle class.

The bureau, which apparently had the monopoly on such
research during the actual blackout, said: ‘The difference in a
person’s social position was found to result in a lower level
of knowledge of events, which led to greater wncem and a
different estimate of when thiugs would return to normal.
Again, there was no increase ln level  of knowledga aa the
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eveniug passed. The working-class people were. the least well
informed, even though they ,happmed to be the last interviewed
because they were concentrated in the last areas visited.”

In its conchrai~  the bureau came up with some observa-
tious that might  be a key to reactions in future breakdowns.

“We must note that the d&rent pictures people carry in
their minds are not nece3sarily  based on fantasy,” the report
says. ‘It may well be that working4aas  people have been ex-
posed to more trouble and violence and, hence, are behaving
rationally in being more likely to expect it. The overwhelming
picture that emerges, however; is that this study, just as many
studies of disasters have shown, demonstrates that given a
crisis, people behave sensibly, provided that there is some form
of reliable communication. The effectiveness of communica-
tion would seem to be a key explanatory factor in accounting
for the relatively normal behavior of the large portion of the
city’s population.”

While people went on ticking, if at a dierent  tern
p4

there
were other things that did not tick .at all. There were essons
to be learned by those who had not done so in the past. What
could be done to keep going next time?

For one thing, the need for auxiliary or back-up generators
- was overwhelmingly obvious. Those institutions-like hospitals,

the telephone company and local radio stations-that were able
to switch to their own emergency equipment were able to fun*
tion; everythiig else stopped.

Fortunately for everyone, most of the radio stations were
ready. New York’s stations were acclaimed for a major com-
munity service. The sound medium, so often overshadowed by
the more glamorous and dramatic instrument of television,
proved resourceful in patching together emergency circuits.
The tireless commentators of the major stations injected a note
of humor and congenial cameraderie  that undoubtedly con-
tributed to the city’s calm. Untold numbers of listeners took
the trouble to supply what news they could to help the stations.

The flexibility and simplicity of radio were evidenced only
moments after the power shutdown. while the city’s nine tele-
vision stations were plunged into darkness that was to last for
hours, the older medium quickly improvised substitute hook-
ups. Commercials were forgotten.

Unlike the TV stations, all of which cluster atop the Empire
State Building to get the widest coverage from the city’s high-
est point, the radio stations are scattered over the metropolitan
area. Some transmitters were not blacked out; others had
stand-by generators that were immediately switched on in a
standard operation for a medium that was in business during
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World War II. The main problem for radio was rigging up
’ temporary connections between studios and$ranamitters.  With-

in varying periods of time-ten to twenty minutes or so-all
the major outlets were back on the air for a marathon public
service that did not end until the early morning hours.

In the candlelit studios the same format evolved out of ne-
cessity at almost  every station. Two, three or more statI mem-
bers huddled around the microphone to pass along the news
as it dribbled in. The informalii  of the setting took away the
foreboding sense of crisis normally associated with the deliv-
ery of bulletins on the air.

Everywhere on the dial the hard news was mixed with light
banter, some excellent phrasemakmg and a touch of acid for
the electrical engineers who had maintained that a massive
power-distribution grid spanning a big part of the hemisphere
was more efficient than the homegrown generator.

With the blackout coming at the high point of the evening
rush hour, the radio medium enjoyed one of the peak audiences
that has proved immune to television’s economic inroads-the
throngs of drivers and passengers listening in automobiles. In
other places, on the streets, in homes or in buses, it was the
night of triumph for the much scorned transistor radio. The

, miniaturixed squawk boxes, which need only nine volts or less
of battery power, were a focal point of cosmopolitan interest.

Many teen-agers could chortle over the adult generation’s
dependence on the handy “toy” that so frequently pours out
rock ‘n’ roll. Theirs was the joy of maintaining that the Beatles
had contributed to the national security by helping popularize
the most mobile form of electronic communication.

But while things were running so smoothly in radioland,
there was massive evidence of much to learn regarding facili-
ties that actually move people, not just speak to them. But
there were reasons to hope that the lessons learned the night
of November 9th were beiig used as a stepping-stone to to-
morrow’s stability.

Ideas were not long in coming-from politicians, from en-
gineers, from the public. Some were immediately translated
into action.

Many of the first proposals centered on the need for better
communications. The New York City Police Department pan:
dered a suggestion to give each of its twenty-seven-thousand
members a transistor radio so that those off duty could be
called in by broadcasts.

The subway system was a primary source of concern. Mayor
Wagner told three Consolidated Ediion executives: “Changes
will have to be made.” He warned them that another long
subway stoppage could not be tolerated.
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‘Why did it take so long for the subways to get rolling?
They were out for fourteen hours, a stoppage longer than the
blackout itself. The electric company men agreed that there
should be some way to restore the service faster, although they

T insisted that even if the subways had had their own plant,
1,
”

the results would have been the same. The Mayor told them
I..L,“Y>, to confer with the Transit Authority anyway and seek ways to

get alternate power on the rails. From elsewhere in the city
;. government came a proposal to reroute buses atop the subway

lines in such a crisis so as to serve the displaced riders along
their customary routes.

Paul O’Dwyer, a Councilman at Large, flied a resolution
urging the city to get back three transit power plants it sold
to Con Edison for $125,840,000  in 1959. The company, he
said, “had conducted its activities in such a manner as to fail
to isolate its facilities from defects arising iu areas outside of
the city. and upon occasion has even failed to isolate defects
in its own system from impact upon the operation” of the sub-
ways. Boston’s subways, he commented pointedly, ran tbrough-
out the blackout. with lights  on in the stations. too. The Boston
system, run by the Ma&chusetts  Bay Transportation Authori-
ty, controls its own power source, the Councilman noted.

The three New York plants were sold by the city to avoid
a heavy investment in rehabilitation. The Transit Authority
agreed with MT. O’Dwyer. If it had been running the power
plants, a spokesman said, trains, would have kept going on at
least two divisions. Con Edison said it was willing to work
with everybody to avoid trouble but observed that ‘if the sub-
ways had their own independent power system the electric
company m&t not be able to lend a hand if the transit plant
ran into problems.

Busy with the Mayor, the Councilman and the subway agen-
cy, the utility had no time to deal with forty-year-old David
Franklin, a Brooklyn resident who bought space in Thursday
morning’s Times to add to the hue and cry. “Give separate
generators back to the subway,” his advertisement ordered in
agate type.

The same issue nagged the airlines. While the blackout made
the subway underground fearsome and excruciatingly uncom-
fortable for many thousands, the power failure turned the air-
ways into a frightening arena of possible disaster. Airline ofI&
cials were shocked that Kennedy International and La Guardia
Airports were so easily wiped off the map for want of emer-
gency power. Several said only the good weather averted mid-
air tragedy.

When the power went out, all light, radio, radar and instru-
ment-landing systems went out because they were plugged
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into the commercial electrical ,wstem.  Battery-operated equip
) ment and some auxihary  generators were pressed into service

at once but the vital detecti
“f

devices and approach and run-
way lights remained dark mos of the night:

On Friday, November 12, five heavy-duty generators were
on their way to New York from a Federal Aviation Agency
depot in Oklahoma City. Others were to follow. The two
125kilovolt-ampere  generators are for control-tower supply
at each of the airports. The Port of New York Authority,
which runs the airport&  will have the two smaller 37%~kilo-
volt-ampere generators at its disposal; each can light one
runway. The fifth generator will power an emergency com-
munications center at the F.A.A.‘s  regional headquarters at
Kennedy. The center will check on how much equipment is
working if the power fails in the future.

The Federal agency also let it be known that generators
designed to help air navigation would be shipped to a score
or more locations elsewhere so that planes would not be en-
dhgered  when the current gave out. ’

For its hart. the Port Authoritv  did some stock-taking.
While Newark Airport was unaff&ted  in brightly lit N&

Jersey, and while La Guardia could handle tratBc twenty
minutes after the breakdown, the sprawling Kennedy  field was

) out for twelve hours, except for emergency land&s.  The Port
Authority caucused, by night letter, with the airlines that use
its fields. It wanted to know how its clients felt about all this,
whether they believed a self-contained generating system was
needed at each airport, including Newark, to guard against
outside power failures.

The three airports, it noted, ‘?neet  or exceed” F.A.A. re-
quirements for an independent back-up power source. The last
eighteen years have shown that the present systems are “‘more
than adequate,” according to the Authority, but in view of
criticism by “unidentified airline officials” it wants the airlines’
official views. Each field has more than one independent power
source, but Kennedy and La Guardia were extinguished be
cause the breakdown was so widespread that it also knocked
out the back-up substations.

The F.A.A. said that since the agency had in recent years
arrived at a policy of relying fully on commercial power for
its equipment, it could not very well fault airport o@erators
who did the same. But; the spokesman said, if commercial
power is shown to be unreliable, policy might be changed.

Businessmen, too, sought means of staying in business
should Con Edison go out of business  again. The day after
the blackout a manufacturer of bearings called the Caterpillar
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Tractor  Company to ask about the cost of equipment t&
would power his plant during an emergency. A salesman told

him that he would need a five-thousand-kilowatt unit, large
than Caterpillar supplied, and that, when he found it, it would
cost him about $500,000. “It doesn’t matter,” the manu-
facturer  said. “I lost more than that during this one blackout.”

He was among dozens of businessmen and property owners
trying to avoid the helplessness that had gripped them that
night. According to Syska & HeMessy,  consulting engineers,
there are almost as many answers to the problem as there are
troubled building owners.

The answers range from storage batteries for emergency
lighting in systems costing as little as $100 to the $10.5 million
“total energy” system that provides light, heating and cooling
for the twenty-thousand residents of Rochdale Village, a giant
apartment project in Queens.

According to the Caterpillar Tractor Company, which
makes smaller units, powered by natural gas, total-energy
plants can be found to suit buildings of almost any size, at
costs that run roughly $100 a kilowatt. But such units are
best installed when the building is under construction because
parts of the system are built in. The skyscraper headquarters
of the Chase Manhattan Bank in downtown Manhattan was
one of the foresighted buildings. When the lights went out, the
building went over to the two-generator emergency system
designed by Meyer, Strong & Jones, wnsulting  engineers. It
powered three elevators, some lights  and vital pumps, heating
and ventilation units.

Besides storage batteries, in complex units that can cost
over $20,000, systems that can be installed to run vital equip-
ment in a building constructed without any emergency back-up,
mclude diesel generators, steam generators and units that can
be tired both by gasoline and natural gas, a spokesman for
Syska & Henuessy explained. In general, batteries can be ex-
pected to cost about $60 a cell, installed. Diesel generatorswill
run about $200 a kilowatt; gas and gasoline-engine generators
may be put in for about $150 a kilowatt, and steam generators
will go as high as $350 a kilowatt.

HOW about the elevators? The working populations’ of the
large cities move vertically ‘almost as much as horizontally.
During the blackout, many elevators just stopped where they
were, trapping the riders. In some buildings, mostly the new
ones, devices lowered the powerless cars to the nearest floor.
In one building at least, the new Columbia Broadcasting Sys-
tem headquarters, the elevators are equipped to take all
passengers to the ground floor before going out of action;
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the building even hns an elevator &ran through tI& blackout
on emergency $ower.  But elevators an’ not requited  to do this
in New York. Will changes bc forthcoming?

Many hospitals have auxilii  power. But what about those
that do not? This applies to other public inst&uttons--the
armories the raihoad stations and so on. The policemen and
firemen ;an through their stockpile of auxiliary generators
quickly. There was as much talk about putting a generator
in every basement as there once was about a chicken in every
pot. Yet it remained to be seen what would be accomplished
once the pressure was seemingly off.

A special New York State Legislative ~mmittee  will explore
the possibility of a state law requumg  that elevators *be
equipped with emergency devices to keep them from bemg
stranded between floors if electricity fails. The Committee will
also study the advisability of laws that would mandate: standby
power generators in all hospitals, emergency lighting systems
for the hallways of office buildings and apartments, and a
radio system on the New York City subways to keep passen-
gers informed as to conditions during a blackout and thereby
help avoid panic.

The ordinary householder and commuter aIs0  vowed to be
ready for the next blackout. They bought candles and flash-
tight and transistor batteries and even extra gasoline tanks
against another electrical shutdown of gas station pumps. But
batteries fade away, gas tanks run empty, candles are diverted
to more frivolous purposes, even matches in the desk have a
way of disappearing. Emergencies, hopefullym$nz  ~1~~2
such rapid succession that anyone can
vigilance. There are lessons that must be learned, and then
le&ed again.
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13. Past Imperfect

On a steamy day in June, 1961, the lights in midtown Man-
hattan flickered and went out for four and a half hours. Then
-as during the blackout of 1965New  Yorkers were dis-
mayed, officials were outraged and Con Edison was assailed.

“How many more blackouts and how many more tragedies
must we have before the Public Service Commission will
recognize that the fundamental transmission and distribution
system of the Con Edison Company is not sound?” asked
Armand  D’Angelo,  Commissioner of Water Supply, Gas and
Electricity, in an official report to Mayor Wagner.

Con Edison said promptly after the report that it had en-
gaged an engineering corporation to “review” and “analyze”
the blackout on June 13, 1961the  last major power failure
before the big one in 1965. At the time, five square miles of
midtown Manhattan were without electric power on the hot-
test day in two yeaT.%

Like the 1965 blackout, the 1961 emergency hit at the
worst possible time: in the late afternoon and early evening.
‘Ihe midtown section of the IND subwav was knocked out at
the start of the Tush hour. Hundreds of pksengers  were strand-
ed in sweltering trains up to an hour. Some trains were stalled
under the East River.

Offices and homes went dark, too, affecting hundreds of
thousands of persons from 43rd Street to 77th Street, between
the Hudson and East rivers in an irregular and spotty pattern.

in
Unlike the 1965 blackout, however, the fear and confusion
1961 were compounded by 9ddegree  heat. Air conditioners

stopped. Elevators, offices, subways and buses were brutally
hot.

At the time of the blackout, an Edison reported that it had
had the largest load on its facilities in history from 3 to 4 P.M.
on that June day, but denied that overloading had caused a
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power failure. Then, about a month after the 196t  power
p failure, the Public Service Commission directed ConEdison  to

change its substation design to prevent a sin$hu major power
breakdown. The next day Mayor Wagner charged that the
Commission, a state agency, was two years too late with the
directive. The Mayor held that the Commission should have
taken such action after a similar power failure in uppei Man-
hattan two years earlier in 1959. He said the Commission had
given Con Edison a “whitewash.” A spokesman for the Corn-
mission denied this.

Later, the utility completed a $25 million construction pre
gram. It was not announced officially, but company men dis-
closed it in answer to questions. It was reported at the time
that three new power substations had been built, raising the
total to ten. The supply systems of all ten were said to have
been reinforced so service would continue if any two trans-
formers or supply circuits failed.

In the 1961 blackout, two circuit breakers at the West 65th
Street substation failed an hour apart. The cause was given as
faulty insulation. With the two supply circuits out, the load was
too much for the rest of the system to carry, and power was
cut off. It was reported, however, that neither of the faulty
circuit breakers had been carrying a load beyond its capacity.

’ In the blackout on August 17, 1959-a scorching day-the
lives of 5oO,OOO  people were disrupted in a five-square-mile
area of upper Manhattan. On the West Side power was knocked
out more than thirteen hours. On the East Side, there was an
eight-hour stoppage. “It was easier to restore East Side power,”
a Con Edison spokesman said hastily. “No discrimination was
involved.”

The city was jolted by that power failure, but some enter-
DT~sB  fared auite well. Service of the New York teleDhone
company wend unaffected. And that evening in darkened Cen-
tral Park, a production of the musical “Carmen Jones” was
given as scheduled. Both the park theater and the telephone
company were equipped with their own stand-by diesel gen-
erators and were able to supply their own power.

At the time, Con Edison indicated that such a power failure
would probably not recur. A headline in The New York Times
said: “A Second Big Failure Called Unlikely.” And the utility’s
officials said the odds against a recurrence were “infinitesimal.”
A city report, however, charged that the 1959 blackout “rests
squarely with the Consolidated Edison Company.” MT. D’An-
gelo, reporting to the Mayor, argued that the breakdown had
been caused bv overloadina.  And he said that Con Edison had
not lived up io its desi6  standards and “overestimates its
capacity.” Con Edison denied that overloading had been the
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cause of the failure and said that Commissioner D’Angelo’s
report was “clearly preinature$+&%e  report was made one
week after the blackout.

Four months after the black&,  the Public Service Com-
missioq  after im inquiry, announced that the cause of the
electrical failure was still a mystery. Its report Cleared Con
Edison of charges that an inadequate network design had
been responsible.

In general, power failures have never been strangers to New
York City. They have, in fact, plagued the city for many years.
In October, 1957, Grand Central Terminal and more than a
dozen surrounding hotels were blacked out by a power failure
of more than two hours. At the time the Consolidated Edison
Company  and the New York Central Railroad pointed accus-
ing fingers at each other. Both agreed there had been almost
simultaneous mishaps in the power systems of each company,
but each said the other had caused the failure.

A series of blackouts plagued the city during the hot weather
in June, 1957. During another hot spell in June, 1955, a rash
of failures hit Brooklyn and Con Edison had to pack manholes
with dry ice and string perforated garden hose through con-
duits to cool them with running wa@r.

In 1936 and 1938, the failure of the central network at the
Hell Gate plant of Con Edison brought severe disruption to
large sections of the city.

A short circuit in the power plant on January 15, 1936, al-
most paralyzed Manhattan north of 59th Street and in the
Bronx and in Westchester County. Lights of offices, hospitals,
department stores, homes and industrial outfits flickered, then
went out. Trolley cars throughout the Bronx were stalled.
Subway systems were blocked. Pakons in movie houses got
their money back and returned to their darkened homes
through darkened streets.

Sixty thousand persons were caught on subway trains that
stalled, and hospital attendants in some operating rooms used
flashlights so surgery &ould  continue. In one hospital a boy
was saved while attendants kept striking matches for more
than an hour to provide light.

On September 21, 1938, floods from a hurricane poured
into the Hell Gate plant, cutting off power in large areas of
Manhattan, mainly Washington Heights and Harlem, and in
all of the Bronx. In that failure-like the one in 1965-ether
power plants were affected along the Eastern Seaboard. Almost
all of Long Island was plunged into darkness; Westchester
County was without electrical service, and many radio stations
in the Northeast were forced to suspend broadcasts.

Certainly blackouts have not been uncommon across the
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country,  either. On June 25,*1962,  for example, a power fail-
‘3
2

ure knocked out electricity in an eight-state, 3OO,OO@square- $
mile area in the Middle West. It was attributed to overloaded 3
circuits that resulted from a string of effects starting when a ‘AS
mechanical difficulty halted a generator in Omaha. It was called :
the most extensive accidental blackout in the nation’s history ;
-until The Big One.



14. The Power of the Future

“PoJitics  and economics may play a role in deciding how tc
prevent a repetition of the great Northeast power failure,‘!
Eileen Sham&an wrote in The Times on Friday, November
1wL ‘This was the one conclusion that stands out clearly a5
Government and industry technicians continued to grapple
with the most immediate problem presented by the blackout:
finding an explanation of its cause. Outside the large, window-
less Federal Power Commission conference room in which the
experts were working, advocates of Government-owned elec-
tric power and private power were renewing their old battle,
a battle that is at the heart of the struggle over how to prevent
power failures. But that is not all that is involved.

“The Government and private-industry investigators have
before them what is specifically and solely a technical ques-
tion: HOW did it happen? Their answer, however, will point
the way toward remedies that are certain to displease one
side or the other-and conceivably both-in the ficht over
who is to own major electric power facilities and w&t kin&
of facilities should be built in the future.

“Both public and private power advocates may well have
some mixed feelings. For whatever preventive measures are
proposed, they are bound to cost someone money and probably
lots of it. If it is discovered that larger power-generation facile-
ties are needed to meet peak demands or emergencies, who is to
pay for those facilities? Wii the managers and stockholders of
private utility companies be willing to bear the expense of
standby facilities that may never be needed or needed only
once every few years? Should they, in fact, be required to bear
such expense?

“Should the Government bear the expense? While there are
within the Government, many advocates of increased owner:
ship by the Government of power generation and transmission
facilities, it would be a mistake to assume that the Govern-
ment, as such, takes a position in favor of government owner-
ship. Particularlv  riaht now.

“President Johns&  himself, already grappling with a Fed-
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era1 budget for-next year inflated by the still-unmeasured costs
of the war in Vietnam and, the big new welfare pro@nms,
could quite,conceivably  take a dim view of .proposals  for buge
new Government outlays for power facilities.

“The prospective expense for taxpayers will not, however,
&rice  the demands for more Federal electric power from
those who distrust utility companies but who do not have
direct responsibility for Government budget policies. Those
&mancls  have been heard increasingly in the last several days
from the traditional advocates of gOWrnment  Ownership Of
power facilities- supporters of the cooperative power move-
ment and others.

“In addition to the classic public vs. private ownership fight,
other policy issues are brought into new focus by the North-
east power failure. The breakdown is seen in some quarters
as further demonstration of the need for the controversial
Storm King Mountain power plant that Consolidated Edi-
son wants to build to serve New York City-a plant that
conservationists have fought for years.

‘Those who believe the Government has been fohowiag  a
wrong policy in limiting the imports of heavy fuel oil-a rela-
tively cheap fuel-are also on record since Tuesday citing the
massive blackout in support of their traditional economic
an~~1itica.l arguments.

e whole issue of the planned national interconnection
of electric power systems-which in the view of some could
have averted the Northeast blackout and in the view of others
would have made the darkness nationwide-is raised again
by the failure. The lines here, however, are not clear-cut
politically. The national inter-tie, as proposed by the Federal
Power Commission, has very substantial although not unani-
mous, industry support.

“Joseph C. Swidler, Chairman of the F.P.C., not only
has to walk a tightrope between conflicting political and
economic forces, but while conducting the blackout investi-
gation his tightrope. extended across our northern frontier
because the trouble originated in another country  and because
Mr. Swidler apparently felt impelled to inform the President of
his preliminary findings before making them public.

“Mr. Swidler, whose appointment to the commission by
President Kennedy in 1961 thoroughly frightened the electric
power industry, has since made a record of avoiding partisan
controversy and is spoken of well in most industry quarters
despite the fact that the commission’s now famous National
Power Survey that was published eleven months ago recom-
mended ever-increasing interconnections between electric
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systems. The contents of the study raise some questions both
for the technicians and the politicians.

‘Q 1962,” Miss Sham&air  concludes, “there was a massive
_ blackout in the Midwest covering an area four times as large as

the New York-New England blackout., and a less extensive one
last January. Although the 1962 wide-area failure in the Mid-
west was well known to power experts before the commission’s
survey was completed last year, the study made no significant
mention of it, while recommending an enlargement of the kind
of interdependence that made Tuesday’s blackout so exten-
sive. The commission has offered no explanation of the
omission.”

The future of the electric power system of the United States
ls currently obscured by the cloud of controversy that Eileen
Shan”fian outlines above. Although the power controversy has
been mtenstied by the great blackout of November 9th it
has been fermenting in the background for many years: It
involves, on the political level, the thirty-year-old battle be
tween proponents of public power against those in favor-of
private power. On a more technical plane-but  this is where it’
h&s home most directly to the average citizen--there is the
question of a nationwide power grid as against regional grids
or t&n systems. In fact, the blackout in the Northeastern part
of the nation has even brought into sharp challenge the prao
ticability of regional power grids.

In addition, the controversy over the power industry’s future
-at least as it involves expansion plans by private companies
-has dramatically spilled over onto the community and per-
sonal level.

After a long and heated fight, the Consolidated Edison
Company received approval this spring from the Federal
Power Commission to build a $162 million plant  for generat-
mg power at Storm King Mountain along the Hudson River in
New York. The company wants to construct a huge reservoir
on top of Storm King into which water would be pumped from
the Hudson. During periods of peak power use the water
would be returned to the river, generating electric& as it fell

Governor Nelson A. Rockefeller of New York endorsed the
project, thereby calling down upon his already unhappy polit-
real head the wrath of conservation groups. They have taken
their battle to Federal courts.

Leo Rothschild, president of the Scenic Hudson Preserva-
tion Conference, described as “incomprehensible” Governor
Rockefeller’s failure to use his influence “to help enable the
citizens  of the state to make their own decision regarding the
future use of the Hudson River and its great valley.”
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Mr. RothscWd  warned that he and his group would con-
! tinue to fight to prevent the building of the power plant.

Mrs. Paulii Siegler, secretary of the Cornwall Taxpayers*
Water Protection Association,” alao said the Governor’s de&
sion was wrong. “Hundreds of people here are opposed to
Consolidated Edison’s plans, but we are too afraid of intimi-
dation, reprisal and loss of jobs to speak out.” She said that
litigation would be too costly for her organization but that
the group would support any action by the Scenic Hudson
Preservation Conference, of which it is a member.

Clearly the 6rst requirement of the future is to assure that
over-all power needs can be tIlled, excluding possible malfunc-
tions or breakdowns. The amount of electric energy it takes to
run the world’s greatest industrial machine and to supply the
day-by-day needs of a population that will soon exceed 200
million, is enormous. But here, at least, there is little cause for
alalm.

The Federal Power Commission has estimated that by 1980
the United States will require 2.8 trillion kilowatt-hours of
power a year. That is more than two-and-a-half times the esti-
mated total of 1.1 trillion kilowatt-hours consumed in 1965.
To produce this vast amount of energy, according to the

1 Government agency, an interconnected and coordinated utility
industry will need an installed capacity of about 525 million
kilowatts. The F.P.C. also this that by 1980 the average
retail cost for residential, commercial and industrial electricity
should be brought down to 1.2 cents a kilowatt-hour, com-
pared with an average price in 1962 of 1.7 cents and back in
1940 of 2.2 cents.

Can this large order be tilled? Absolutely, says the utility
industry, which has been consistently ahead of target in its
schedule for increasing capacity. The capability of the total
electric utility industry has already reached about 235 million
kilowatts, an increase of more than twelve million kilowatts
during 1965 alone. The industry’s power capability has more
than doubled in the last ten years and is more than five-and-a-
half times that of twenty-five years ago. (Kilowatts measure the
production- capacity or capability of electric generators and
also the power requirements of electrical appliances and
equipment.) Electric generators now in operation-and they
are getting bigger all the time--range in size from less than one
hundred kilowatts to a maximum of dne million. In power sta-
tions the average size of units currently being installed is ap
proximately 150,000 kilowatts. As new generating installa-
tions are established, the number of the larger size generators. .1s mcreasing.



.f+ mu&h  for the sheer .sixe’ of thz c&t&  power industry
w&m  the next few years. TbeM  appears to be little doubt that
there will be plenty of power-plus,a  heal&y  reserve-to meet
all conceivable needs;

The real uncertainties revolve around the nature of the
power system of the future. ,Because  the present controversy
has so many facets, a clear outline will not emerge for some
time to come.

The long, bitter fight over public versus private power, goes
back more than thirty years, and is still far from resolved
It dates at least to the early days of the New Deal, when the
administration of Franklin D. Roosevelt, an aggressive propo-
nent of pubhc power, launched the multi-billion-dollar Ten-
nessee Valley Authority project. Under the administration of
Dwight D. Eisenhower the private-power spokesmen moved
to the fore and Government-sponsored public projects were
held down in scope and number. Although the Johnson Ad-
ministration, with its liberal Democratic bent, could be ex-
pected to take a strong pro-public power stand, it has for the
most part played a largely neutral role.

In fact, the public versus private power issue simmered for
several years until the Federal Power Commission suddenly
brought it back to white-heat.in  1964.

In a sweeping report the F.P.C. recommended the creation
of a national power grid, that would inevitably involve a con-
siderable amount of Federal funds-and Federal control. The
public-power interests have been urging its formation for
years, but the private utility companies have taken a dim view
of binding themselves into a single giant system.

The Federal Power Commission issued a ‘guideline pattern”
for development of the entire electric power industry. This all
encompassing pattern, it was said, “is designed to encourage
full regional and countrywide coordination of all systems by
1980 and sets a target for a twenty-seven per cent reduction in
the average unit price of electricity to consumers.”

The agency did not stipulate that its recommendations were
mandatory, as indeed they could not be unless new laws are
enacted. But the F.P.C. said it hoped its survey would “excite
interest in the many opportunities for savings which should be
explored.” Considering the position of the Commission in re
gard to the industry it regulates on a national level, this would
appear to be the understatement of many a year.

The F.P.C. envisioned by 1980 three major east-west inter-
ties of transmission facilities and another long-distance inter-
connection between the Northwest and the middle South.
The lengths would range up to nearly two thousand miles and
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, there would be power flows of-as, much  +,,fow  .&lion kilo-
watts.

The ~wxnment  report noted that the vital iii in these
vex n&works would be extra-high-voltage  transmission lines,
which  enable large amounts of power to be transnntted  eco-
nomically over great distances.

The F.P.C. reported flatly that its national plan could result
in a saving of $11.7 billion in plant investment and annual
savings to consumers of $11 billion by 1980. There would be a
reduction of about twenty-seven per cent in.t.be  average unit
price of electricity for residential, commercial and mdustrial
users.

The F.P.C. paid special attention to small power systems. Of
the approximately 3,600 electric power systems serving the
country, 3,190 are small, with peak loads of 25,000 kilowatts
or less. And among the 3,190 about 2,000 are publicly owned
while 904  are rural cooperatives and 289 are private com-
panies. The utility industry calls all private companies “inves-
tor-owned,” although the proportion of stock held outside the
management may vary widely.

The details of the F.P.C. grand plan are as follows:
Before 1970 along the Eastern seaboard there would be

extra-high-voltage transmission lines at 500 kilowatts carrying
’ power from generating centers in the coal fields of the Appa-
lachian region to major cities from New York to Norfolk and
southward.

Gn the West Coast, north-south ties, at 500 kilowatts
&mating  current and 750 kilowatts direct current, would
connect the Columbia River system and the Pa&c Northwest
with southern California and the Colorado River power sya-
tern of Utah, Arizona and adjacent statea.

In the mid-continent area, 34Skilowatt  lines would be ex-
panded and 500 and 700 kilowatt lines built to send power
from coal-producing areas in Illinois, Kentucky, Indiana, Oluo
and western Pennsylvania to the industrial centers of the
region. Coal and lignite resources of the high plains and the
Rocky Mountain states would furnish lowcost energy over
extra-high-voltage networks.

Under the F.P.C. program, full coordination within these
big regional systems would be achieved by 1970. Then, by
1980, there would be heavy-duty interconnections between
the nation’s east and west zones, resulting in one great national
network-with all regions linked and able to come to the
rescue of any other in a power emergency.

The private power companies, understandably, have been re-
luotant to criticize the F.P.C.‘s recommendations and, openly,
thoy are cooporating.  !&ill the Edison Electric Institute is un-
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derstood to be making a coml.@or  study of the F.P.C.‘s cost
find&~. Private power people think that the hv investnaep
required,to  establish a national network would not he econom-
ical until far inthe future.

In addition, the utility companies, in the aftermath of the ool-
lapse of a regional power set-up, are having some serious
thoughts about the advisability of a national system.

Philip Spom is the former chairman  of the giant privately
owned American Electric Power system.  He is also considered
within the utility industry to know more about advanced tech-
niquos  than almost anyone else in the field. In the immediate
aftermath of the November 9th blackout, he stressed that both
sides-public and private--ought to “give pause before they
push blindly forward with a nationwide grid.”

Mr. Spom  came to this tentative conclusion:
“The events of that Tuesday boil down to one of two ap=

proaches to a solution. Either there was need for more grid8
and interconnections with every possible rerouting and inter-
change provided for, or there should be serious questions rW
to the limitations of power interconnections.” And then the
tantalizing, and still unanswered, questions, ‘Where is the
practical limit? The profitable limit?”

0. B. Falls, president of Commonwealth Associates, .Ip”.,
engineering arm of Commonwealth Services, is more poslt.tVe:  v
He believes strongly that now is the time for “a serrous  re-
evaluation of the need for a national grid.”

Mr. Falls makes a point that is not often stre&ed  bY the
private companies in the present period of emphasis on bigger
and more far-flung power systems. Utilities, he declares, are
spending far more than they should on interconnections “just
to avoid Federal intervention.” The shadow of the Federal
Power Commission bulks ever large.

‘1The  industry must look at load interconnections,” accord-
ing to Mr. Falls. “I feel that for any total load in this c~~trY
there is probably an optimum limit that can be established
for interconnections. In order to reach that optimum a) anY
one time in history, I do not see any necessity for having a
United States grid. There is no question but that we should
have regional grids, but even their size should be determined
by careful analysis.”

Robert T. Person, president of the Edison Electric In&u%
takes an understandable position since his organixation rePr*
sents all elements within the indusuy, those who favor a na-
tionwide power grid and those who are dubious about such a
set-up. He merely says, “I would say we have a lot to learn
from this experience. We should try to set up what happen+,
study it and avoid any possible duplication of the Condttrons m
the future.”
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However, George A. Orrok, vice-president in charge of en-
1 ghpring for, the Boston Edison Company, is sure the entire

natson  would have been pluqged into darkness “in less than a
seoond” if the F.P.C. national-grid plan had been in effect. He
believes the only thing that prevented a worse blackout was
that the existing eastern grid is “weak in spots.”

Secretary of the Interior Stewart L. Udall called on No-
vember 15th for more international pooling of hydroelectric
power between the United States and Canada and said that the
northeastern power blackout might have been averted if strong-
er mter-ties had existed. In remarks addressed to a Toronto
audience, Mr. Udall, an advocate of a national power grid,
indicated that both countries have little choice about power
pooling because of future demands. “Our two countries will
have.  to spend in the next ten years more for generation, trans-
msslon and distribution of electricity than we have over the
previous eighty years,” Mr. Udall said.

The night the lights went out has raised doubts about re-
glonal power grids, since it was such a set-up that triggered
the blackout. An official of one major New England utility,
for instance, thinks that at the very least there should be a
thorough investigation of power-transmission lines in the high
voltages before any thought is given about proceed&  toward

la nationwide grid. But even as the whole grid concept comes
under question, more regional tie-ups are in the works.

In the closing weeks of the 1965 Congressional session, pub-
lic power advocates pushed through-a bii authorizing wn-
struction  of a large power project for New England. It is known
as the Dickey-Lincoln School. New England is the only re-
gion in the nation with no major federal power projects. The
Dickey-Lincoln School federal project would use the hydra-
electric resources of Canada to power the steam-generating
system of New England and would. in effect. be the founda-
tion of another No&eastern  grid, t$ng in witnthe  Niagara-
Mohawk complex.

The investigations into the northeastern power failure are of
particular concern to such emerging regional groups as WEST.
That stands for Western Energy Supply and Transmission As-
sociates, a utility group that covers part of California, Arizona,
New Mexico,  Texas, Nevada, Utah, Colorado, Wyoming and
Maho-about  one-fifth of the land area of the United States.

WEST has plans for a twenty-year $10.5 billion-plus joint
expansion program. This would utilize interconnections, pow-
er plants, hydroelectric sites and huge generating units in a
regional complex that few, if any, of the individual companies
could  afford on their own.

1 Another giant interchange on the regional level is under
wnstruction between the South Central Electric Companies
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and the Tent~essee Valley Authority. Eventually this seasonal
power arrangement-keyed to peak loads-envisions the prb
vate utilities supplying the T.V.A. with 1.5 million kilowatts
of energy during the summer, while the Government will sup-
ply a similar amount to the investor-owned utilities in the
winter months. An initial connection has been  made at West
Memphis, Arkansas, while the over-all  project is scheduled
for completion in 1967.

As far as this group is concerned, things have not heen
changed at all by the northeastern failure. An official of the
Arkansas Power and Light Company puts it this way:

“The Northeast is a densely populated area with extremely
large power loads concentrated in the metropolitan centers.
The Southwest area is less densely populated and the power
loads are widely dispersed in this section of the country.” He
adds:

“Much care is given to providing two or more sources of
power to every load center and the interconnected systems are
controlled and operated in such a way that a damaged portion
would be automatically isolated from the rest of the system.”

One of the immediate results of the blackout is that the
entire utility industry is now taking a closer look at its opera-
tions than at its profit position. One answer, some think, is
more use of the ubiquitous computer. The utility industry is
already one of the most computerized of all’ industries, but
even these “miracle-machines” failed in the crisis.

Some computer experts say the systems involved on the eve-
ning of November 9th were not computerized enough. After
all, decisions are and must be made by the man at the control
center, and there is some evidence that he didn’t believe-at
least until it was too late-what the computers were telling him.

A computer programmer long active in the utility business
has this to say: “If the computer systems involved had been
designed to act on their own information without waiting for
human reaction, most sections would have been able to disass&
ciate themselves from the grid in time to save themselves.”

William Joyce, official of the Diebold group, a management-
consulting concern specializing in automation, cites the human
element in it all, “Any man hesitates before wmmitting him-
self to a very serious act. What the computer could have done
was to display graphically the enormity of the situation and
the time in which a decision must be made.”

The air-defense system of the North American continent
uses a computer-human relationship. The computer alerts the
controller to any danger and tells him what he should do to
avert it within a given time limit. In an emergency, the com-
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puter  takes over oomplete.ly  in “self-protection.” All tests and
trial  runs show that this system works completely.

Nuclear power plants are:gJso  becoming ,a factor in supply-
hg the nation’s need for electricity. Last year, in a commence-
ment speech at Holy Cross,  President Johnson said a break-
through had been achieved, ‘and the “long-promised day of
economical nuclear power is close at hand.”

Evidently,  the President was alluding to the $68 million
atomiopower  plant planned by the Jersey Central Power and
Light Company at Oyster Creek, New Jersey. At the time of
the announcement of the plant; the president of the New Jer-
sey utility, William H. McElwain, said that after a reasonable
break-in period the total cost of power from the nuclear-power
station would be less than for any other type of plant the corn-
pany could install at the site.

A sign&ant  aspect in atomic power is the investment ~6
quired for a nuclear reactor-usually considerably higher than
the investment needed for a comparable fossil-fuel type plant.
Nevertheless, it has been found that the larger the plant, the
smaller, the gap, and further advances in this direction are
expected-

According to the National Power Survey, a 3OO,OOO-kilo-
watt atomic plant placed in service in 1967  probably would

I cost $130 for each kilowatt of capacity, or $40 to $60 more
than the cost for a conventional plant. But by 1980, the cost
of a 1.2 million-kilowatt nuclear plant should cost $107 a
kilowatt, equal to or no more than $12 a kilowatt higher than
the cost in a wnventiomil  power plant.

Another inhibiting factor at present, the survey found, was
that atomic plants require more specialized operating s&&s  and
have higher maintenance costs than those in most conventional
operations. Such costs, however, are expected to decline with
increased capacity and greater operating experience.

In its latest Electric Power Survey Report, the Edison Elec-
tric Institute says there are now in operation fourteen nuclear
power projects, ranging in size from those producing 4,300
kilowatts to others turning out 255,000 kilowatts. An additional
two projects are ready to go into operation. These sixteen
projects have a total capacity of about 1.1 million kilowatts.

An additional thirteen such projects are under construction
or design and another is still in contract negotiations. Of these
fourteen projects, eleven would turn out 33O,OOO  kilowatts or
more. The fourteen projects would have a total capacity of
about 6.1 million kilowatts. Two of the plants under con-
struction were scheduled to be in operation before the end
of 1965.

Projects under construction or design, their sponsors, and
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their expected hourly kilowatt output in addition to the Oyster
Creek project, include the following:

Hanford, Washington, Washington Public Power Supply
!&stem, 800,000; Haddam,  Connecticut, Connecticut Yankee
Atomic Power Company, 490,000; Millstone Point, Connecti-
cut Light & Power Company, Hartford Electric Light Com-
pany and Western Massachusetts Electric Company, 600,000.

Also, Nine Mile Point, New York, Niagara Mohawk Power
Corporation, 500,000; Corral Canyon, California, City of Lo8
Angeles, 462,000; Brookwood, Rochester Gas and Electric
Corporation, 450,000, and a plant to be built at a site not yet
determined by the Boston Edison Company, capable of tum-
ing out 600,000 kilowatts an hour.

Coal still occupies the top spot as a fuel for the power in-
dustry although it has lost practically all of its railroad and
retail markets. Last year it further improved its competitive
position in the power industry when transportation costs were
lowered by both the railroads and the barge lines. That was
accomplished by the introduction of trainload rates and the use
Of unit or long car-linked trains. At-the same time, through
mechanization of mines, the industry has been able to keep
prices at the minehead nearly unchanged for the last twenty
years. In some areas, prices actually have been held slightly
below their level at the end of World War II despite sharply
increased wage rates.

NOW that the freight rates have been reduced, and railroads,
in cooperation with utility companies, have greatly improved
handling facilities, the coal industry feels that it can hold most
of the utility business. In 1964, it is estimated, coal supplied
nearly two thirds of the energy requirements of utility com-
panies in the United States,

The coal industry is now planning to attempt to break the
hold of gas and oil on the huge West Coast utility market. Nu-
clear power, the coal industry’s greatest long-term threat, is not
expected to exert a substantial competitive effect for the next
decade or two. The coal industry asserts that nuclear power
plants take three or four years to build and are more expensive
than plants burning coal.

For the moment, anyway, the fuel sources for power seem
adequate. Also because of the ever-increasing demand for
power, and for economical ways to produce it in huge amounts,
it seems reasonable to conclude that the technological develop
ments of fuel sources will be as numerous as the past develop-
ments in the means of producing electricity. Finally, the
many views on the ownership of electric power are destined
to continue as a major source of discussion and controversy
for years to come.
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15. The Times by Candlelight

The Nau York Times, organized to function in any emer cy,
defied The Great Blackout of Tuesday, November 9. Troush
its giant plant lay spookily dark and silent, it put out a ten-
page-adless paper-from another state. It was the only New
York morning newspaper published on Wednesday, Novem-
ber 10.

The blackout began with a sudden absorbing of the light,
as if ninety per cent of the fluorescent illumination had sud-

denly been sucked up a funnel. There was a wild flicker-in8
for about a minute, like a silent alarm. At 5:27 P.M. the elec-
tric clocks stopped, the machinery fell silent, air-conditioning
blowers hummed to a halt. An eerie silence fell over all the
fourteen floors.

Men and women gathered in knots. Nobody knew what was
happening. Dayside crews were getting ready to leave. There
was some laughter, a few half-shouted jokes. Somebody said,
“It’s just us.” Somebody else looked out the big black windows
onto the street and saw that it wasn’t just us. “Is it citywide?’
someone asked.

It was the hour the city room ordinarily warms to its night’s
routine. First-edition deadline was three-and-a-half hours away.
Wednesday’s paper had been laid out for ninety-six pages.

The city room lay in nearly total darkness. Typewriters
ceased to clatter. There seemed to be virtually no ringing tele-
phones. A few men lit matches or cigarette lighters and several
got on the phone to find out if other points were affected.
Within moments the true dimension of the failure began to
be confhmed.

Electricity is the newspaper’s lifeblood. It powers the tele
types, the typesetting machines, the stereo casting pots, the
presses. There was no indication when power would be r+
stored.
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tapped their own private sources for light. Someone called the
New Yorker Hotel and one of the hotel’s staff hurried UD with
a few dozen handsome dinner candles. The Astor Hotel
yielded tall tapers. Pat Boyle of circulation combed the neigh-
borhood churches, rounded up votive candles from Holy Cross
Church and from St. Malachy’s.

All communications lines except the telephone were out.
This meant that not only was there no light to work by but the
staff had no normal service from the press associations. An
emergency system was set up. David Broder of the Washington
Bureau, on assignment in Cincinnati, telephoned in blackout
copy that was chattering in on The Associated Press machines
out there. Homer Bigart,  on assignment in New Jersey, called
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The microphones through which the Metropolitan Desk
summons its’ reporters was dead. Staffers could not be found
except by personal excursions out from the desk. Assistant
Metropolitan Editor Arthur Gelb, armed with a batch of
wooden matches thrust into his hand by Gil Haggerty, a desk
assistant, groped his way through the vast midnight. “Peter,
Peter,” he called. He found Peter Kihss,  assigned him to write
the over-all lead. Within ten minutes he had fifteen of his men
scurrying to key spots in the city-to Con Edison, to Police
Headquarters, to the Emergency Control Board, into subways.
“Fowler, Fowler,” he called, and crashed head-on into the par-
tition that separates real-estate news from the city room. He
sent Glenn Fowler and his real-estate staII to office building
throughout the city to check elevators. By the time Metropoli-
tan Editor A. M. Rosenthal, who had been caught in the dark
on the eleventh floor, made his way back to his desk ‘by stair-
way, the basic assignments had been made. Immediately, he
began to coordinate coverage; before the night was out he had
thirty-five staff men at work on various angles of the story.

By 5:45 P.M., the first candles began to flicker.  Pat Burns,
a sta.8 photographer, had run over to Woolworth’s on Broad-
way and 44th Street, found it closed, finally got in by showing
his police card. He panted back with $10 worth of candles. Gil
Haggerty had gone in the other direction, to the Times Square
Hardware Store on Eighth Avenue. He had only $10; they
had tXy flashlights. Gil hurried back with the store’s clerk,
got Managing Editor Clifton Daniel to sign an I.O.U. for all
fifty, went back to the store and picked them up.

The supply department turned over to the city room the lim-
ited supply of candles and flashlights it had on hand. Eugene
Buckingham of the stock room called for emergency delivery
of several cartons of candles from a supplier in Lynbrook,
Long Island. It was mid-evening before they reached 43d
Street; meanwhile the t&t candles had dwindled. Everyone

in with &t&al  plucked from the wire service .machines in
New Brunswick. The Washington bureau telePhoned  copy
taken o$ its machhxa.  Repo&em  and secretaries were pressed
into service at the receiving end. They batted out the stuff in
the dark. They also took  copy from national and foreign cor-
respondents that ordinarily cornea by automatic telephone re-
corder.

News and production executives huddled in candlelit con-
ferences. At 6 o’clock they decided to go ahead with alternate
plans. If power came on by midnight it would be possible to
get out a paper in The Times’s own plant. If it did not, means
must be found to print elsewhere.

New Jersey, which was largely unaffected by the blackout,
seemed the logical place. Mr. Daniel put in a call to two after-
noon papers-The Newark Evening News and The Jersey
Journal. The telephone, though working, had begun to sag
under the avalanche of calls. Getting through to New Jersey
was slow and time-consuming. Eventually, though, both
papers agreed to turn over their facilities to The Times. It
was decided to accept the offer of The Newark News; it had
better mechanical facilities and Newark was a more convenient
get-away point than Jersey City for delivery trucks. Nobody
knew, or worried about, the cost.

Edward Sugrue, general manager of The News, told Mr.
Daniel that The Times should bring over its own editorial staff,
that The News would make available its mechanical equipment
and crews.

“Jf power is not back by 9 o’clock,” Mr. Daniel told him,
“we’ll start moving over, We’re planning an eight-page paper.”
It was then 7:30.

Plans went full steam ahead for printing in New York and
printing in Newark. Rosenthal, Gelb and Assistant Metro-
politan Editor Sheldon Binn worked out a new schedule for
the Newark edition.

The city copy desk, with Bob Slosser  in charge, braced itself
for the copy avalanche. Half the desk was assigned to non-
blackout copy; the other half, supplemented by four copy
editors borrowed from the foreign and national desks, awaited
blackout copy. Orders went out from the bullpen to all desks
to cut nonblackout copy to the bone.

Assistant Managing Editor Ted Bernstein’ was editor in
charge in Newark, with Bob Crandall, an assistant news
editor, as his aide. Dave Lidman,  make-up editor, handled
make-up. Nine copy editors, with Jack Badiner in charge,
formed the copy desk. Mr. Rosenthal plucked four men from
his sn& as a rewrite battery. A picture deskman and tko
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ooWboys rounded out what quickly  C~ITM  to be known as
The Times staff-in-exile.

The tweaty-m crew left 43d Street at 9 o’clock. Twelve
of them were h&&d  like troops in the back of a Times panel
truck for the forty-minute drive across the Hudson River.

Also carted across the river were the front page and editorial
page mastheads, some unedited copy, and type that had been
set  in the composing room before the blackout-including the
w ad radio listings, book CO~UIM,  crossword puzzle, an
e&orial  and some society news to use as IIller, if necessary.

C!irculation  Manager Pat Reynolds called in his city and
suburban roadmen,  in their cars, and set up a motorized
shuttle swvice to carry copy from 43d Street to The Newark
News.

Copy, written and edited by candlelight, was assembled in
“takes” at a copy control desk set up in the bullpen. Hank
Lieberman,  an assistant news editor, logged it, stuck it in
huge manila envelopes and turned it over to a courier control
desk manned by Bill Holwmbe, assistant to the managing
editor and Armida Gaeta of the foreign news desk They
keyed each envelope to its courier, then turned it over to
waiting circulation men whose cars were at the ready in
The Times’ loading areas. The copy lift worked smoothly.
Between 9: 15 and 11:45 P.M., 21,000 words were moved
from 43d Street to Newark. Duplicates of all stories were held
in New York because no one yet knew for sure where the
paper would actually be printed.

Strange faces kept popping out of the gloom. At one point
somebody came up to Mr. Rosenthal and asked: “How about
some coffee?” Mr. Rosenthal thought the stranger wanted a
cup, said “Get some” and turned away. The stranger promptly
went out into the street and came back with a trayful of coffee
in cups. He turned out to be a lawyer, a wusin of/Dick
Shepard of the news staff. He’d just dropped by to see what
was going on.

Two wives of newsmen-Barbara Gelb and Katie Witkin-
who were to go out with their husbands that night for dinner,
spent the night instead in the city room. Mrs. Gelb provided
some turkey sandwiches and late in the night Mrs. Witkin
provided a good idea-an interview with a pilot who found
himself coming in for a landing at 5: 27 as New York dis-
appeared below him. The idea was accepted but Mrs. Witkin
was scolded by the editors for not having come up with it
sooner.

In the middle of it all, Mr. Daniel’s secretary whispered
;o~~;is mother-in-law was on the telephone, calling

.
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“Hello, Clifton,” Mrs.  Harry Truman said. “Are you all
r,,*,right?  I just spoke to Margaret. I could get through to her but
Qhe said she couldn’t reach you. She asked  me to call you to
%nd out whether she should,meet  you at Sardi’s for dinner.”

There was no dinner for the Daniels that night at Sardi’s.

At The Newark News plant The Times m was greet&
by William R. Clark, the editor, and City Editor Harry
Anderson.

“What have you got in the way of 48-  or 60-point  type?”
Mr. Bernstein asked. He wanted a large bold type face for
the banner headline on Page One.

“Coming from The New York Times, that sounds funny,”
Mr. Clark said. “But I suppose even The Times isn’t going
to be conservative tonight.” A 48-point  type face was selected.

Mr. Bernstein learned that The Newark News market tables,
with tial Wall Street closings, were already made up for early
editions of Wednesday’s News. Mr. Clark agreed to let The
Times use them. The tables ran a little over a page. Bernstein
called Daniel. They agreed, with this extra material, to jump
the size of the paper to 10 pages.

Al Blayer, assistant to the production manager, had gone-to
Newark earlier in the evening to cope with any mechanical
problems that might arise in the composing room, stereotype
shop or pressroom. He reported to Bernstein that the pressroom
could deliver a million copies of The Times provided it got a
2 A.M. press start. It had been learned early in the negotiations
with The News that The Times would have to be clear of the
pressroom by 7 A.M., the hour at which The News began its
press run.

The Newark News city room is about on&quarter the size
of The Times’ and, as one of The Times’ rewrite-men put it,
“Neatness doesn’t count.” It was beautifully cluttered and filled
with old wooden desks, coat racks, green lockers and 8ling
cabinets.

The Newark News staff was at work on a 96-page paper of
its own and a good many of its reporters and editors were
working the night shift. Mr. Clark swept the papers from his
desk and turned over his small office to Ted Bernstein. A large
wooden desk, ordinarily occupied by feature and editorial
writers, was converted into The Times copy desk. A smaller
desk adjacent to it, served as a little picture desk. The rewrite
men shared desks and headsets with Newark News reporters
and waited for telephone stories. Bernstein sent out for sand-
wiches and coffee for all hands.

Mr. Bernstein selected Newark News headline types to be
used over single-column, dauble-column and three-column
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stories.  The copy editors had to figure the character count in
each line, found it entirely different from the count to which
they were accustomed. This added an extra burden to men .who
think instinctively-in terms of TimCs headlinewunt.

As The Times copy arrived from 43rd Street in flfteen-
minute relays, it was spilled out on the wpy desk and slugged
“Times” to ditIerentiate it from News WDV.  which was noinn
to the composing room at the same time. The editors gav%-riz
swift go-through, added inserts taken over the phone by the
rewrite battery and handed it to the copy boys, who-  ran it one
floor up to the composing room. The National Broadcasting
Company moved in with a television camera crew and fihned
the entire operation.

Ten news photographers worked on the blackout story, but
their printing equipment lay powerless in the ninth floor la&
oratory. Picture Editor John Radosta asked John Belson of
personnel, who lives in New Jersey and had a car, to scout
Hudson Countv for available lab snace. Belson and John
Forbes of the Picture desk reported back before 7 P.&.; they
had found a small, badlyequipped lab in Union City. The
four-man lab crew, headed by Frank Molloy, piled their
equipment-paper, film reels, developer, etc.-into Belson’s
car and were off. Belson continued to shuttle film and prints
between New York and Union City until the news operation
moved to Newark. Then the photo crew packed up its gear
and shifted its base to The Newark News photo lab. That
brought the entire across-the-river operation under one roof.

The number of pictures processed by The Times crew-in-
exile ran over a thousand with no possibility of keeping track
of who took what. Paul Duffy, a one-man picture desk, selected
and cropped the pictures for the edition. Molloy, doubling as
picture make-up man in the composing room, directed them
to their position in the paper.

* * 8

Meanwhile, in the candlelit news room in New York there
was no let-up in plans to print on 43d Street should power be
restored in time to make this possible. News Editor Lewis Jor-
dan, in continuous consultation with production executives
Tom Campion, Andrew Ragona and Bill Mattson, laid out al-
ternate size papers that dwindled in size as the hours dragged
on.

All through the plant employees who could not get home of-
fered their services to the harassed news room crew. Bob
November and Manny  Garcia of promotion and John La
Rosa of production hauled eleven loaves of bread up eleven
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flights to the caf’ateria, where it was converted into wdwiches.

’ Then they carried the sandwiches down .~,~tha’hungry staff
chained to telephones and wing mills; I

About sixty etatIers  slept the night through in the buikling.
The lucky ones found beds in the few bedrooms in the plant
cu slept in medical department cots or cots that were put up on
various floors. Others bedded down in offices that had couches
or upholstered chairs.

Arthur Hays Sulzberger, chairman of the board, was kept
informed  of developments by phone. Harding Bancroft, ex-
ecutive vice-president (and acting head of the paper in the ab-
sence of the publisher, Arthur Gchs Sulzberger, who was in
Europe) kept in constant touch with Vi-President  Ivan Veit
and Mr. Daniel.

“We’ve got to commit ourselves one way or another by
midnight,“-Mr. Daniel told them. Shortly before midnight they
committed themselves to Newark.

Mr. Daniel called Ted Bernstein. “It’s all yours,” he said.
Stereotype and pressroom crews, held all evening on the

chance that The Times might publish in its own plant, were
released. Printers and photo engravers stayed through the

m
night and got going, when power returned at 4:lO A.M., on
copy and engravings for advance sections of the following Sun-
day’s paper.

Shortly after midnight Mr. Daniel climbed on top of the
metropolitan desk where he could be seen and heard through-
out the cavernous city room, and relayed to the statI the deci-
sion to nrint in Newark. He thanked them all for a treat  iob.

c

Rosenthal and Gelb buttonholed men who had &hed  their
assignments, dispatched them in cars (driven by circulation
men who had earlier carried out the copy lift) and on foot all
over the city to watch what was happening. They were instruct-
ed to type up their notes and turn them over next morning to
Homer Bigart,  who was to write a narrative of the blackout for
Thursday’s paper.

“Good night” was given in the 43rd Street city room at
12:50 A.M. Candles were blown out and the nerve center ot
The Times moved across the river to Newark. Men at kev
spots-Con Edison, Police Headquarters, etc.-were told to
report late news directly to the Newark city room.

When Syd Schanberg called in with a late bulletin from Con
Edison he got a Newark News reporter on the phone. “Any
Times men around?” Syd asked.

“Hell, yes,” the News man said. ‘They’re all over the place.
SO is N.B.C. It’s like Hollywood around here.”

The ten black metal page forms that would eventually hold
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